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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to examine the discourse of six selected
Retrospective \fiscue Analysis (RMA) session transcripts for effective and promising
procedures, questions and discussion strategies. Data sources consisted of session
transcripts and interviews to determine how the RMA team's discourse accomplished their
intended purposes across six RMA sessions with a fourth grade reader. Phases of the
analysis included 1) veriiying the existing data sets, 2) selecting six RMA sessions from
the set of eleven, 3) conducting and analyzing interviews with the RMA team, 4)
structural analysis of sessions, 5) speech act analysis of discourse moves, 6) sequential
analysis of question cycles, 7) categorization of patterns that emerged in the data. Three
broad discourse themes, based on the RMA team's stated purposes for the RMA sessions,
guided the categorization of team members' talk; 1) discourse moves providing revaluing,
2) discourse moves providing instruction, and 3) discourse moves encouraging the
reader's strategy use.
The structural analysis of the RMA sessions generated elements of the instructional
sequences and phases that made up each session, and a profile of RMA session
procedures. Findings revealed; the RMA team used a wide range of question types to
analyze miscues; discourse patterns involved in instruction and revaluing involved a
variety of question cycles, position statements and 'you-statements' about the reader's
reading strategies; problematic discourse sequences stenuned from problematic questions,
responses and belief structures involved in interactions; by analyzing other readers in
comparison with his own reading the reader's self-concept increased.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Discourse analysis has informed the educational community by revealing patterns
of teacher-student interaction and has encouraged educators to reflect on and sometimes
reconsider the way they structure lessons and their forms of discourse with students.
Results of classroom discourse studies have reinforced educators' interaction structures
and styles, as well as critically revealed common discourse patterns in traditional
classroom discourse.
The purpose of this study is to explore the questions and discussion strategies used
during Retrospective Miscue Analysis (RMA) through discourse analysis. RMA is a
collaborative exploration of the reader's reading process by both a reader and the teacherresearcher(s) (Goodman & Marek, 1996). It is an instructional, revaluing activity or series
of strategy lessons which opens up to the reader and to the teacher-researcher the
language of reading and the reading process, thereby revaluing the reader and the reading
process itself
Specifically, RMA involves engaging a reader and one or more educator/
researchers in discussing particular excerpts of the reader's oral reading of a complete text
(usually a story) as audio-recorded on a previous occasion. Reader miscues, or
unexpected responses by the reader when observed reading orally (Goodman, 1969), are
discussed to elucidate the reader's reading strategies. The goals of RMA are twofold; a)
to allow readers to discuss their own reading process to better understand and value the
complex processes of reading and thereby revalue themselves as readers and learners, and
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b) to allow the educator/researcher(s) to investigate with the readers their reading
strategies, and thereby confirm understandings held about reading and/or come to better
understandings about reading processes (Goodman & Marek, 1989). The questions raised
in the present inquiry investigated how these goals were achieved in the discussions and
questioning used within several RMA sessions.
Statement of the Problem
Retrospective Miscue Analysis has been developing in classrooms and the research
community over the past twenty years. Its evolution is traced in educational literature
primarily through studies conducted by Yetta Goodman and her colleagues (Worsnop,
1980; Costello, 1992; Goodman & Marek, 1996; Miller & Woodley, 1983). Several
procedures and questioning techniques for RMA have been explored in RMA research, as
is reported in detail in the literature review. While a set of general guidelines outlined by
Goodman and Marek (1996) recommends procedures and suggests questions, in each of
the RMA studies the procedures and questions were modified for the ease and
management for participants of various ages and in various contexts. Furthermore,
questions were added and changed to get at readers' strategy use and to expand readers'
and researchers' understandings. Lingering queries about efifective RMA practices are;
What questions should we ask in RMA?, How should we begin and end a session?. Should
RMA take on a particular structure or format?, and What discussion strategies are
effective and authentic in encouraging a reader to revalue him/herself as a reader?. The
purpose of this study is to answer questions like these, posed by practitioners of RMA,
regarding effective procedures, questions, and discussion strategies in RMA.
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Significance of the Study
This study is concerned with the discourse patterns found in RMA sessions, which
brings to a metacognitive level readers' reading strategies and understandings about the
reading process. This research is important for the following reasons;
1. There is no research specifically analyzing the discourse of RMA sessions.
2. Few studies on metacognition and reading include educator discourse
strategies.
First, the bulk of the growing literature on RMA has been case studies of teachers'
and learners' experiences demonstrating RMA's impact on its participants (Costello, 1996;
Flurkey, 1996; Germain, 1998; Goodman & Marek, 1989; Marek, 1987; Martens, 1998).
In an early RMA study Miller and Woodley (1983) set out to investigate RMA itself as an
instructional activity in order to delineate a set of procedures. They found that RMA was
both a research tool and an instructional tool and that procedures and questions used
could differ for purposes of research or instruction. Some researchers (Costello, 1996;
Marek, 1987) introduced new procedures and questions for RMA sessions, reflected on
the changes, and made recommendations for future studies. However, no work has been
done to systematically analyze the procedures and questions used to conduct RMA
sessions. This discourse analysis of RMA sessions contributes to the RMA research base
by a) adding to our understanding of RMA procedures, b) evaluating the use of RMA
questions and discussions analyzing reader miscues in a one-on-one situation, and c)
making recommendations for future RMA research and practices.
Second, most research on metacognitive strategies in reading focuses on
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intervention and the effectiveness of teaching metacognitive or regulatory strategies and
supports the benefits of metacognitive awareness of reading strategies (Brovm &
Palincsar, 1986; Cross & Paris, 1988; Rosenshine & Meister, 1993; Schumaker, Descler,
Alley, Warner & Denton, 1984). In constrast, results of the discourse analysis of RMA
sessions in the current study contribute to our understanding of the structural parameters
educators select as well as the discourse patterns used in an educational interaction
devoted to revaluing readers and reading through metacognitive inquiry. Results of this
discourse analysis provide educators a means to analyze the effectiveness of their
interactions with learners and hold the potential to inform their instructional practices.
In addition, this study advances discourse analysis research in education by
demonstrating the power and potential of multiple systems of analysis. The discourse
among the RMA team members and a fourth grader is analyzed from a structural
perspective of the RMA sessions as reading strategy lessons, from a categorical
perspective to determine functions of participants' speech acts, and from a sequential
perspective to observe question cycles and other discourse patterns. The findings of
multiple systems of discourse analysis highlight different aspects and features of teacherstudent interaction which provides a more holistic perspective of classroom language
patterns than only one method of analysis (Dillon, 1988; Green & Harker, 1988; Green &
Wallat, 1981; Morine-Dershimer, 1988). The methodology and findings presented in this
study advance the understanding that student-teacher interactions are multi-dimensional.

Research Questions
The discourse analysis of two RMA team members' discussions with a fourth
grade reader about his oral reading explores the kind of questioning cycles and discussion
strategies which prove effective in revealing and revaluing the reader's reading process.
Specifically, the purposes of analyzing discourse in the RMA sessions are; a) to determine
the elements of the RMA session format in order to enhance understanding of RMA as a
lesson and evaluate its effectiveness, and b) to observe the language used to discuss the
reading process as a reflective practice. The key questions that guide my analysis are;
1.

How did RMA participants structure RMA sessions?
A What procedures were used?
B. How did the actual RMA sessions take shape?

2.

What discussion sequences and questioning techniques were used to fulfill
the purposes of RMA sessions?
A. What questions or statements were posed to fulfill intents and goals for
sessions?
B. What discourse patterns were evident in RMA sessions?
C. How did participants talk about the reading process?

Limitations
This analysis is limited to the discourse patterns of three participants in six RMA
sessios; two RMA team members and one student. A second limitation is the lack of
nonverbal cues involved in the interactions between the RMA team members and the
student. Each session was audio taped and transcribed with minimal notation of nonverbal
communication.
Like other metacognitive interview situations (Forrest-Pressley & Waller, 1984;
Gordon, 1990; Jacobs & Paris, 1987; Myers & Paris, 1978) this study also runs the risk of
several limitations regarding the verbal reports of young students. Gamer (1987) cited
several criticisms of children's verbal report data on their reading. Children may a) lack
the language and verbal facility to discuss cognitive events; b) report rationalizations or
mimic explanations used by their teacher or the researcher, c) make fabrications because
of the demand characteristics of the situation, and/or d) respond with what they perceive
to be socially desirable.
In addition, while the multiple systems of analysis presents a multi-dimensional
perspective of the discourse between the RMA team and Zach, it is primarily
sociolinguistic in nature and thus is still limited in scope. Certainly, different methods of
analysis highlights different aspects of discourse. The analysis in this study does not
include a critical perspective of the discourse in terms of its defining and positioning
participants into particiilar roles or its reflection of power relations (Foucault, 1980; Luke,
199S). Neither does the analysis deal with ideological concerns in the discourse (e.g..
Gee, 1996). Rather, this study presents a sociolinguistic perspective of the instructional
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elements of the sessions, the fimctions of interacting speech moves, and patterns of
discourse used to meet session purposes.
Finally, while every effort was made to confirm the analysis through periodic
interviews with the RMA team members, the reader was not interviewed for confirmation.
Thus, the study is limited to the RMA team members' interpretations of interactions
during the sessions.
Definitions of Terminology
The following are definitions of terms used in this study;
MISCUE: An observed response in oral reading which differs fi'om the expected
response (Goodman, 1969).
VnSCUE ANALYSIS: A procedure based on sociopsycholinguistic principles and
used to analyze oral reading miscues (Goodman, Watson & Burke, 1987).
RETROSPECTIVE MISCIIE ANALYSIS: A reflective process involving readers
in analyzing their own reading miscues through questioning (Goodman & Marek, 1996).
REVALUING; A process of transforming one's perception as reader; "to come to
appreciate their own strengths, to recognize the productive strategies they already can use,
and to build positively on those" (K. Goodman, 1996).

Background of the Study
This study is an analysis of the discourse of six RMA sessions conducted by the
RMA team members Yetta Goodman, Alan Flurkey, and Prisca Martens in 1993. In
essence I conducted research on data that had been collected for a separate study. This
section summarizes this RMA research to provide background information about the
participants as well as the purposes and procedures for the RMA sessions. It is important
to note that Goodman, the primary researcher conducting the sessions, is one of the major
contributors to the emerging research in RMA. She teaches a biannual graduate-level
research course in RMA and has authored articles on RMA topics (Goodman, 1996;
Goodman & Flurkey, 1996; Goodman & Marek, 1996) and co-edited the book

Retrospective Miscue Analysis: Revaluing Readers and Reading (Goodman & Marek,
1996). Thus, Goodman has played a critical role in the development of RMA techniques
and of the RMA research.
The RMA Study with Zach
In the autumn of 1993 Goodman, professor at University of Arizona, along with
Prisca Martens and Alan Flurkey, two graduate students at the time, engaged in a series of
eleven RMA sessions with a fourth grade boy at a local elementary school. Goodman and
Flurkey had completed a study with a group of seventh graders in which they conducted
RMA by closely foUowing a set of specific questions based on questions used to complete
miscue analysis procedures (Goodman, Marek, Costello, Flurkey, Wizinowich & Brown,
1989). Martens had not engaged in RMA activities and wished to learn about RMA and
assist and contribute to the study. Since the RMA study with Zach both Flurkey and
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Martens continued conducting research and writing about RMA (e.g., Flurkey, 1996;
Martens, 1998)
Goodman and Flurkey had developed a new set of questions about RMA after the
seventh grade study: Could RMA be done effectively with elementary age students?; How
young could they be?; and Could RMA be done effectively if it were less scripted by the
questions and more co-constructed with the reader(s)? In other words, the RMA team
members sought to observe the processes of RMA with a middle elementary grade reader
conducted in a less structured manner than had previously been reconunended.
Their reader, Zach (a pseudonym'), was referred to Goodman by a principal of a
school where the RMA team members had worked before and knew many of the school
staff on a professional basis. The principal told Goodman that Zach's mother was
concerned about his progress in reading. His mother said he had difficulty completing his
reading assignments at home and believed he had not received enough phonics instruction.
Zach's reading difiSculties were confirmed by his teacher, who said that Zach and most of
his classmates were nonreaders.
Setting up the RMA sessions
The RMA team members met with Zach at approximately the same time and day
of each week throughout the fall semester. At the first session in September, Zach was
asked his thoughts and beliefs about reading through a Reading Interview (Goodman,
Watson & Burke, 1987) and then asked to read aloud the story. The Man Who Kept

House (Mclnnes, 1962), and to provide a retelling of what he had read. The interview,
reading, and retelling were audio taped, while Goodman, Flurk^ and Martens (the RMA

team) marked Zach's miscues as he read. Each week after the initial session, Goodman
and Flurkey discussed selected miscues with Zach while Martens observed and recorded
field notes. The RMA team's primary purpose was to focus on high quality miscues to
encourage Zach to reflect on the quality of his own miscues. Their intention for many of
the sessions was to point out the reading strategies that helped in his meaning
construction, such as prediction, self-correction, regression, and substitution. At the end
of each RMA session Zach read aloud a new text while the team members recorded his
miscues. They used this reading as the basis for the next RMA session. This continued
until December. In January, for comparative purposes, Zach was asked to read once again

The Man Who Kept House and to answer the questions from the Reading Interview.
After each RMA session the team members met for debriefmg to reflect on the
session and to begin to plan for the following week's session. Then, Flurkey took home
the taped reading to record a detailed miscue marking and analyze the oral reading data.
He used the results of his miscue analysis to plan the next week's RMA session: to set
purposes, choose possible miscues, and complete planning sheets. Then Alan discussed
his suggestions with the other RMA team members at a planning meeting that occurred
during the morning before they worked with Zach.
At about 9:30 a.m. each Wednesday Flurkey met Zach in his classroom, where he
was usually finishing math, and chatted with him as they walked through the hallways to
the room where the RMA sessions took place. The team members described the setting as
a small room that could have been a conference room with space for a standard school
issue rectangular table about three feet by six feet and a few people around the table.

With shelves used to store items for a school store on two walls and no windows, the
room became crowded when an additional person such as Zach's mother, teacher,
principal, or other observer was present. Nonetheless, the team members observed that
Zach always was willing to come and talk and read with them. Aiter greetings from
Goodman and Martens, and a brief conversation to build a comfortable rapport, Goodman
would generally begin a session by reviewing what was discussed and read the previous
week before starting to talk with Zach about his reading using miscues planned for the
session. Both Goodman and Flurkey led RMA discussions while Martens primarily
observed and recorded field notes, occasionally contributing to the discussions.
Mother's and teacher's perceptions of Zach
Field notes from the study detail perspectives on Zach's reading abilities from his
mother and teacher. Zach's mother, Mrs. Cole was concerned that he was a poor reader,
which she attributed to insufficient phonics instruction. She told the team members that
Zach had phonics for a half year in kindergarten, but she did not believe he had received
any systematic phonics instruction in school since then. She held a strong view of the
necessity of phonics, which she believed should be separated from other language
activities. In a conversation with Goodman, Mrs. Cole said that her older son can read,
"but he had phonics and this made the difference." She said that whenever Zach read to
her he could not sound out the words, and she has to tell him every word. Because of her
concern she had considered buying a commercial product, '^Hooked on Phonics," for him.
She observed that Zach does well in math, but he cannot write or spell. She said she
helped him with homework because he could not read directions and had great difBculty
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with school assignments. Mrs. Cole wished she had time to read to Zach, but she had a
young baby and other children to attend to.
In a meeting with the RMA team members Zach's teacher, Mr. Rodriguez, also
stressed the importance of phonics and sounding out words. When talking about Zach in
relation to his class, Mr. Rodriguez said he was proud of Zach and all the kids but "when
they can't do their homework they know they are not so good." He remarked that twenty
students in his classroom have difficulty with directions and homework. He observed that
Zach is confident and "taking oS" in math. Zach and Mr. Rodriguez worked together
after school one day each week to improve his reading.
One day Flurkey discussed with Mr. Rodriguez his impressions of Zach as well as
the class as a whole. Mr. Rodriguez thought that not very many of his students were good
readers or writers and that the instruction they'd had in their earlier grades contributed to
their lack of reading and writing skills. He believed the holistic approach Zach's previous
teachers used was to blame and his job was to set his class straight and get them back up
to where they should be. The research team described Mr. Rodriguez's self-contained
fourth grade classroom as traditional in that children sat in rows and reading instruction
involved the use of basal readers.
RMA team members' initial impressions about Zach

Upon first meeting Zach, the RMA team members observed that he was rather
quiet and cautious. After the first session he is described in the field notes as a "small
Afiican American, pleasant and not intimidated by the three team members. His voice is
quiet but clear.'* Early on he responded with short answers and read slow and haltingly.
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When they talked with him about his reading for the first time he "seemed to be relaxed
and interested throughout the RMA session." He was fidgety, dropping pencils and
moving in his seat, but did not resist coming to the RMA sessions or reading. Goodman
was carefiil to point out that they told him that he could decide not to come to the
sessions at any time and could ask to stop a session at any time, yet not once did he
decline to meet with them nor stop a session early.
When asked about their initial impressions of Zach, Flurkey replied, "One of the
impressions that stands out the most comes fi'om ... thefirst reading of The Man Who

Kept House . . ." First of all he retold the story with that clarity that kids that are really
following the text very closely do ... . I remember Prisca and I looked at each other [as if
to say], 'This is a nonreader?' We looked at each other-Yetta and I-'This is a
nonreader?"' As a reader, the RMA team observed Zach using efifective reading strategies
as they marked miscues on the very first story he read for them. Flurkey continued, "We
were marking high quality miscues on the first page!" Thus, the RMA team members
reported that although Zach thought he was a bad reader, and his mother and teacher
perceived him to be a bad reader, his first oral reading of a complete text proved just the
opposite. They perceived Zach as a reader who used effective reading strategies to
construct his meaning of the story.
During subsequent RMA sessions the team members were impressed that Zach
recalled the story in detail and even remembered reading particular lines of text. While
discussing a miscue, he recalled what he was thinking as he read a specific sentence,
explaining his use of peripheral text information to confirm predictions he was making

about the sentence. Despite this articulate explanation of his reading process, Zach still
believed he was not a good reader and lacked confidence in his reading ability. Thus, it
was the team members' goal for Zach to see his strengths as a reader and value the good
miscues he made.
Guiding Framework for Addressing Research Questions
In attempting to answer the research questions, I investigated relevant research
and created a research design to involve the three methods of discourse analysis required
to address the questions. Chapter n discusses the theoretical fi-amework and examines the
bodies of literature relevant to this study. Chapter m presents the design of the study,
detailing the data sets and the methodology used. Chapters IV and V describes and
illustrates the use of each of the discourse analysis approaches and presents the findings as
they directly answer Research Questions 1 and 2, respectively. Chapter VI summarizes
the findings of the study, relating them to the research literature and integrating them with
previous RMA studies. The study concludes with recommendations for RMA endeavors
and fiiture research.

CHAPTER n
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This study builds on a theoretical firamework in the transactional
sociopsycholinguistic model of the reading process, considers discourse as a socially
constructive situated activity, and is based in discourse analysis theory as a research
methodology. Retrospective Miscue Analysis involves bringing to a conscious awareness
strategies used in the reading process as well as individuals' perceptions of themselves as
reader, and thus can be regarded as a metacognitive activity. To understand the
theoretical foundations for this investigation of the discourse analysis of six RMA sessions
the following bodies of literature are examined;
I. Transactional Sociopsycholinguistic Model of the Reading Process

n. Miscue Analysis and Retrospective Miscue Analysis
m. Metacognition
IV. Discourse Analysis in Educational Settings
Section I examines the transactional sociopsycholinguistic model of reading
primarily developed by Kenneth Goodman and supported by others. Underlying premises
and basic elements of the model are presented. This model is fundamental to the present
RMA sessions under study because the team members used this model of reading as a
foundation from which to explore the reader's reading processes, strengths and challenges.
Furthermore, they used terminology during the RMA sessions which refer to the basic
elements of the sociopsycholinguistic model.
Section II examines miscue analysis and Retrospective Miscue Analysis by defining

and describing the deveiopment and use of miscue analysis procedures, and the
development and use of RMA sessions with readers. The use of miscue analysis as a
research method as a basis for RMA is examined. The development of questions used in
RMA studies is highlighted.
Section m examines metacognition by tracing its development from Flavell's
ground-breaking conceptualization and expansion of his ideas throughout the past three
decades. It includes definitions and views of metacognition, metacognitive knowledge,
and metacognitive experiences. Special focus is placed on perspectives of the relationship
between metacognition and reading, including related investigations with young readers.
Section IV examines discourse analysis in educational settings. Research based in
sociolinguistics and ethnography of commimication examining literacy activities is
reported. Three main topics will be covered; participant structures and communicative
obligations, discourse strategies and patterns, and structural analysis. These studies
provide the knowledge and tools with which to conduct the RMA session analysis.
Section I: The Transactional Sociopsycholinguistic Model of Reading
Kenneth Goodman (1994) described the transactional sociopsycholinguistic model
of reading as a Copemican Revolution in that it forms as great a shift away from thinking
of the word as the center of the reading process as scientists' shift away from thinking of
Earth as the center of the universe. This model is based on several premises about reading
as language. The first premise is that as a psycholinguistic process reading involves
language and thought (Goodman, 1969, 1973a; Smith, 1973). Specifically, reading
involves an active transaction between the language and thought processes of the author

and the language and thought processes of the reader. Thus, reading is a transactional
process (Rosenblatt, 1978). Second, as a psychological process, readers use both visual
and nonvisual information. The process is visual in that individuals need to see print, but
is mostly nonvisual because we use what we already know about language, about print,
about reading and about the world when we read Goodman, 1994; Smith, I97S, 1982). In
fact, the more nonvisual information we have (like knowledge about the genre and the
content), the less visual information we need, and vice yersa (Smith, 1975). Third,
reading involves the simultaneous and interdependent interaction of all the language and
knowledge systems (Goodman, 1994). This premise will be discussed in detail below.
Fourth, as a sociolinguistic process, reading is embedded in and not separate from the
multiplicity of contexts in which the reader lives and engages in reading (Bloome & Green,
1984; Gee, 1996; Harste and Burke, 1978). Reading always occurs in a context wherein a
literacy event shapes the context and is shaped by it (Bloome and Greene, 1984).
Elements of the Transactional Sociopsvcholinguistic Model of Reading
That reading involves the simultaneous and interdependent interaction of all the
language and knowledge systems is explained through discussion of the elements of the
transactional sociopsycholinguistic model; Language cuing systems, cognitive strategies
and cycles. Figure 2.1 outlines the elements in detail.
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Figure 2.1
Elemeats of the Transactional Sociopsycholinguistic Model of Reading
Language (Cue) Systems
graphophonic (symbolic)
orthography
phonology
phonics (relationships between semiotic systems)
lexico-granunatical (structural)
syntax/grammar
morphology
order of fimctions
wording
inflections
function words
semantic-pragmatic (meaning)
semantic
pragmatic
ideational
interpersonal
textual
Cognitive Strategies
initiate/recognize (act of reading)
sample/select
predict
infer
confirm/discoafirm
correct
terminate (act of reading)
Cycles
visual
scan
fix
perceptual
image formation
syntactic
assign siuface structure
apply transformations
assign deep structure
semantic
assimilation
accoflunodation
Goodman, 1994, Figure 3, p.1120
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The language cuing systems
Viewing reading as a psycholinguistic process in the 1960s, K. Goodman set out
to determine what happens during oral reading. He began with the premise that all
responses to text are not accidental but are purposefully caused by the reader who draws
on the totality of prior experience and learning. Reader responses can be observed as a
means to get direct insight into how the reading process is functioning for an individual at
a particular time (Goodman, 1969). Through examination of readers' unexpected
observed responses, or miscues, during oral reading he found that readers use
graphophonic, syntactic and semantic mformation which he described as the language
cuing systems (Goodman, 1969). Having theoretically grounded his theory with
Halliday's (1975) levels of the language cuing systems, he now refers to the cuing systems
as the graphophonic system which comprises the symbolic system of language, the lexicogrammar, the system which structures the language, and the semantic-pragmatic system in
which meaning is constructed (Goodman, 1994).
First, the graphophonic system involves the relationship of the orthographic
symbols we use for writing, and the sound (phonology) symbols for oral language system.
The set of relationships between orthography and phonology in our alphabetic written
language is known as phonics. Readers use graphophonic information as one cuing
system in the process of reading. Second, the lexico-grammar cuing system involves the
structural nature of our language system. The lexicon, or set of words in our language,
combines with the grammar - a structure closely related to the patterns of sentences - to
make a semiotic system with which to make meaning. Specifically, placement of words in
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the structure of language indicates what function they serve (e.g., noun, verb,
determiner). Goodman states, "Just as the writer must create the grammatical text to
represent meaning, a reader must use grammatical features to create a grammatical text.
A text cannot be comprehensible to a reader without being grammatical to the reader"
(Goodman, 1994, p.1119).
The third cuing system is the semantic-pragmatic system. Readers use the
experiences and knowledge about the world and about language use in various contexts to
construct meaning. Goodman (1994) explains;
"[T]he semantic system of language is not simply a set of definable words; it is the
whole system by which language may represent highly complex social and personal
meaning. The meanings created and shared may be ideational, interpersonal and/or
textual. .. . how much knowledge is shared by reader and writer will strongly
influence how the text is constructed and how successful the reader's
comprehension will be." (p. 1121)
This cuing system also has a pragmatic component. Readers infer notions about the text
based on the reading situation as well as on cues in the text itself For example,
"differences between the straightforward and sarcastic, the profane and the profound, the
humorous and the serious are found in cues in both the text and the context of the literacy
event" (p. 1121).
Coimitive strategies and cvcles
Through the use of cognitive strategies, often called reading strategies, readers
integrate the language cuing systems in a meaning-making endeavor (K. Goodman, 1973a,
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1973b, 1994; Y. Goodman, Watson & Burke, 1987). First, a reader initiates reading, then
engages in sampling, predicting, inferring, confirming/disconfirming the predictions and
inferences, correcting, and at any point finally terminates the reading episode. The three
cuing systems are used interdependently and simultaneously and act interactively with the
cognitive strategies.
The reader also engages in several cycles of the reading process. Although the
cycles are presented in a sequential order here, they actually work in "a sequence that
resembles a merry-go-round in which the optical cycle follows and precedes the semantic
cycle" (Goodman, 1994, p. 1124). First, the eye scans and makes fixations in a visual or
optical cycle of seeing the text. Secondly, by attending to certain information we form
images and schemas in a perceptual cycle. Third, in the syntactic cycle readers assign
surface structure, applying transformations to deep structure to get meaning. Goodman
(1994) argues that contrary to a common-sense idea that words must be known before a
sentence can be understood, "the words can't be known until the structure they are found
in is assigned" (p. 1126). Fourth, in semantic cycles of assimilation and accommodation,
readers assimilate new information mto their schema and accommodate to rebuild the
schema for information that conflicts with what they think they know.
Summarv of Section I
This section presented the premises and elements of the transactional
sociopsycholinguistic model of reading. This model holds the premises that a) reading
involves a transaction between language and thought of both the author and the reader, b)
readers use visual and nonvisual information, c) readers use the cuing systems interactively

with reading strategies or cognitive processes, and d) reading is embedded in and interacts
with a multiplicity of social contexts. The basic elements of this model of reading include
the three language cuing systems: graphophonic, lexico-grammatical and semanticpragmatic. Readers use these cuing systems interactively and simultaneously with
cognitive processes referred to as reading strategies: sampling, predicting, inferring,
confirming/disconfirming, correcting and terminating. The reader is also involved in
visual, perceptual, syntactic and semantic cycles within a pragmatic reading event.
Section D: Miscue Analysu and RMA, Windows to the Reading Process
This section defines miscues, describes the development of miscue analysis and
Retrospective Miscue Analysis (RMA), and summarizes RMA studies conducted to date.
Miscue Analvsis
We learn not only about a particular reader's reading strategies, but also about the
reading process by studying the oral reading miscues and the reader's retelling of a text
(Goodman, K., 1973b; Goodman, Y., Watson & Burke, 1987), Miscue analysis is a
means to observe the sociological, psychological and linguistic cues, as well as the reading
strategies that readers use as they read. Since it is impossible to see into the minds of
readers, analysis of readers' oral reading miscues becomes a window to the reading
process.
As stated earlier, Kenneth Goodman's (1969) initial research in observing readers
read was based on a developing psycholinguistic theory of reading. His purpose was to
provide a descriptive analysis of what happens when a reader reads orally. His analysis of
their miscues, "observed responses (O.R.'s) which do not correspond to [the observer's]
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expected responses (E.R 's)" (p.12), was a psycholinguistic analysis of what the reader
was doing to read text orally. The Goodman Taxonomy of Reading Nfiscues (Goodman,
1977) was developed to analyze miscues qualitatively through a series of questions related
to the reader's use of the language cuing systems. Analyzing the quality of reader miscues
focused attention to the construction of meaning and the reader's strategies as opposed to
regarding the reading process as text replication. Thus, as Goodman (1973b) wrote, "We
start in miscue analysis with observed behavior, but we do not stop there. We are able,
through analysis of miscues, to see the [reading] process at work" (p. 94).
Miscue analysis as a research method and diagnostic tool has been developed using
the original and adapted forms of the Goodman Taxonomy. The Reading Miscue
Inventory, developed by Y. Goodman and Burke (1972) and revised later (Y. Goodman,
Watson & Burke, 1987) took questions from the Taxonomy to create procedures RMA
team members and reading teachers could use to evaluate students' reading. It differs
dramatically from other diagnostic tools. As Y. Goodman et al. (1987) point out;
When a diagnostic instrument results only in quantitative analysis, all errors have
equal weight because exactness is the goal; deviations are considered random and
irrational, and the reader is expected to "attack" written material in a prescribed
manner. Because quantitative analysis examines surface behavior, strategies such
as self-correction and regressions, which are in fact necessary for proficient
reading, are often treated as problematic instead. Qualitative analysis, on the other
hand, evaluates why miscues are made and assumes that they derive from the
language and thought that the reader brings to the written material in the attempt
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to construct meaning from reading, (p. 4)
When conducting miscue analysis the educator asks a student to read aloud a
complete text the reader has never seen before. Before reading, the teacher or researcher
explains that she will not assist the reader in any way and tells the reader to do whatever
he would do if he were reading by himself. She also informs the reader that he will be
providing a retelling of the text after reading. The student's reading is audio-recorded as
the educator follows along on a typescript of the text. After reading, the student is asked
to provide a retelling. The retelling is an important aspect of miscue analysis because it
"provides teachers and researchers with insights into the depth and breadth of the reader's
understanding of the story" (Y. Goodman, et al., 1987, p. 44) as well as insights to the
way the readers use basic concepts, background information and integrate language
systems when reading (K. Goodman & Y. Goodman, 1977).
Once miscues are recorded on the typescript and confirmed by listening to the
audio-recording, they are analyzed using one or more of the RMl coding procedures (see
Y. Goodman et al., 1987). Some procedures of analysis are more in-depth than others,
but all assess the quality of the miscues. Miscue analysis procedures systematically
evaluate the degree to which the reader uses syntactic and semantic information
strategically and assess the reader's knowledge and use of graphic and phonic information.
Miscues are evaluated to determine if they support or disrupt the construction of meaning
in the reading process. In addition, miscue analysis reveals the reader's use of reading
strategies. For example, when a reader self-corrects she demonstrates the ability to
disconfirm predictions that either do not fit in the syntactic structure of the sentence, are
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not cohesive with the semantic information constructed, or do not correspond to the
graphophonic cues in the text.
The miscue codings are compiled to develop a profile of the reader, which is then
analyzed in terms of patterns demonstrated by the miscues. By looking closely at patterns
of a reader's miscues, teachers can develop more in-depth understanding about a student's
reading strategies and teacher/researchers can develop further understandings about the
reading process (Y. Goodman, et al., 1987). When these understandings are shared with
readers, a "revaluing" of the reader and the reading process itself occurs (K. Goodman,
1986, 1996, Y. Goodman, 1996). In other words, teachers and students place a (new)
proper value on the students' strengths and productive strategies they akeady use as
readers. The next section will discuss RMA as a literacy activity in which educators
engage in a revaluing process with readers.
Retrospective Miscue Analysis
Retrospective Miscue Analysis (RMA) moves miscue analysis research into a new
direction. In an RMA session the researcher/educator discusses the reader's miscues with
her as they engage in a type of collaborative discourse analysis of the oral reading.
Participants analyze together the miscues that the reader made, revealing the reading
process and the specific reading strategies the reader used for a particular reading
(Goodman, Y. & Marek, 1996). This cooperative investigation creates an additional
window - another perspective - to the reader's reading process by providing the reader the
opportunity to explain individual strategies and thought processes during reading and by
socially co-constructing with researcher/educators an understanding of reading processes.

It also encourages readers to discover for themselves that reading is a meaning-making
process through an exploration of a) why they might have made miscues, b) if and how
miscues affected their understanding of the text, and c) whether or not miscues were, or
needed to be, corrected (Goodman & Marek, 1996).
RMA research to date has demonstrated that this practice improves readers' views
of themselves as effective and proficient readers and increases self-esteem (Worsnop,
1980; Costello, 1992; Goodman & Marek, 1996; Germain, 1998).
The first known use of retrospective miscue techniques was by Chris Worsnop in
1975. Inspired by the insights to student's reading processes that miscue analysis
provided, and by the manner in which fellow teachers changed their attitudes about
reading as well as their teaching practices after doing miscue analysis, Worsnop believed
that students could also experience positive changes in their attitudes about their own
reading by analyzing their own reading miscues (Worsnop, 1996). After initially doing
RMI coding procedures (see Y. Goodman, et al., 1987) with a struggling seventh grade
reader one-on-one, he decided to modify his approach because the task of marking the
miscue coding forms "did not engage her - the patterns did not emerge quickly enough
and she was not impressed with percentage scores" (Worsnop, 1996, p. ISl). Instead of
marking miscues on coding sheets he and the reader listened to the recording of the
reading together recording miscues they heard and asking questions about them. After
each miscue was marked they considered the miscue through a hierarchy of questions,
emphasizing semantic consistency and syntactic coherence over graphic and sound cues.
If the student answered "yes" to the first question (see below), the other questions would
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be skipped to maintain a focus of reading as a meaning-making process. These questions
corresponded directly to the RMI procedure questions regarding semantic acceptability,
syntactic acceptability and use of graphophonic cues;
1. Does what the reader said mean the same as what is in the book?
2. Does what the reader said still make a good sentence?
(Later changed for clarity to; Does what the reader said still soimd like
language?)
3. Does what the reader said look like what is in the book?
4. Does what the reader said sound like what is in the book?
(Worsnop, 1996, pp.151-152)
This approach proved encouraging and led Worsnop to try RMA with pairs of high
school students placed in a Specific Learning EHsability program. One student read a story
then the pair, with Worsnop, would ask the RMA questions for each miscue they heard.
When a student answered "yes" to the first question, Worsnop also typically gave the
reader praise for "going for meaning" or for knowing "what reading is all about." He
reports, "Through our discussions, the students began to realize that the surface text
information is there as a guide, but the meaning and grammar can be maintained without
paying attention to the graphophonic cues" (p.153).
Throughout the school year, Worsnop made several additional modifications to the
RMA questions and discussions. First, he saw the need to include the issue of selfcorrection, which allowed the students to see how the semantic and syntactic cuing
systems triggered corrections. Worsnop added the questions; Was the miscue corrected?;
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and Why was it corrected or not corrected? Second, he found that participants in the
RMA sessions were so focused on listening for miscues that attention to meaning suffered.
To encourage more listener involvement, the retelling procedure was changed. The
listener could also contribute to the retelling by adding to or arguing with the reader's
retelling. Finally, Worsnop himself gained a higher respect for the students' developing
knowledge and started to discuss miscues and the reading process with more specific and
accurate terms like "miscue" and "semantic cuing system".
One question remained; What impact did RMA have on the students' day to day
reading and attitudes about reading? Analysis of the RNfl data combined v^th the teacher
reports showed that "all of the students handled progressively more difficult material while
either maintaining or improving their miscue profiles when compared to those with which
they started" (p.154). Final interviews with the students revealed that their attitudes about
themselves as readers changed. They reported more confidence and were able to explain
their effective reading strategies. The students' teacher reported that those who attended
RMA sessions regularly increased their grades and developed habits of leisure reading.
Worsnop's early work became a foundation for future researchers interested in discussing
miscues and the reading process with readers.
Raisner also conducted collaborative inquiry of miscues in 1977. In her study,
fourteen college students read firom three or four expository texts and provided retellings.
They listened to tapes of their readings, noted miscues they heard, and discussed the
miscues. Raisner concluded that the non-proficient college students generally relied more
on the graphophonic cuing system than on the semantic or syntactic cuing systems. The
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researcher found that more proficient readers utilized the syntactic and semantic cuing
systems better than the less proficient readers within the group.
Y. Goodman and a team of graduate students set out to explore the use of RMA
procedures in 1982 (Miller & Woodley, 1983). Their main objectives were "to gain first
hand insights to [Worsnop's] procedures," "to delineate a set of procedures" for RMA,
and "to identify issues and areas of interest related to RMA for future investigation and
work" (p.53). In two exploratory sessions the team worked with two ten-year-olds,
focusing on which types of questions were most appropriate, what steps should be
followed in terms of listening to and identifying reader miscues, and what level of
emphasis should be placed on instruction during the sessions. Miller and Woodley (1983)
concluded that "a teacher may want to use a specific, purposefully leading set of questions
for instruction whereas a researcher trying to get at the reading process may use a very
different line of questioning—more open ended in design" (p.56). Thus, RMA was
discovered to serve two distinct yet interrelated purposes. It is an instructional tool or
strategy with which teachers can educate readers about their reading strategies, and it is a
research tool with which teacher/researchers can learn about readers' strategies and the
reading process itself
A third RMA session in the study explored procedures for collaborative miscue
analysis with the same two readers. One boy read aloud and provided a retelling while the
other listened and was encouraged to volunteer additional information to the retelling.
The boys listened to a recording of the reading, stopped the tape when they heard a
miscue, and asked questions about the miscues. Based on observations of this and the
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other two exploratory RMA sessions. Miller and Woodley (1983) generated questions that
guided subsequent RMA investigations up to the current endeavors. These enduring
questions are;
1. What applications do RMA procedures have to instruction? to research?
2. With whom, with what types of readers, are RMA procedures useful?
3. Can RMA be eflFective without the direct participation of an instructor?
4. What questions related to analysis of miscues should be asked?
a) Should there be a set series of questions?
b) Should the questions be leading or open ended?
c) What does one want the reader to gain through the questioning?
5. What level of reading difficulty of RMI story is best for use within RMA
procedures?
6. Is there an optimal time lag between the oral reading and retelling in the RMI
and the subsequent analysis of miscues?
7. Should all miscues be analyzed by the reader? If not, which ones should be?
(P- 57)
The researchers recommended two sets of RMA procedures relating to and
depending on the stance the educator's purpose might take; research or instruction. The

research stance places all decision making for identifying and discussing miscues on the
researcher to encourage investigation of particular questions. The instructional stance
places more procedural decision making in the hands of the participants, who might or
might not include a teacher and one or more readers. They suggest several grouping

options, which depend on the teacher's purpose(s). Questions used for research purposes
would attempt to gain insights into the reading process, and be exploratory and open
ended in nature. In contrast, a set of leading questions for instructional purposes would
help readers revalue their use of reading strategies. Above all, the authors'
recommendations encourage both teachers and researchers to use their own expertise as
well as knowledge of the participants and the context surrounding the use of RMA to
guide their decision making for RMA procedures. The purposes educators set for RMA
sessions, however, should focus on highlighting a reader's strengths and help specify
problems within a meaning-focused model of the reading process. They should also
integrate knowledge and use of the language cuing systems and reading strategies (Miller
& Woodley, 1983).
To observe the use of RMA procedures in an instructional setting, the research
team studied RMA sessions conducted in a high school reading lab throughout the 198283 school year. For the first three weeks, the teacher was involved to establish procedures
and demonstrate supportive interaction while discussing miscues. After this introductory
period, one student volunteered each week to read aloud and retell a passage while being
privately recorded. The anonymous recordings were then used for analysis of miscues in
four dififerent classes ranging firom ten to fifteen students. First, the students listened to
the entire recording to get a sense of the story, the reader, and the reader's miscues before
analyzing the miscues. During the second playing of the taped reading students indicated
when they heard a miscue and the tape was stopped for discussion. After all participants
agreed on what the miscue was, the following guiding questions were asked;

1. Does it (the miscue) make sense?
2. Does it fit the passage?
3. Does it sound like language?

4. Does it look like what is on the page?
5. Does it sound like what is on the page?

6. Did the reader correct it?
7. Should the reader have corrected it? (Miller & Woodley, 1983, p. 62)
Like Worsnop's (1996) reported procedure, questions four and five were asked only if
the students gave "no" answers to the previous three, placing emphasis on the reader's
sense of language and meaning making over the use of graphophonic cues.
After several weeks, the teacher evaluated each group in terms of the degree to
which they were supportive and not critical of each other, were willing to engage in
analyzing miscues, were willing to reconsider their previously held beliefs about the
reading process, and enjoyed and benefitted from the sessions. As a result of the
evaluation, two classes continued doing RMA, but were placed this time in groups of four
or five students in order to maximize student participation. The researchers found that
although the resuhs of RMA as an instructional activity were inconclusive, the teacher
reported that students became more comfortable talking about their own reading, were
less critical, and were more accepting of their and others' reading behaviors. Also, RMA
procedures allowed the teacher to hear extensive oral reading by her students and follow
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up with specific instructional responses.
The work by Y. Goodman and her colleagues reported in Miller and Woodley's
(1983) article was the beginning of the development of RMA techniques. Their
exploratory investigations with RMA in the classroom established procedures and raised
questions that continue to be investigated today.
Aim Marek (1987) further developed RMA as an instructional strategy in her
dissertation study involving two adult readers. RMA questions and techniques were
developed and piloted to revise procedures previously cited in research (Miller &
Woodley, 1983; Worsnop, 1980). Unlike the previous RMA studies, Marek selected
miscues for discussion ahead of time. In a pilot study, she found that preselected miscues
enabled her and her readers to discuss effective miscues without the necessity of listening
to lower quality miscues that occurred earlier in the reading. Marek asserted that
confidence building is essential to RMA, so for earlier sessions she selected miscues to
show effective use of strategies. Gradually she introduced miscues that demonstrated less
than productive strategy use. Thus, Marek created a more strategic RMA procedure by
first highlighting high quality miscues to develop reader confidence then slowly
introducing lower quality miscues to compare effective and ineffective reader strategies.
A typical RMA session began when Marek pointed out on a typescript the miscue
for discussion. Then she and the reader listened to the portion of the audio tape
containing the miscue. Marek modified the questions used to discuss each miscue after
her pilot study demonstrated limited usefulness for the question "Does it sound like
language?". She also found that the RMA process also called for two additional questions

(questions 5 and 6 below) to raise to a conscious level the strategies of selecting and
predicting. For each miscue Marek asked, "What did you do here?", allowing the reader
to verbalize the miscue. Then she asked the following questions;
1. Does the miscue make sense?
2. a. Was the miscue corrected?
b. Should it have been?
If the answer to Questions 1 and 2a was 'TSfo," then an attempt was made to reveal
other cuing systems the reader may have used in making the miscue. These
questions were then asked;
3. Does the miscue look like what was on the page?
4. Does the miscue sound like what was on the page?
In an attempt to raise the strategies of selecting and predicting to a conscious level,
the following question was always asked;
5. Why do you think you made this miscue?
Finally, for each miscue, readers were asked to evaluate the extent to which they
thought the miscue was detrimental to their understanding of the text.
6. Did that miscue afifect your understanding of the text?
(Marek, 1987, pp. 62-63)
Each session was audio taped, transcribed, and analyzed to follow the development of
each reader's model of the reading process. After twelve to sixteen weeks of weekly
RMA sessions Marek asked both readers about their perceptions of the reading processes
and their own reading strengths and weaknesses in a Closing Interview (Marek, 1987).

Marek's conclusions related to the RMA questions used as well as to the readers'
perceptions about the reading process. Regarding the RMA questions, she found that by
using the question "Does the miscue make sense?" rather than "Does the miscue sound
like language?" the readers responded to both the semantic and syntactic qualities of the
miscue. Marek's original decision to eliminate the latter question was supported by these
responses, since the former resuhed in responses addressing salient aspects of the reading
process and was not confusing to readers. Second, the question "Was the miscue
corrected? Should it have been?" typically highlighted the reader's focus on
preoccupation with exact reproduction of text. Discussions relating to this question
helped the readers realize that all readers make miscues and that efficient readers correct
miscues that do not make sense but do not correct miscues that do not afifect meaning.
Third, the reader's model of the reading process was illuminated with the question "Why
do you think you made this miscue?" Initially, the readers responded with self-criticism,
such as "I'm careless," but as sessions progressed they shared the thinking processes
involved, relating the miscue to an earlier part of the text, for example. Fourth, Marek
found that she infrequently asked the questions relating to the graphophonic cuing system,
"Did the miscue look like the text? Did the miscue sound like the text?" Since the readers
were seen as already overly focused on graphophonic cues, Marek did not want to support
increased focus on that cuing system. In the end, she found that graphophonic cues were
discussed as a natural response to the question "Why do you think you made this
miscue?", when the readers related their use in conjunction with other reading strategies.
Fifth, Marek found, "It was in the context of responding to the question "Did that miscue
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affect your understanding of the text?" that both readers began to realize the relative
unimportance of any one word in a text" (Marek, 1987, p.244). Both readers talked about
miscues in terms of chunks of meaning rather than specific meanings of words and
suggested that "meaning somehow transcends the words, going beyond their specific
definitions and grammatical fiinctions to a conceptual understanding that exists not on the
page but in mind of the reader as an integrated whole" (p.244).
Regarding the readers' perceptions, Marek found that their beliefs about reading
and about themselves as readers underwent a transformation. She reported that they
shifted away from the model of reading as text reproduction to one of meaning
construction. The readers justified their high quality miscues, arguing that meaning is
constructed despite the miscues. They also demonstrated increasing control over the
reading process by monitoring and correcting when miscues were disruptive to meaning,
and in some instances by declaring that their words were better than the author's. In
conclusion, both readers' confidence in themselves as readers grew and both readers'
perceptions about the reading process shifted.
Several of Marek's final questions for further consideration touch on issues related
to the current study; "Is the [RMA] technique useful with younger readers? Used in what
ways?"; and "What other variations on Retrospective Miscue Analysis session routines,
other than those described in this study, are possible?" (p. 250), The next few RMA
studies conducted, in fact, attempt to explore some of these questions.
Marek and Y. Goodman planned a study with seventh graders for the 1989-1990
school year to build on what they had learned about RMA and extend the growing RMA

research base to younger readers. Several doctoral students and Goodman engaged in
RMA with a group of middle school students ". .. to verify our hypotheses, to extend our
insights and to raise new questions about how helping readers become conscious of the
reading process supports them in revaluing themselves as readers" ( Y. Goodman &
Flurkey, 1996, p.87). Twelve middle school students were involved: five were designated
as good readers, five as poor, and two alternate readers who replaced participants who
moved away were designated as middle readers. The researchers completed an average of
eleven RMA sessions with each of the designated poor readers and completed four
sessions with each of the designated good readers who needed less time to revalue their
proficient reading strategies (Goodman, Marek, Costello, Flurkey, Wizinowich, & Brown,
1989).
Initial Reading Interviews (Goodman et al., 1987), oral readings, and retellings
were done with each student. The readings and retellings were analyzed using RMI
procedures. The designated poor readers met with the researchers approximately every
week, while the "good" readers met with them about once per month. Following Marek's
(1987) procedures, the researchers planned RMA sessions beforehand by selecting
miscues. Each RMA session was related to a theme or focus intended to highlight reader
strategies and particular types of miscues, and to allow the reader to talk about his or her
own reading processes. They used Marek's six RMA questions shown above, including
introductory questions such as. What did you do here? What did you say here? In
addition, a number of probing questions and statements were used in flexible response to
the reader's remarks and to follow their lead. Some of the comments were more open-

ended, such as. Tell me about that/Tell me more about that. More provocative questions
led readers to articulate their reading processes and beliefs about the reading process, such
as Why do you suppose that happened?; What do you see/think when you read that?; Can
you change the text like that?; and What does it mean when that happens? (Goodman et
al., 1989).
Reader responses in RMA sessions indicated that, on the whole, the students a)
were thinking about their language processes as they read, b) became consciously aware
of their reading processes and were able to articulate them, and c) related background
knowledge and other contextual variables to their reading process. As a result of
explaining their miscues and their predicting and confirming strategies, readers developed
positive opinions of themselves as readers by realizing the value of their own problemsolving abilities. Their confidence in establishing authority over the text they were
transacting with increased. The researchers concluded;
Although each reader articulated their changes over time in different ways and to
varying degrees, there is abundant evidence in the [RMA] transcripts that each
reader was less critical of his or her reading ability and more likely to take risks as
a reader toward the end of the study (Goodnum & Flurkey, 1996, p. 99).
Furthermore, all five of the designated "poor readers became more effective and more
efiBcient in their use of reading strategies throughout the course of the study..." (p. 100) as
evidenced in the miscue analysis conducted on each text they read.
The most recent RMA study was done by Prisca Martens (199S) with Michael, the
youngest student yet, a third grader. Martens sought to better understand why some

children have more difficulty reading and how RMA could support a reader in becoming
more proficient. Like all the RMA studies mentioned here, she conducted initial and
follow-up interviews with Michael to gain insight into how he perceives himself as a
reader, and what understandings he has about the reading process. Beginning in
September of a new school year, Martens asked Michael to read a story for audio taping
and miscue analysis. Then she chose high quality miscues to focus discussion on his
strengths and to help him revalue his reading process thereby revaluing himself as a reader.
The miscues she chose included "(a) uncorrected high-quality substitutions, omissions, and
insertions that retained meaning of the text and (b) self-corrections he made when his
predictions did not make sense" (Martens, 1998, p. 177).
After initial RMA sessions failed to persuade Michael to view miscues as
indicators of strategy use. Martens demonstrated miscues she herself made to show that
readers' miscues can demonstrate a reader's strengths and knowledge of the story.
Though not explicitly stated, the RMA procedures used in this study were reported as a
combination of RMA questions from previous studies, (".. . why a particular miscue was
made, if it made sense, how much it resembles the printed text, if it was corrected, and if it
needed to be corrected' (p. 177)) and instructional strategy lessons to demonstrate the
use of various reading strategies.
By November, Michael had made a shift firom viewing his miscues as inaccurate
replication of the text to perceiving them as strategies he used to make text meaningful to
him. He began to revalue himself as a reader. Martens also observed \fichael begin to
use the reading strategies they discussed throughout the school year. He increasingly

monitored his reading for meaning, made more meaningful substitutions, and integrated
cues in addition to graphic cues. By the end of the school year Michael understood that
his reading had to make sense to him and he discovered a number of reading strategies he
could use in his personal construction of meaning. Martens concluded that Michael
became a co-inquirer with her about his reading process through RMA discussions and
that RMA is a powerful tool to support readers in becoming more proficient.
Collaborative Retrospective Miscue Analvsis
Prior to the 1989 middle school study (Goodman et al., 1989) RMA was led by
either a teacher or researcher with adult and adolescent readers. Questions still remained
about alternate applications of RMA in the classroom, since it might be difQcuh for a
classroom teacher to meet so intensively with individual students. Sarah Costello (1992)
investigated using RMA as cooperative literacy activity with a small group of middle
school students. After presenting activities designed to introduce the underlying concepts
of miscues and demonstrating RMA discussion procedures, Costello had groups of four
students collaboratively analyze their own miscues using the RMA questions as a guide.
Thus, a new form of RMA, Collaborative Retrospective Miscue Analysis (CRMA) was
developed. Although CRMA procedures differ from the RMA sessions considered in the
present study, they are an important factor in the development of cunent RMA questions
and procedures. The remainder of this section will briefly summarize CRMA studies.
Several doctoral dissertations in the 1990s focused on CRMA with middle school
and intermediate elementary students. In a pilot study in her seventh grade classroom,
Costello first spent several weeks introducing her students to concepts and language

related to miscues and reading strategies, such as 'predicting' and 'confirming', by relating
them to the language cuing systems (Costello, 1996). Heterogeneous groups of six were
formed, and a protocol for miscue discussion was developed. The protocol guided
participants along the first four RMA questions from earlier studies, with the addition of a
final question. What is the reader's strength? The questions used for CRMA were as
follows:
1. Did the miscue make sense? (Semantic)
2. Did the miscue sound like language? (Syntactic)
3. Did the miscue look like what was in the text? (Graphophonic)
4. Did the reader self-correct? (Self-correct)
5. Did the reader need to self-correct? (Need)
What is the reader's strength?
(Costello, 1996, p. 167)
The student groups analyzed miscues using the RMA questions with Costello facilitating
the sessions to demonstrate maintaining a positive stance on efifective reader strategies.
She found that after doing CRMA students a) believed it was acceptable to make miscues,
b) realized that everyone makes miscues—even good readers, c) found that reading was a
more complex process than decoding text, and d) began revaluing themselves as readers.
After making several revisions in response to outcomes of her pilot study, Costello
conducted a CRMA dissertation study (Costello, 1992), investigating whether shifts
would occur in students' understandings and beliefs about reading without continuous
teacher participation. She changed a number of the retrospective questions to include
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probing questions as well as those focusing on semantic and syntactic cohesion. The
students used a response form to analyze miscues with the following questions;
1 Does the miscue make sense?
2. In what way does it make sense? / In what way doesn't it make sense?
3. Did you change it?
4. Why did you change it?/ Why didn't you change it?
5. In what ways did the miscue help or not help your understanding of the text?
6. Why do you think you make this miscue. Be creative.
7. Each student generates a list of possible reasons why the miscue may have been
made. In addressing this question students have the opportunity to explore
options and strategies that create miscues. (Costello, 1992, p. 51)
In addition, the students and the researcher kept journals to record their reactions,
questions, and reflective thoughts throughout the four weeks of implementation. This
practice provided the opportunity for students who did not vocalize ideas to express their
thoughts in writing.
Costello found that CRMA, in fifty minute sessions held twice per week, was an
efifective instructional strategy for the middle school students. She reported that they
supported each other in discussing miscues and demonstrated an understanding of the
reading process and the role of the reader in constructing a meaningful text. Moreover,
students developed "metalinguistic and metacognitive awareness in the meaningful context
of actual reading and miscue discussion" (p. 314). In a critique of procedures, Costello
wrote that, on one hand, the response form provided a sound structure to guide the

session, but on the other hand, it drew participants away from more in-depth qualitative
discussion of miscues. Students became concerned with completing the response form,
which sometimes confused the discussion. The addition of joumaling, in contrast,
"provided wonderful insights to the thoughts and reactions of the student in the
collaborative groups" (p. 288). Students not only considered their experiences in more
depth, but said they preferred joumaling to the response forms for expressing their fears,
reflections and new understandings. Thus, reconmiendations for future implementation of
CRMA as a small group, collaborative activity include using a journal instead of a
response form to explore miscues with the following revised guide questions;
1. Write the miscue in your journal.
2. In what way does your miscue make sense? In what way doesn't it make
sense?
3. Did you change it after you made the miscue?
4. Did you think you should change it? Why?
5. Why do you think you made this miscue?
6. Think of as many possible reasons for this miscue as you can.
(Costello, 1992, p. 288)
Costello used her analysis of student responses in CRMA sessions over four weeks
to observe any shifts that occurred in readers' perceptions about the reading process,
miscues, and reading strategies. First, students reported that the CRMA context was a
safer, more comfortable environment for discussing their reading. Second, the researcher
found that all students not only discovered both efifective and inefifective aspects of their

own reading processes, but also shifted their perceptions of the reading process and
changed as readers. Finally, Costello's role as the teacher was found to play an important
role in the CRMA sessions. Her professional judgement and expertise in observing
proficient strategy use helped students attend to efifective strategy use as well as come to
terms with inconsistencies they encountered between their beliefs and actual reading
practices. At the same time, her appreciation grew for the depth at which her students
discussed their reading processes without her direction.
Costello's work developing CRMA procedures for classroom use laid the
groundwork for CRMA studies that followed. Since retrospective techniques were found
to be effective with adult, college, high school, and now middle school readers, recent
RMA research explored CRMA's effectiveness with elementary students. Within the past
few years, two additional dissertations investigated CRMA's potential as an instructional
strategy with fourth graders.
Elizabeth Brown (1996) conducted a CRMA study with four fourth grade girls;
two designated as struggling readers, the other two designated as "capable readers
charged with the responsibility of finding ways to help troubled readers through [CRMA]
discussions" (p. 47). Like Costello, the researcher introduced her entire class to
concepts about miscues and the reading process before any CRMA sessions began. Then
Brown stayed with the group for the first eleven CRMA sessions to demonstrate how to
move the discussion in a positive direction and how to focus on meaning and examine
miscues using the following questions;
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Does the miscue sound like language?
Does it make sense?
Was it corrected? Did it need to be? (Brown, 1996, p. 353)
The group then participated in four CRMA sessions on their own while being audio
taped. Analysis of the tapes for occurrences of discussion on monitoring texts for meaning
and on positive self-image resulted in encouraging findings about CRMA with younger
readers. Brown found that each reader significantly improved her meaning construction
(as measured by miscue analysis of oral readings), experienced positive changes in selfesteem, and defined reading as bringing meaning to text through personal transaction.
Brown noted some problems related to the group dynamics. First, in earlier
sessions, the group tended to talk about the reader in the third person, rather than talk
directly to her. Brown observed this trend to shift once she left the group and
hypothesized that her presence was influential in this discourse pattern. Second, during
the first CRMA session they discussed miscues of one of the "troubled readers", creating a
fearful reaction by the reader that was exacerbated by the impersonal third person
references. Brown wrote that in the future she would begin discussions with the miscues
of a more confident reader and would deal with similar situations immediately and more
directly. Third, the group never strayed far fi'om answering the retrospective questions
initially posed by the researcher. The researcher recognized that she should have provided
alternative ways of discussing miscues with them to facilitate the potential for discoveries
about their reading strategies.

The third dissertation on CRMA is the latest study on the use of CRMA to date.
Anastasia Germain (1998) chose two boys and two girls, three in fourth grade and one in
third grade, for a CRMA study which included the use of reflective journals. The first
stage of her study included meeting with students before the sessions took place to discuss
what might happen in a CRMA session and to allay any initial fears raised in their
discussion or in their journals. This meeting answered any questions the children had as
well as set mutual expectations and a conunon language for the sessions. Students
discussed each other's miscues on a rotating basis for eight weeks using procedures and
RMA questions set forth in Costello's (1992) RMA study. However, the format of the
questions was revised for younger readers as a fill-in-the blank format resembling a script
on which to record the miscues along with their RMA question responses. The following
form was used;
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The person who stops the tape reads the following, filling in the blanks:
1. I heard
2.

read

. In the book it read

.

, why do you think you made that raiscue?

The person who read the story reads the following, filling in the blanks:
3. I think I made the miscue because

.

4. Was the miscue corrected? (yes or no) Why or why not?
5. Did the miscue affect the meaning of the sentence? (yes/no)
Did the miscue affect the meaning of the story? (yes/no) Why or why not?
^Other students may discuss after the reader answers question #4.
6. Did the miscue sound like language in the sentence? (yes/no)
Did the miscue sound like language in the story? (yes/no) Why or why not?
*Other students may discuss after the reader answers question #5.
7. Did the miscue sound like the word in the text? (yes/no) If yes, what was in
common?
8. Did the miscue look like the word in the text? (yes/no) If yes, what was in
common? (Germain, 1998, p. 28)

During the course of the study, the students changed the format of the questions to
symbols where it was possible, such as an eye for "look like the word" and an ear for
"sound like the word". These changes facilitated more natural and fluent discussions.
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Additionally, each student answered the following questions in individual journals
to guide reflections about their reading process;
1) What do you think your strengths were in reading this week's story?
2) What do you think you still need to work on?
3) How do you think you can work on areas that challenge you?
4) What goal(s) will you set for yourself between now and the next time you read
to the group? (Germain, 1998, p. 27)
Participants reflected on each reader as well as on their own reading strengths and
challenges in comparison to the reader's.
Germain's presentation of findings as case studies yielded results specific to each
reader, while overall findings reported positive benefits of using reflective techniques such
as RMA. Her study supports the findings of earlier RMA studies, finding that all four
students were able to a) talk about the reading process, b) articulate what they did as
readers and explain why, and c) describe themselves as readers. Similar to the older
students described in previous studies, the fourth graders increased their reading
proficiency and developed a heightened perception of their strategy use as readers. The
addition of reflective joumaling created an effective complementary activity to RMA
procedures. By setting goals for themselves based on their reflections students took an
active role in their reading development. Moreover, interviews revealed that parents,
teachers, and peers noticed positive changes in the students including observations that
shifts occurred in their "abilities to read proficiently, to read fluently, to identify difScult
words while reading, to use reading strategies, to attend to punctuation, to view reading

positively, and to read more" (Germain, 1998, pp. 158-159).
Summary of Section II
This section traced the development of miscue analysis and Retrospective Miscue
Analysis. Miscue analysis was developed by Kenneth Goodman to study the reading
process by analyzing oral reading miscues using The Goodman Miscue Taxonomy. The
taxonomy was later modified by Yetta Goodman and her colleagues for use by reading
researchers and teachers as a qualitative method to analyze individual readers.
Retrospective Miscue Analysis grew out of miscue analysis as a means to let readers
analyze their own miscues, team about their personal reading strategies, and ultimately
revalue themselves as readers.
Research on RMA was reviewed with particular focus on the development of
RMA questions and procedures. Participants ranged fi'om adult readers to fourth grade
students. The outgrowth of Collaborative Retrospective Miscue Analysis as a classroom
activity was presented. RMA studies involved groups of four students analyzing their own
miscues with the guidance of their teacher and a set of RMA questions. With each new
study, the RMA procedures and questions were modified for the ease and management for
participants in the various contexts, demonstrating RMA's continuous development and
refinement. Resuhs of all RMA and RMA studies indicate that students a) were able to
articulate their reading strategies, b) demonstrated improved awareness of their reading
strategies and used this awareness in order to set goals for using effective strategies, and
c) to varying degrees, demonstrated improved reading proficiency based on RMI
procedure analysis. Significant to this study, the evolving nature of RMA techniques.
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formats, and questions is reflected in the various questions and techniques used and
modified for each study for the different contexts, ages, and number of participants.
Researchers were striving to make RMA techniques manageable for younger readers while
maintaining the depth and breadth at which they discussed reading strategies through their
miscue analysis discussions. Questions were changed to facilitate focus on meaningmaking at the sentence and story level. Questions were added to get at the reader's
reading strategies and understandings. The addition of student joumaling and goal-setting
encouraged deeper reflection and active participation in their own reading strategy
development. Finally, recommendations made by RMA researchers point to the
importance of establishing a safe, cooperative environment in which to discuss reader
miscues. Brown (1996) suggested discussing the miscues of a more confident reader
before those of less confident readers. Costello (1992) and Germain (1998) recommended
the use of joumaling as companion to RMA sessions because it allows participants to
express feelings and thoughts which were not shared orally during a session, and it
facilitates more in-depth consideration of their own and others' reading strategies as well
as understandings about the reading process. Martens (1998) included instructional
strategy lessons to complement the discussions about the reader's strategies and to
encourage specific strategy use.
The RMA study under analysis in the present study sought to incorporate a few of
the most salient RMA questions, leave room to follow the reader's lead in discussions, and
provide strategy instruction at teachable or critical moments during the RMA sessions. As
will be discussed in depth later, the RMA team, like Martens (1998), also showed another
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reader's miscues to demonstrate that all readers make miscues in a meaning-maidng
endeavor. This activity proved to be effective by shifting the focus temporarily away from
the reader's own miscues and by showing the reader that all readers make miscues and
that miscues can indicate use of effective reading strategies.
Section ID: Metacognition
Retrospective Miscue Analysis involves metacognitive awareness about written
language and about the reading process. This section explores concepts of metacognition
developed throughout the past three decades and summarizes research on metacognition
and reading. Knowledge and understanding of metacognition provides further insights into
the processes involved in RMA and my analysis of the RMA sessions.
Definitions and Categories of Metacognition
Flavell's (1979) seminal article on metacognition clarifies the conceptual
distinctions between metacognitive knowledge, and metacognitive experiences and
explains their interaction with goals (br tasks), and actions (or strategies). His
developmental-educational perspective is consistent with that of RMA in thinking and
talking about one's own reading process.
Metacognitive knowledge
Flavell (1979) established the following definition of metacognitive knowledge;
Metacognitive knowledge is that segment of your (a child's, and adult's) stored
world knowledge that has to do with people as cognitive creatures and with their
diverse cognitive tasks, goals, action and experiences. An example would be a
child's acquired belief that unlike many of her fiiends, she is better at arithmetic

than spelling, (p.906)
Metacognitive knowledge consists primarily of knowledge or beliefs about what
factors or variables act and interact in what ways to aifect the course and outcome
of cognitive enterprises, (p. 907)
Flavell distinguished three categories of factors about which people hold beliefs
and knowledge; person, tasks and strategies. "The person category encompasses
everything that you could come to believe about the nature of yourself and other people as
cognitive processors" (p. 907). This category includes beliefs about intra- and
interindividual differences and universal tendencies. First, when individuals express their
belief of being better at one cognitive task than another, they are expressing

intraindividual differences, such as "I'm better at multiple choice items than fill-in-theblank items on tests." Interindividual differences might be reported as a comparison of
one's own cognitive abilities with another's as in the example, "I am better than my friends
at arithmetic." Flavell labeled universal more general knowledge such as the idea that
. material one wants to remember needs to be read more carefully than texts read for
enjoyment. Hence, metacognitive knowledge about person can refer to interindividual
difference, intraindividual differences or universals.
According to Flavell, a second factor of metacognitive knowledge is the "task
demands or goals." For example, "The child will come to know that some cognitive
enterprises are more demanding and difficult than others, even given the same available
information" (p. 907), or that material on a familiar topic is easier to remember than
material on an unfamiliar topic.
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The last factor Flavell discussed relates to strategies. He explained,. . there is a
great deal of knowledge that could be acquired concerning what strategies are likely to be
effective in achieving what subgoals and goals in what sorts of cognitive undertakings"
(p. 907). For instance, skinuning a text helps to locate answers to specific questions about
its content.
These three factors (person, task and strategy) necessarily interact with one
another. Flavell wrote,.. most metacognitive knowledge actually concerns interactions
or combinations among two or three of these three types of variables" (Flavell, 1979, p.
907). For instance, if I am studying for an exam covering detailed material from a text
(task) I know that developing a written outline (strategy) for it will help me, but not my
classmate who remembers material better with verbal rehearsal (person, strategy). This
involves person + strategy + task where I believe that, unlike my classmate, I should use
the strategy of outlining as opposed to verbal rehearsal in the task of preparing for an
exam based on text content.
Flavell proposed that "metacognitive knowledge is not fundamentally different
fi'om other [kinds of] knowledge" (p. 907). Metacognitive knowledge, like other
knowledge, can be declarative and some can be procedural. It may be intentionally
activated in the search for a strategy within a task situation or activated automatically by
cues within the task. He cautioned that also like other knowledge, it can be flawed,
unaccessed even when needed, or M to be usefiil altogether when acted upon. Finally,
metacognitive knowledge
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.. . can lead you to select, evaluate, revise, and abandon cognitive tasks, goals, and
strategies in light of their relationships with one another and with your own
abilities and interests with respect to that enterprise. Similarly, it can lead to any of
a wide variety of metacognitive experiences concerning self, tasks, goals, and
strategies, and can also help you interpret the meaning and behavioral implications
of these metacognitive experiences. (Flavell, 1979, p. 908)
One of the purposes of RMA is to enhance a reader's metacognitive knowledge
about the reading process and the strategies that are available in the reader's own
repertoire. With this knowledge the reader can, as stated above, select, evaluate, revise or
abandon strategies in the enterprise of reading.
Metacognitive experiences
Metacognitive experiences occur as a cognitive regulation of intellectual practices.
Flavell (1979) explained;
Metacognitive experiences are any conscious cognitive or affective experiences
that accompany and pertain to any intellectual enterprise. An example would be
the sudden feeling that you do not understand something another person just said,
(p. 906)
Metacognitive experiences can be brief or lengthy in duration, simple or complex
in content. To illustrate, you may experience a momentary sense of puzzlement
that you subsequently ignore, or you may wonder for some time whether you
really understand what another person is up to. These experiences can also occur
before, after, or during a cognitive enterprise, (p. 908)

Relatedly, a metacognitive experience may occur before, during, and after reading.
Before reading one might experience a conscious sense of relief that the text appears to be
in a preferred, familiar format. During reading, a reader may realize that underlining
important names or dates will assist in remembering them for an upcoming quiz. After
reading a reader may notice boldface subheadings which will help to guide further
studying of the text (Gamer, 1987). One well-known metacognitive experience is the
"tip-of-the-tongue" phenomenon, discussed by Flavell and Wellman (1977), when an
individual knows that she knows an item of information, such as a name, but cannot recall
it. In this experience, monitoring of the knowledge occurs without the knowledge being
activated. Similarly, after reading the reader may know that he knows but cannot recall
the setting, the name of a character, or perhaps the motive for a character's actions.
Flavell (1979) elaborated that '*many metacognitive experiences have to do with
where you are in an enterprise and what sort of progress you are making or likely to
make" (p. 908). For instance, a reader may suddenly realize that she has been reading
along in a text without making any sense of it or someone may feel that he is not
adequately explaining directions to a friend. In some cases metacognitive knowledge
overlaps with metacognitive experiences. Flavell described them as "items of
metacognitive knowledge that have entered consciousness" (p. 908). In other words, the
metacognitive knowledge that a person has about a particular situation enters into the
individual's conscious awareness, creating the metacognitive experience. Furthermore,
once a metacognitive experience occurs, it may guide fiuther cognitive activity. For
example, a sudden awareness that you're not making any sense of the text may result in
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rereading the previous page of the text. Awareness of cognitive processes involved in
thinking is a fundamental aspect of metacognition.
Such metacognitive experiences may not only have effects on subsequent cognitive
tasks or goals, but also add to, delete from, or revise one's current metacognitive
knowledge base. Havell proposed that metacognitive experiences "play a major role" in
the development of metacognitive knowledge. On the other hand, he wrote that some
metacognitive experiences may not have metacognitive knowledge as their content and
some knowledge may never surface into a metacognitive experience.
As in the reader example above, metacognitive experiences (suddenly realizing
meaning has not been constructed) activate strategies (rereading), especially when they
occur when cognition seems to fail in some way (sensed by confusion or doubt).
Strategies, according to Flavell, are then utilized to make cognitive progress. Cognitive
strategies like rereading are aimed at making cognitive progress. Metacognitive strategies,
however, are utilized to make metacognitive progress like self-testing on content
knowledge can be used to monitor your own knowledge of the material. Thus, the action
of monitoring one's own "cognitive enterprises proceeds through actions of and
interactions among metacognitive knowledge, metacognitive experiences, goals/tasks, and
actions/strategies" (p. 909).
Metacognition versus executive control
Flavell's educational/developmental model of metacognition differs from another
model, an information-processing approach to metacognition which involves the concept
of executive control at the heart of cognitive activity (Gamer, 1987). The latter is most

widely attributed to Brown and her colleagues (Baker & Brown, 1984, Brown &
Palincsar, 1986). Gamer (1987) explains that since the two views are rooted in different
disciplines they hold different assumptions about human development and learning and
utilize diflferent research methods. Flavell's model grew out of Piagetian developmental
theory, while executive control stems from information-processing research (Gamer,
1987). Adult-child clinical interviews are conducted in the research of the former. The
latter utilized task analysis, computer simulation, and intervention research. The
terminology associated with each perspective differs greatly, also. Researchers in
metacognition refer to knowledge development, awareness, and conscious access, in
contrast to reference to input-output, information flow, storage, and symbol manipulation
commonly heard from researchers of executive control (Gamer, 1987). Both areas do,
however, stress strategy use by learners and cognitive monitoring in relation to moving
toward particular cognitive aims.
Where Flavell's concepts encourage the development of cognitive knowledge to
assist the learner to monitor cognitive progress in conjunction with cognitive strategies.
Brown and her colleagues have focused on demonstrating to groups of learners cognitive
strategies to employ and on providing feedback after the strategies have been employed
satisfactorily (Gamer, 1987). Flavell's stance supports RMA because the goals of RMA
are to help readers develop knowledge about cognitive strategies they use when they read
and to demonstrate that their miscues reveal the predicting and monitoring they do as they
read text aloud rather than present strategies to master.
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Metacoenition and reading
Related specifically to reading, metacognitive knowledge has been fiirther
organized into three subcategories; procedural, conditional, and declarative knowledge
(Billingsley & Wildnuin, 1990; Jacobs & Paris, 1987; Paris, Lipson & Wixson, 1983).
Table 2.1 presents the three aspects of metacognitive knowledge related to the processes
of reading.
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Table 2.1
Metacognitive Knowledge
Procedural Knowledge
Specifying the task
Selecting the most appropriate strategy
Knowing the steps to perform strategy
Conditional Knowledge
Knowing reasons strategies are helpfiU
Knowing contexts in which to use strategies
Declarative Knowledge
Task Awareness
Identifying beliefs about the task
Setting goals
Responding to information
Understanding text structure
Knowing about different types of text
Task Analysis
Realizing certain strategies are needed
Determining level of importance of information
Allocating extra attention to information deemed important
Adjusting actions to different task situations
Strategy Awareness
Knowing possible strategies to use
Realizing when a strategy is helping
Performance Awareness
Realizing when successful at learning or understanding information
^ote. Adapted from Davenport, 1993, p. 81.
Procedural knowledge is an awareness of processes necessary to complete a
strategy or task. 'Tor example, a student could know how to skim, how to use context,

how to underline, how to summarize, or how to find the main idea while reading" (Jacobs
& Paris, 1987, p.2S9; emphasis in original). Thus, procedural knowledge involves an
understanding of the task at hand, knowing of and selecting an appropriate strategy, and
knowing how to do it.

Conditional knowledge is an awareness of the conditions that influence the
effectiveness of strategies in different contexts (Billinglsey & Wildman, 1990; Jacobs &
Paris, 1987). In other words, readers with conditional knowledge know "wAy strategies
are effective, when they should be applied and when they are appropriate" (Jacobs & Paris,
1987, p. 259). Strategic readers know when and why certain strategies are most
appropriate for different reading purposes and learning situations (Baker & Brown, 1984;
Goodman, 1994; Paris et al., 1983).
Declarative knowledge is best explained in terms of the three aspects of
metacognitive knowledge introduced earlier in Flavell's (1979) work: task, strategy, and
person. It encompasses the knowledge and beliefs readers have about the characteristics
of the text, the reading task, themselves as learners, and possible strategies that can be
employed. For example, a student might know that prior knowledge of the topic
influences reading speed and comprehension (Jacobs & Paris, 1987) or know the relative
importance of various information provided in the text. Some models of metacognitive
knowledge separate knowledge about different types of reading tasks (referred to as task
knowledge) from knowledge of aspects of a particular reading task (referred to as task
analysis) (Baker & Brown, 1984; Wade & Reynolds, 1989). Task awareness involves
identifying beliefs about a reading task, recognizing a text structure, and knowing about
different types of texts. Task analysis involves specifying that certain strategies are
needed, determining the relative importance of information, and knowing that adjustments
will need to be made for different task situations.
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The next domain of declarative knowledge, strategy awareness, is the knowledge
that a particular strategy or strategies will be useful (Wade & Reynolds, 1989). For
example, a reader may know that the strategy of skimming will provide information about
the gist of a text and that the strategy of rereading particular sections of a text will assist in
recalling details. It is with this type of knowledge that readers can make decisions about
which strategies are most appropriate for each text and each task.
The last domain of declarative knowledge is performance awareness which relates
to Flavell's notion of awareness of the knowledge that a strategy is being useful. In other
words, it is the knowledge of whether or not a strategy performed during reading was
successful in the reading task. Strategic readers evaluate the effectiveness of a strategy
based on whether it helped them understand what they read (Baker & Brown, 1984; Paris
et al., 1983; Wade & Reynolds, 1989).
So far, we have seen how Flavell's concepts of metacognitive knowledge have
been expanded during the last few decades as they have been related to reading. I now
report how Flavell's concepts of metacognitive experiences have also been transformed in
the literature to "regulation" and 'monitoring" and identified as necessary experiences in
reading comprehension.
Metacognitive experiences, as we recall from Flavell (1979), accompany
intellectual enterprises and often guide further cognitive activity. Ehiring reading, readers
may experience a moment of realization that what was read is understood, or conversely
that what was read is not understood. Depending on the experience, the reader may
continue the cognitive activity or utilize a different cognitive strategy in response to the

experience. In fact, researchers argue that metacognitively aware readers use these
experiences to monitor their reading progress (Baker & Brown, 1984; Brown & Palincsar,
1986; Palincsar & Brown, 1984, 1986; Paris et al., 1983). Baker and Brown (1984) write,
"Efifective learning requu-es an active monitoring of one's own cognitive activities. Failure
to monitor can lead to serious reading problems . .

(p. 354). Psychologists interested in

metacognition and reading have focused on the self-regulatory aspects of metacognitive
experiences.
Regulation is the way readers put their knowledge into action while reading. If
reading is carefully monitored, learners realize when corrective action is needed.
Psychologists discuss metacognitive regulation in many different terms, but all refer to a
basic set of regulatory activities; planning, monitoring, revising, testing, and evaluating
(Baker & Brown, 1984; Billingsley & >^ildman, 1990; Jacobs & Paris, 1987). Strategic
readers are involved in planning for the task, monitoring understanding, revising strategy
use when necessary, testing the strategies used, and evaluating strategies for learning.
When a reader monitors her progress and comes to a problem, she needs to decide what
type of strategy will be utilized to overcome the problem. Furthermore, once the strategy
has been used the reader evaluates how successful it was through regulation.
One problem of the concept of metacognitive regulation is that it often devalues
readers* monitoring of meaning construction that is intrinsic in the process of reading
which K. Goodman (1973a, 1994) calls cognitive processes. Nor has the term
metacognition been used consistently by writers (Forrest-Pressley & Waller, 1984). The
distinction between cognitive activity and metacognitive activity needs to be clear. Cross
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& Paris (1988) argue that "automatic skills, no matter how sophisticated, do not
necessarily imply metacognition on the part of the learner" (p. 258). Metacognition is not
involved when a reader engages in a cognitive activity such as pausing and/or rereading
while remaining unaware of the process. It is "any knowledge about cognitive states or
processes shared between individuals. That is, knowledge about cognition can be
demonstrated, communicated, examined and discussed" (Cross & Paris, 1988, p. 258).
Although this point is subtle, it is extremely important to the maimer in which these ideas
are transferred into related research.
Intervention research focusing on teaching students to do metacognitive regulation
activities, has presented them as cognitive activities (Baker & Brown, 1986; Brown &
Palincsar, 1986; Palincsar & Brown, 1984; Schumaker, Deshler, Alley, Warner & Denton,
1984, Wong & Jones, 1982). In RMA on the other hand, focus is placed on assisting
readers to see and value their cognitive monitoring and their use of cognitive strategies
through demonstration and discussion which brings these activities to a metacognitive
level. I would argue that when metacognitive regulating activities are automatic they can
aptly be caUed cognitive activities, but only when these activities are being demonstrated
and discussed they should be regarded as metacognitive.
Studies on Metacognition and Reading
This section reports findings from studies on metacognition and reading dealing
with two broad areas; children's metacognitive knowledge and metacognitive intervention
research. These studies are important to the further development of RMA because of the
two purposes RMA can take: research and instruction. As a tool for research, RMA seeks

to discover readers' concepts of reading, beliefs about their reading strategies, and
understandings about strategies they are using with a specific text. As an instructional
activity, RMA is a technique which encourages the use of strategies found to be effective
over those found to be ineffective for a reader. Research dealing with children's
metacognitive knowledge is presented first then is followed by research dealing with
teaching children strategies in the form of metacognitive intervention.
Children's metacocaiitive knowledge about reading
One way of assessing what young children know is simply to ask them. A primary
source of young children's conceptions of reading comes fi'om interview data. In general,
studies have concluded that younger and poorer readers have little awareness that they
need to make sense of text, but consider reading a decoding process rather than a
meaning-making one (Canney & Winograd, 1979; Forrest-Pressley & Waller, 1984;
Jacobs & Paris, 1987; Myers & Paris, 1978).
In a comparison of interviews between twenty second graders and twenty sixth
graders, Myers and Paris (1978) found that the second graders were less sensitive to
person, task, and strategy aspects of metacognitive knowledge than the sixth graders.
Specifically, they reported that the second graders did not demonstrate awareness of a)
salient aspects of specific reading tasks, b) the relationship of strategies to certain reading
task goals, c) reasons or strategies to check their own comprehension, or d) characteristics
of good readers. Second graders were generally aware of the task variables including
interest, familiarity, and story length in relation to the degree of ease or difficulty in
reading. They were 'less sensitive to the strategies required by different reading and
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memory goals" (p. 688). On the other hand, sixth graders' interview answers
demonstrated they were aware "of the existence of various reading strategies and were
sensitive to when and how to use them" (p. 688). When asked about strategy use, the
second graders generally focused on decoding goals rather than on meaning construction
goals, whereas the sixth graders related different reading strategies to differentiated task
goals.
Two explanations for the second graders' responses were offered; first, that
teachers' instruction and materials were oriented toward decoding aims; second, that the
second graders' responses reflect a general developmental trend in metacognition
development. Myers and Paris (1978) report that their data is consistent with previous
work (Kreutzer, Leonard & Flavell, 1975) where differences were found between older
and younger children's reported use of strategies to solve problems. The younger children
were similarly aware of the ease that comes with familiar task materials and goals.
Myers and Paris (1978) recommended that further research would be necessary to
relate children's metacognitive knowledge, reading knowledge, and actual reading
performance with the teachers' focus to observe whether there is any influence from the
teachers' instructional methods. The researchers also recognized possible discrepancies
between children's verbal reports and their actual knowledge, and reconmiended studies
which combine interview data with observational research to compare reports and actual
reading strategy use or practices.
Myers and Paris (1978) drew several conclusions about proficient readers. First,
proficient readers define purposes for specific reading tasks, setting flexible goals and
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strategies related to the purposes. Second, proficient readers are able to ignore irrelevant
information while focusing on the more meaningful parts of the text for a particular task.
Third, they may use explicit strategies such as underlining to remember information. The
researchers also recommended that younger readers ". .. could profit fi'om instruction
regarding the means, goals, and parameters of proficient reading" (p.690).
Canney and Winograd (1979) asked children in grades 2,4, 6, and 8 to read
passages that were either intact or disrupted, each at one of four levels of severity. The
researchers asked the children if each type of passage could be read and why, and
administered a questionnaire probing their conceptions of reading. They found that
second and fourth grade readers, and sixth graders designated as poor readers focused on
reading as decoding. These children reported that even strings of random words could be
read, supporting their belief that reading means saying the words correctly. In contrast,
better sixth grade readers and eighth graders stated and demonstrated that meaningmaking was the primary goal of reading.
Forrest-Pressley and Waller (1984) raised three concerns in their study of the
metacognitive knowledge and strategy use of third and sixth graders. They wanted to
learn a) how readers respond to the demands of different reading situations, b) the role of
metacognition in reading, and c) the development of cognitive and metacognitive aspects
of reading. The researchers evaluated performance measures of the students' ability to
complete cognitive tasks related to language, attention, and memory in conjimction with
verbalization measures of their ability to articulate in interviews their use of memory,
decoding, and other reading strategies.

The researchers found that younger and designated poorer readers did less well on
performance and verbalization measures. Second, they reported that both cognitive and
metacognitive ability and awareness increased with grade and reading ability. Specifically,
more mature readers were found to have a number of different reading strategies available
to meet the demands of different reading situations, whereas less mature readers were
found to rely primarily on decoding strategies. Third, performance measures appeared to
be better predictors of reading ability than verbalization measures. In fact, the researchers
found that they could not rely on the students' verbalizations to be accurate because of
overestimation of their own abilities, and those children who overestimated their
metacognitive abilities were found to mimic what they heard in class about strategy use.
Conversely, the researchers also believed that they may have underestimated children's
metacognitive knowledge and abilities when relying only on observational data. ForrestPressley and Waller (1984) concluded that while their data yielded consistent patterns, it
was speculative at best. They urged further research to address the relationship between
metacognitive knowledge and readers' monitoring and subsequent strategy use.
Older readers also demonstrated greater awareness and knowledge of their
cognitive strategies and monitoring during reading in Gordon's (1990) study of their
metacognitive change over time. Gordon observed and interviewed a sb(th grade class to
"explore changes that occurred in awareness of text characteristics, person variables, and
strategies in the reading and writing process" (p. 2). This research was embedded within a
larger study in which students received instruction focused on narrative and expository
text structures, stressing use of this knowledge in reading and writing. Like the RMA
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study under analysis here, Gordon interviewed children to determine their beliefs about
themselves as readers and about what "good" readers do.
Initially, readers' self-perceptions were based on their oral reading abilities, their
speed, their enjoyment of reading, and on how much they read. Gordon reported little
change at the end of the school year in readers' views of their own abilities, but found a
shift in their view of good readers that included less emphasis on reading rate and level of
effort and more on comprehension of material, quantity of reading accomplished, silent
reading ability, and use of different strategies while reading. She reported, 'The major
shift of knowledge of self as a reader appeared to fall in the cognitive (e.g., awareness of
silent reading capabilities) rather than the affective domain" (Gordon, 1990, p. 6).
Gordon made several comparisons between her study and the Myers and Paris
(1978) study. First, her sixth grade students did not mention motivational or opportunity
variables as in the earlier study. Second, sixth graders from both studies conveyed to
researchers that good readers have some "special skills". Third, Gordon pointed out that
the variables students reported were cued in Myers and Paris's questions, but were
spontaneously reported in Gordon's interviews.
Gordon found that at the beginning of the year, students in her study reported
using word level strategies and external sources (e.g., looking up a word in the dictionary
or asking someone), but at the end of the year mentioned other strategies such as relying
on context and using self as a resource. In response to interview questions relating
directly to monitoring reading with self-questioning, students said they used questioning
(although they did not report this strategy spontaneously) to keep track of what they were
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reading, to remember content, and to concentrate. Not ail readers found self-questioning
useful, however, preferring to picture things in their head because they found selfquestioning to be distracting. A majority of the readers said they used some form of
prediction as a reading strategy and used rereading as a monitoring strategy. Interestingly,
yet not surprisingly, Gordon found that fewer of the sixth graders interviewed reported
using rereading as a strategy than the Myers and Paris (1978) study, explaining that their
interviews were tied to rereading as a strategy, whereas hers were more open-ended and
tied more to self-questioning and prediction. Thus, any study utilizing interview data
should be considered carefully in terms of the focus and cues of the interviews
administered.
Gordon (1990) concluded that students increased their level of awareness of text
structure in narrative and expository texts. Second, they were able to better specify
literary aspects of story. With expository texts, students shifted from vague organizational
references such as chronological order to underlying patterns such as listing, comparison
and contrast, and problem solution. Importantly, Gordon reported that according to
students, use of their knowledge of text characteristics was dependent not only on the
expected outcome but on the time and energy that the metacognitive strategy would
require. Also, she cautioned that we can not expect that students will report or use ail
knowledge they have or will use all strategies they are taught. Readers may use strategies
flexibly, choosing to use one over another depending on personal preferences and on the
pragmatic concerns surrounding reading the text. Finally, Gordon discussed the
importance of triangulation of interview data with other data such as classroom
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observations of reader/writer strategies.
The research literature tapping into children's thought processes primarily used
interview methods in the 1980s as described above. Think-aloud techniques have also
been used with children to observe young readers' thinking and reading strategy
awareness. Hare and Smith (1982) asked seventh grade students to stop after every fifty
words and talk about what they were doing and thinking as they read from a 2S0-word
narrative or expository text. After the text was completely read, the researchers presented
the following reading strategies and asked the students if they employed any of the them;
rereading, rehearsing, imaging, skipping parts of the text, changing reading speed, and
relating parts of the text to their own experience. Hare and Smith found that rereading
was the most frequently recognized and reported strategy for both narrative and
expository texts. They asserted that think-aloud techniques provide important diagnostic
information about individual readers.
Alvermann (1984) conducted another think-aloud study with much younger
children. Second graders were asked to think aloud after reading each sentence of a basal
reader story. Investigators first demonstrated the think-aloud activity and provided
practice sessions. Alvermann found that the children's responses related more to story
content than to what they were thinking and doing while reading. They showed
involvement with the story by explaining characters' actions, expressing empathy with
characters, and predicting content. They did not, however, report the cognitive processes
they were using in any explicit way. Alvermann suggested that the think-aloud technique
has instructional potential to demonstrate to young readers a number of reading strategies.

Using a method similar to the think-aloud technique, Davenport (1993) used a
metacognitive inquiry procedure (MIP) to investigate the metacognitive awareness of the
thinking and reading processes demonstrated by six sixth grade students. During MIP
sessions, the students talked through expository texts, interacting with the teacher during
oral reading. Davenport found that to varying degrees, all six students accessed and
articulated their metacognitive awareness of their reading processes. They revealed their
awareness of calling on background knowledge, recall of previous reading, and expressed
their understanding or confusion at the word level and the conceptual level. Furthermore,
the students reported various strategies that they could use, those that they actually used,
and also realized when their strategies changed. Davenport concluded that the current
metacognition paradigm needs to expand to include interpersonal awareness during
reading and studying, and other levels of metalinguistic awareness.
In a review of research on think-aloud methods. Gamer (1987) found three
different applications for the think-aloud procedure. First, research applications were used
to find differences among groups of learners in verbalized strategy use. Second, thinkaloud was used in diagnosis, to find strengths and challenges among particular learners in
strategy use; and in instruction. Third, think-aloud was used to model appropriate
strategy use for reading and other complex cognitive tasks.
Like the think-aloud method, RMA also has multiple potentials for research and
instruction by engaging readers in bringing their reading processes to a conscious level of
awareness. As stated earlier, RMA can be used for research comparing different groups
of learners; for diagnostic purposes in conjunction with miscue analysis; to analyze reader
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strengths and challenges; and for instruction, teaching different reading strategies.
Other instructional methods used to teach students reading strategies with
metacognitive techniques have also been investigated. The next section will review studies
with children aimed at implementing metacognitive intervention techniques.
Metacognition intervention research
Perhaps the most widely known intervention research was conducted by Brown
and her colleagues using reciprocal teaching of comprehension strategies (Brown &
Palincsar, 1986; Palincsar & Brown, 1984; Rosenshine & Meister, 1993). The procedures
for reciprocal teaching are as follows;
An adult teacher and a group of students take turns leading a discussion on the
contents of a section of text they are jointly attempting to understand. The
discussions are free-ranging but are constrained by the requirement that the
discussion leader ensure that four strategic activities are practiced routinely;

questioning, clarifying, summarizing, and predicting. The dialogue leader begins
the discussion by asking a question on the main content and ends by summarizing
the gist. If there is disagreement, the group rereads and discusses potential
candidates for question and summary statements until they reach a consensus.
(Brown & Palincsar, 1986, p. 43)
The strategic activities were chosen for their potential to improve comprehension and to
alert the reader to monitor for understanding. Discussions centered not only on text
content but also on understanding and appropriate uses of the strategies the students were
practicing. Initially, the teacher was the dialogue leader, then the students took on the
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role in turn. The researchers noted that reciprocal teaching was applied in appropriate,
contextual ways, not as an isolated skills exercise.
In a review of experimental studies involving reciprocal teaching, Rosenshine and
Meister (1993) found that with guided practice students ranging from upper elementary
grades through middle school demonstrated increased independent use of strategies and
improved comprehension. A conclusion of particular interest to the present study is that
the quality of the dialogue played a critical role in scaffolding instruction. Effective
dialogue features were suggested for future practice and research; a) supporting students'
contributions to the dialogue at the idea level as opposed to word level, b) skillfully using
students' ideas such as linking them to new knowledge, c) making explicit the purposes of
the activities, d) changing students' negative responses to constructive ones with
evaluative statements, and e) maintaining focus and direction.
Paris and his colleagues (Jacobs & Paris, 1987; Cross & Paris, 1988) assessed their
metacognitive-focused Informed Strategies for Learning (ISL), an instructional program
they developed which focused on teaching young students specific reading strategies with
metaphors, discussion, practice worksheets, discussions about strategy use and "bridging"
to other classroom reading activities.
Statistical analyses of pre- and post-tests compared treatment and control groups
and yielded findings for third and fifth grade students and girls versus boys. Jacobs and
Paris (1987) administered the Index of Reading Awareness (IRA)—a twenty item, multiple
choice index of children's awareness of evaluation, planning, regulation and conditional
knowledge associated with reading—to all groups at the beginning and ending of the
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school year. Two out of the four third and fifth grade classrooms used ISL. The
classrooms using ISL instruction increased their scores on the IRA more than the control
classrooms. All children, however, made gains in metacognitive awareness over the
school year.
Jacobs and Paris concluded that the data provided evidence that awareness and
understanding of reading strategies improved with metacognitive instruction. Other
findings were that the fifth graders showed better reading awareness than the third graders
and girls demonstrated greater awareness of reading strategies than boys. The researchers
reported that all students, regardless of gender, reading level, and grade level benefitted
fi'om the metacognitive instructional program, showing greater gains in strategy awareness
than students in the control classrooms though awareness of reading strategies also
increased without special instruction.
The researchers also noted important considerations regarding their study and
similar research. First, they conceded that the IRA reflected their conceptual framework
of strategy awareness and of the knowledge they believed was related to reading
comprehension at the time of the study. The instructional lessons were also based on this
conceptual fi'amework, teaching students to know and use the strategies that were
represented as choices on the IRA. Second, they cautioned that while metacognitive
instruction can promote awareness and use of efifective reading comprehension strategies,
metacognition itself is not a cure for reading problems and should not be the curriculiun
focus. They stated, "Understanding the processes of thinking while reading is a tool to
read more effectively and not an end in itself' (Jacobs & Paris, 1987, p. 275). Lastly, the
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researchers recommended that determining the level of children's metacognitive awareness
and use of reading strategies is useful to educators, who can not only further assist readers
with misconceptions and nonstrategic reading, but also support effective reading strategy
use in constructing meaning.
A related study by Cross and Paris (1988) again compared third and fifth grade
classes in awareness and use of effective reading strategies based on the same
implementation of Informed Strategies for Learning instruction with treatment groups. In
addition to a Reading Awareness Interview (not described in the article), students also
completed two strategic reading activities (cloze tasks and error detection tasks) as well a
reading comprehension test. Again, in both grades the children who received ISL
instruction improved their metacognition in and use of reading strategies compared with
children who were not involved with ISL. Three other findings were highlighted. First, an
incongruence between reading awareness and reading performance was found in the initial
third grade assessments. Second, there were stronger correlations between metacognition
and reading comprehension measures for all children. Third, the instruction benefitted all
of the groups except third grade readers labeled Poor performance/Poor awareness (on a
Good, Average, Poor range). In contrast, the only fifth grade group to demonstrate
dramatic gains after instruction was that labeled Poor performance/Average awareness.
Their categorization moved to Average performance/Good awareness, thus demonstrating
both increased awareness and use of reading strategies.
Cross and Paris concluded first that, "group instruction can be used to inform
children about reading strategies and, more important, that children can be convinced to
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use these strategies on their own" (p.140). Second, when children connected cognitive
strategies to reading goals and instructional methods responsibility for recruiting and
applying strategies shifted from the teacher to the reader.
Ward and Traweek (1993) used a think-aloud procedure to assess metacognitive
knowledge, then used the procedure as an intervention technique. Results of an initial
study by the first author to investigate its effectiveness in conjunction with a reading
assessment showed that "Students who followed the think-aloud procedure requiring them
to talk about their reading strategies as they performed a cloze task improved their reading
comprehension scores significantly more than those who performed the cloze tasks
without using the think-aloud procedure" (p. 475). The researchers attributed the results
to the process of the think-aloud activity, which encouraged conscious monitoring while
reading. The main focus of the research article, a case study using think-aloud technique,
sought evidence that brief intervention in the classroom can improve readers' selfregulation and awareness of strategy use, and thus effectively change reading behaviors.
An eight year old child who failed to make significant progress in a previous year
long group reading intervention which focused on "developing orthographic and
phonological coding skills in children at risk for reading problems" (p.477) participated in
fourteen fifty-minute sessions. After baseline measures were taken in the first four
sessions, word-level strategies and sentence-level strategies were taught in sessions four
through eight. In addition, in sessions six through eight, the child was asked to perform a
think-aloud procedure "to give a reason verbally for each cloze response" (p. 479). For
the remaining six sessions he did cloze activities without further instruction or think-aloud

activities. Results indicated that the word and sentence-level strategies had limited
effectiveness, whereas the think-aloud strategy was more effective "in increasing the
subject's use of available contextual information" (p. 481). This case study offered
preliminary evidence that the think-aloud technique assists more effective use of available
strategies. The authors suggested several classroom activities in which children can do
think-aloud activities with reading partners. Finally, they acknowledged the complexity
involved in the interaction of metacognition with strategic iaiowledge and strategy use in
reading. For this reason they recommended the think-aloud method as one tool for more
dynamic assessment of reading that would provide more information about learners'
strategies than just achievement levels.
In a study which challenged Myers & Paris's (1978) findings, Malicky, Juliebo,
Norman and Pool (1997) observed videotaped sessions of half-hour, one-on-one literacy
instruction for metacognitive behaviors of five first graders. The researchers analyzed the
readers' use of metacognitive knowledge and metacognitive experiences (selfmanagement). They found that these young readers a) demonstrated metacognitive
knowledge in discussion activities, b) demonstrated more metacognitive behaviors when
working with a familiar or easier text than with a new or more difiBcult text, and c)
displayed more monitoring or self-management (i.e., self-correction) than any other
metacognitive strategies. Overall, observations suggested that "young children are able to
engage in more metacognitive behavior than indicated by past research (Paris et al., 1991);
however, this will occur only if tasks are at an appropriate level of di£5culty" (p. 124).
Malicky et al. (1997) found that coaching, or comments used to direct the lesson or to
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focus on the way the reader attended to textual cues, often preceded readers' selfmanagement strategies. They concluded that "an increase in discussion scaffolds using
familiar books might be one way to help children think about reading and writing tasks and
strategies" (p. 124). Retrospective \fiscue Analysis is an example of such discussion,
where the reader discusses with the teacher-researcher(s) strategies used in reading a
familiar text.
The Malicky et al. (1997) study left the research community with further
questions which they were unable to answer; how to increase young students' knowledge
of factors affecting reading and writing through scaffolding; how reading strategies
operate; and when and why to use certain strategies. RMA appears to be a form of
metacognitive discussion interaction which may assist in developing these types of
metacognitive awareness with children.
Sunmiarv of Section HI
This section described categories of metacognition, beginning with Flavell's (1979)
definitions, and reported research in metacognition and reading. In the 1970s research
focused primarily on comparing children's verbal reports of metacognitive knowledge of
their reading behaviors, using reading interviews. Several limitations of children's verbal
reports were found. In the 1980s intervention research was conducted on improving
children's reading awareness and comprehension by teaching them knowledge and the use
of reading strategies. Most studies concluded that metacognition plays a significant role in
increased reading comprehension and that "poor comprehenders differ from good
comprehenders in their knowledge about the task of reading and their skill in regulating
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and monitoring understanding during the process of reading" (Ward & Traweek, 1993, p.
471). In the 1990s most studies have reported on classroom applications of the
intervention research, using training methods designed to teach readers how to monitor
their on-going comprehending of text.
Section IV: Discourse Analysis of Literacy Activities
In his persuasive essay calling for critical discourse analysis in education, Luke
(1995) traced three general trends of discourse study in educational research based on
three broad theoretical moves. First, the shift from behavioral to psycholinguistic
theoretical paradigms led to the view of children as creative, competent users of language.
Their communicative competence explained the complexity of their orally-produced texts.
Psycholinguistic descriptions of language use referred to the child's "internal syntactic and
semantic capacities" to explain theu* language production. The second trend focused on
the social character of language use, based in socioiinguistics and the ethnography of
communication. Children's language use was observed as rule-governed, learned social
interaction and performance. As will be seen shortly, this sociolinguistic research
"connected language development with reenvisioned schools and classrooms as discourse
communities with their own conventions of appropriateness" (p. 21). The most recent
shift in discourse studies in education is based on Foucault's poststructuralist analyses of
discourse. Luke summarized Foucault's (1972, 1977, 1979, 1980) descriptions of how
discourse defines, constructs and positions individuals in local situations and broader
social formations. In other words, this work seeks to illuminate how discourse shapes
structures and hierarchies for the institutional categorization and treatment of people.
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This is achieved through power relations based in ideology, or widely accepted "truths" by
which people define themselves and that those in power use to maintain their positions.
(See also. Gee (1996) for a discussion of ideologies in discourse.)
Future studies on the RMA session could include critical discourse analyses;
however, the present research questions clearly focus on sociolinguistic-related issues. The
next section will highlight the 'second trend' on which I base my analysis.
Participant Structures and Communicative Obligations
Educational research has taken the contributions of the ethnography of
conmiunication and applied them to classroom and other instructional interactions. For
example, the study of the nature and function of everyday conversations and the
communicative rights, obligations, and demands of language use have been used to
observe the communicative rights and obligations for participation in instructional lessons.
In other words, who gets to talk, when, where, and about what has been explored in
everyday conversations, as well as in educational situations. Ethnographers of
communication have found that these rights and obligations change from context to
context, so that within each social interaction they are negotiated based on how
participants define what they are doing and who they are (Bloome & Green, 1982, 1984).
In one of the most influential studies of its kind. Philips (1983) proposed that participant
structures—the norms, rights, and obligations that shape and determine a participants'
perception of what is going on—influence learning, especially when cultural differences are
realized. Florio (1978) also showed that children move sequentially through different
types of participant structures during a typical class session. Research on participation

structures in classrooms has illustrated how each situation involves rules for interpretation
of what is going on and for behavior (Florio, 1978) as well as teacher expectations for
how students display competence in participation structures and how they may be
evaluated (Erickson & Schultz, 1981, Florio & Schultz, 1979). Mehan's (1979) wellknown ethnographic study established the participation structure Initiation-ReplyEvaluation which predominates classroom lessons.
In addition, the study of how people communicate and interpret intentions and
meaning in face-to-face interactions (Gumperz, 1981) is applied to the study of how
learners gain access to face-to-face interactions like instructional conversations (Green &
Wallat, 1981, Green & Harker, 1982, Michaels, 1981). The ethnography of
communication provides the theoretical underpinnings and the language with which to
observe and discuss these issues as well as how people use language to structure a range
of communicative situations that involve the transmission of social and cultural roles
(McDermott, 1976a, 1977).
Discourse Patterns and Strategies
Educational researchers have described and compared the social and linguistic
influence of discourse strategies on classroom reading activities. For example,
McDermott (1976b) found differences in the amount of time spent and in turn-taking
norms between low and high reading groups. CoUins (1981) found different kinds of
instructional tasks in addition to different amounts of time engaged in reading instruction
between low and high groups. Moreover, Collins observed that the teachers appeared to
set expectations for students' reading ability based on the students' prosody (intonation.
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stress, pausing, etc.) during oral reading which then was followed by different
instructional treatment. DeStephano, Pepinslcy & Sanders (1982) found that even in
culturally diverse settings, reading instruction emphasized appropriate behavior (rules and
procedures for socially acceptable behavior) more than the development of processes for
meaning construction with texts. Heap (1982) reported that the vocabulary segment of a
lesson, while designed to introduce new vocabulary prior to reading a text, actually played
a role only in getting through the lesson and did not relate to the reading comprehension.
Rather, it played a social role. Similarly, Bloome (1983) found that teachers valued what
he called procedural display in a study of junior high classrooms. That is, competence or
success in a lesson means getting through it by accomplishing the procedures of the lesson
rather than by learning the content of it.
In a remarkable study Green (1977) compared eleven teachers teaching the same
lesson and found differences in how teachers organized their instructional conversations in
reading lessons related to differences in student recall of text (accounting for differences in
student ability). Questioning and discussion throughout the reading of the story, rather
than at the end of the story, resulted in higher student recall scores. Later, Green (1988),
Golden (1988), and Marker (1988) undertook related but separate analyses in comparative
case studies of two teachers (a top-ranked and a low-ranked teacher, based on student
recall) from this study. In a sociolinguistic ethnographic analysis Green (1988) observed
the social demands and instructional patterns of the lesson as it evolved. She found that
the rights and obligations for each student group was different, and concluded that the
lessons were not the same lesson socially. Golden (1988) in an episodic analysis of the

lessons found that the teachers emphasized different literary elements and segmented the
story differently. Thus, the story was not the same for each group. Harker (1988) found
that teachers emphasized not only different literary aspects but also different content of the
story, thereby placing different academic demands for student learning.
Mosenthal and Na (1980) investigated the relationship between language use in
teacher-student interaction and responses to comprehension questions. Their work
suggests that the language of interaction influences the nature of reading comprehension
processes.
Two studies investigated the nature of getting access to literacy events. Michaels
(1981) linked the process of gaining access to literacy events to the processes involved in
literacy learning events by demonstrating that teachers allowed greater access to literacy
events (sharing time) to students who used a narrative style which was topic centered
(about one topic) than to those whose narrative style was topic-associated (about the
relationship of events implicitly related prosodically). Wikinsons and Calculator (1982)
found that students' connmunicative competence in making requests included being on
task, being direct and sincere, revising queries if at first unsuccessful and was related to
getting access to necessary resources for literacy learning.
One of the main focuses of a study by Mehan, Cazden, Coles, Fisher & Maroules
(1976) was to highlight teachers' and students' discourse strategies. They found that
children and adults have different ways of determining functionally similar tasks.
Specifically, children rely more on contextual cues, whereas teachers generally rely more
on lexical specificity. Yet, they report that this difference does not appear to effect

differences of communication or teaching efficiency. The other main concern of the study
was to show how small-group participant structures are reflected in conversational
practices. Their approach buUds on ethnomethodological studies of conversation (e.g.
Sacks, Schegloflf, & Jefferson, 1974). They examined constraints of the sequencing of
utterances in instructional routines like giving instructions or teaching problem-solving
strategies.
The studies presented thus far suggest that in classrooms, both the nature of
literacy learning skills (such as learning how to respond to comprehension questions) and
opportunities for literacy development (such as gaining access to literacy learning events)
are socially negotiated (Bloome & Green, 1984 p. 406). What is learned and who leams
it is linked to the nature of the classroom context, created by teacher-student and studentstudent interactions.
Structural analysis
In depth structural analyses of classroom lessons provide a firamework for the
present analysis. Green and Wallat (1981) developed a discourse coding system based on
conversational structures of classroom lessons. Mapping instructional conversations is a
method of analysis
based on theoretical constructs from the fields of sociolinguistics, conversational
analysis and the study of teaching.... the system is a multistep system designed to
describe the flow of the instructional conversation, to identify conversationally and
thematically tied conversational-instructional units of varying length, to produce
structural maps of the instructional conversation, and to provide insights from the

basic units for the identification of social action rules and conversational contexts,
(p. 163)
Green & Wallat (1981) identified a hierarchical structure of a lesson and labeled its
components (from smallest to largest): message units, interaction units, instructional
sequences, phase units and the lesson unit. They used contextualization cues with
nonverbal and prosodic cues to help define message units. Systematic descriptive analysis
of each unit was used to consider the following aspects of the unit; source (teacher or
student),ybrm (e.g., question, response), strategies (e.g., focusing, confirming,
clarifying), level (e.g., factual, interpretive, applicative), and tie (to a previous message).
These aspects were the contextualization cues used in conjunction with the descriptive
characteristics to determine potentially-divergent and divergent message units within a
lesson.
Mapping instructional conversations of a naturally occurring Kindergarten class
meeting resulted in the identification of contexts and social action rules. Contexts
(described as a socially active notion negotiated as part of the evolving conversation) were
identified by considering teacher statements, teacher actions, and the children's actions
and were validated by checking the teacher's statement of goals and by discussing the
findings with the teacher. Sbc social action rules were identified; (1) Being a member of a
group involves responsibility for signaling cues for attentiveness, (2) Being a member of
the group includes responsibility for enacting different patterns of responses, (3 )
Becoming a member of a new group structure in the classroom requires coming together
in dififerent ways, (4) Being a member of a group involves cooperative effort, (5)
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Becoming a member of the group involves clear avenues of access, (6) Being a member of
a group includes speaking rights and responsibilities.
Ramirez (1988) similarly used a hierarchical structure or discourse organization to
come up with descriptions of the structure and function of classroom language. However,
his analysis described the levels as lesson, transactions, exchanges, moves and acts to
focus on the functions of speech acts in lessons. Ramirez clarified his use of the term
speech act as "defined principally by the fimction they serve in the discourse sequences
(e.g., questions serve to initiate a linguistic response - a reply; directives serve to elicit a
nonverbal response - a react)" (p.135). He referred to Bellack, Hyman, Smith and
Kliebard's (1966) description of the turn-taking pattern whereby a teacher solicits a
student's response, a pupil makes a responding reaction, and the teacher reacts to the
pupil's answer (differing fi-om Mehan's (1979) observed pattern where the teacher's react
response was quite often a form of evaluation in his description of the Initiation-ResponseEvaluation pattern). Ramirez's work was strongly based in and adapted from Sinclair and
Coulthard's (197S) system analyzing three levels ; the exchange^ the minimal unit of
interaction involving two or more participants; the move, the contribution of one
participant to an interactive exchange; and the act, the smallest identifiable unit of
discourse behavior within the move. Within this fi'amework, identified speech acts (e.g.,
direct request, indirect request, repeat, acknowledgment) can be understood as similar to
Green and Wallat's (1981) coding of strategies (e.g., focusing, confirming, restating) since
they both focus on the fimctional aspects of utterance units.
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In Ramirez's (1988) study speech acts, moves, and exchanges were identified and
labeled for 36 language arts lessons. A statistical analysis compared the frequency of each
linguistic unit for each lesson and between two teachers. Resuhs showed that
discourse was dominated by teacher-initiated exchanges, with a relatively high
density of speech acts occurring in the opening move. Within this general pattern,
there were clear differences in the language patterns used from one classroom to
the another, as well as differences over time. In addition there appeared to be
differences in the use of specific speech acts that were associated with the
particular type of lesson being taught, (p. 159)
Although the statistical analysis indicated these differences, Ramirez noted that it did not
account for the fact that a designated act may be used to serve several functions or that
different acts may be used to serve similar functions. Returning to the transcript and
validating the functions of speech acts by checking with teachers would be required to
more accurately report the functions (and frequency of functions) of the speech acts. In
any case, the structuring of discourse into hierarchical units within a speech act
perspective allows the discourse analyst to relate linguistic units to their functions.
Green, Weade and Graham, (1988) also found differences in discourse structure
and strategies between two teachers teaching a single lesson. They mapped two teachers'
instructional conversations and instead of comparing quantities of strategies, they looked
for patterns for further exploration. Their analysis included a cyclical process of
identification of patterns, analysis of individual and collective variables bearing on the
patterns, and validation of their findings by checking with the teachers and by fiirther
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examination of the functions of interaction units. They discovered "three sets of social
and instructional factors that differentiate the two lessons; the structure of the lesson; the
communicative/instructional demands; and the patterns of interaction between the teacher
and the students" (p.24). Therefore, even though the text, setting, stated task, and length
of the lesson were the same, the two groups of students did not experience the same
lesson.
So far, I have examined the productivity of segmenting instructional discourse into
hierarchical structures which allow the researcher to represent the structure of the lesson
and to identify form-function relationships of strategies or speech acts and how they
influence the evolving exchanges making up the instructional sequences and the lesson. I
have also discussed the pattern of teacher-student exchanges in a tripartite form of
Soliciting-Responding-Reacting in Bellack et al.'s (1966) terms, or Initiation-ReplyEvaluation in Mehan's (1979) terms. Of course, not all instructional conversation
exchanges occur within this structure, but teachers also engage in questioning strategies in
lessons.
Tenenberg (1988) examined question/answer cycles of 36 language arts lessons
conducted by six teachers to find that they contained over 1200 cycles of what Bellack et
al. (1966) characterized as 'teacher solicits, pupil responds, teacher reacts' (as mentioned
above). He incorporated Mary Canice Johnson's (1979) findings on question cycle
relatedness to analyze the cyclical nature of the discourse. Johnson reported three types of
question cycle relatedness; topical relationship, in which two adjacent question cycles are
structurally sqparate, though related by topic; the conjunctive relationship in which two or
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more question cycles are tied together as the same question is asked of more than one
student, and the embedded relationship in which one question cycle is contained within
another, as the react move mvolves a new solicitation, such as a probing or clarification
question. (Tenenberg (1988) renamed the topical relationship as independent

relationship.)
Tenenberg found that question cycle forms appeared to express different meanings.
For example, 'answer-repeats' as a react move (the teacher repeats the pupil's response)
in a question cycle
could convey as many as four distinctly different meanings; (a) simple
acknowledgment that an answer had been given; (b) definite indication that an
answer was correct or appropriate; (c) definite indication that an answer was
mcorrect or mappropriate (usually but not always given with rising/question
intonation); and (d) indication that teacher was unsure whether she (the teacher)
had correctly heard the response (always given with rising/question intonation,
meaning, "Is that what you said?"), (p. 189)
Furthermore, react moves by the teacher were found to be incongruent within the same
question cycle in one instance to simply acknowledge a response and at the next indicating
that a response was a particularly 'good' one. Frequently, such incongruities with
potential for misunderstandings occurred "most often in lessons which appeared to have
several levels of learning objectives" where questions and react moves related to either
surface or underlying objectives which the students are unaware of Thus, to understand
classroom discourse students must interpret fi^om a variety of question cycle sequences
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and form-function combinations which continually shift with teacher and student moves.
Summary of Section IV
The ethnographic studies on classroom discourse presented above drive the
present study in a number of ways. The patterning of interactional units by Bellack,
Hyman, Smith & Kliebard (1966) and Mehan (1979), the hierarchical structuring of
lessons through mapping instructional conversations (Green & Wallat, 1981, Green,
Weade & Graham, 1988) and analysis of speech acts (Ranurez, 1988) directly influenced
the way I perceived the structure and underlying elements of the RMA session. Their
theoretical foundations are consistent with my orienting perspective, and offer models of
methodology and interpretation appropriate to my research questions and thus form the
basis of the present analysis of the RMA sessions. Tenenberg's (1988) study and
illustration of question cycles provided a foundation with which to discuss the question
cycles present in the session and to relate them to surface and underlying objectives.
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Applications of the Research Literature to This Study
The theoretical and research literature presented in this chapter included research
on the transactional sociopsycholinguistic model of reading, miscue analysis and RMA,
metacognition, and discourse analysis in education. Each of the bodies of literature has a
direct impact on the present discourse study. The transactional sociopsycholinguistic
model of reading is the theoretical foundation on which the RMA researchers conducted
their study. The research on miscue analysis provided the means with which the
researchers analyzed and prepared for their RMA sessions. The studies on RMA and
Collaborative RMA traced the development of RMA. The research discussed in this
section provided specific information for comparison in the present analysis regarding the
procedures and questions used. The research on metacognition supports the importance
of using RMA techniques with students by providing evidence that all students have
metacognitive knowledge and experiences which can influence fiirther cognitive activity
beneficial to their construction of meaning as readers. The research on discourse analysis
in education provided this study with the knowledge and tools necessary to conduct
discourse analysis of the RMA sessions.
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CHAPTER in
DESIGN, METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES
This study examined the discourse in Retrospective Miscue Analysis (RMA)
sessions conducted in 1993. This chapter specifies the data sets essential to the analysis
and describes the design of this discourse analysis study conducted in three phases; (1)
collecting and verifying the data sets, (2) conducting interviews, and (3) completing
discourse analysis. A brief review of the 1993 RMA study with Zach precedes the
description of data sets collected and verified for discourse analysis. The three interviews
I conducted with the RMA team about the sessions are outlined, then the multiple
methods of discourse analysis I completed on transcripts of each session are explained.
The last section reports how the findings of this study are presented.
1993 RMA Research Study of Zach
The RMA sessions under analysis here occurred in a 1993 RMA study by the
RMA team Goodman, Flurkey & Martens (in process), as described earlier in Chapter I.
Their study involved conducting eleven RMA sessions with Zach, a fourth grader,
approximately each week during one semester. At each session Zach was asked to read
aloud a story and provide a retelling. A detailed miscue analysis was conducted on Zach's
oral reading to examine his reading strategies. Several miscues were selected for
discussion in the following week's RMA session using an RMA Session Organizer (see
Goodman & Marek, 1996) to highlight Zach's effective reading strategies. The RMA
team audio-recorded the RMA sessions for further analysis. This study analyzed the
discourse of the RMA team and Zach fi'om six RMA sessions.
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Data Sets
The data sets for discourse analysis include RMA session audio tapes and
transcripts Goodman, Flurkey and Martens collected in the 1993 study and interview tapes
and transcripts I collected in 1998 for this study. Audio-taped RMA sessions were
transcribed verbatim by separate transcribers. I conducted and transcribed three
interviews with the RMA team. An additional data set included documents used by the
RMA team to conduct the RMA sessions; the story transcripts on which Zach's miscues
were marked by the RMA team, and the RMA Session Organizer prepared by Flurkey to
guide the sessions. Table 3.1 lists the data sets that were used for this study according to
when and by whom they were collected:
Table 3.1
Data Sets
1993 - Goodman, Flurkey & Martens

1998 - Black

Audio tapes of Zach's readings & retellings
Transcripts of Zach's retellings
Miscue markings on story transcripts
RMA Session Organizers
Audio tapes of RMA sessions
Transcripts of RMA sessions

Audio tapes of interviews with RMA team
Transcripts of interviews with RMA team
Verified and coded transcripts of RMA
sessions

The data set from the 1993 study was compiled by the RMA team prior to any knowledge
of my interest in conducting discourse analysis with it.
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Collecting and Verifying the Data Sets
As stated above, audio tapes of the RMA sessions were transcribed verbatim by
separate transcribers. This procedure resulted in a group of transcripts that varied slightly
in style. I verified the transcripts by listening to the tapes and editing the transcriptions for
consistency. Additionally, I included coding to highlight intonation contours such as the
final rise or fall of discourse moves, interaction details such as overlapped speech, and
other contextualization cues which include "prosodic features such as stress and
intonation, paralinguistic features such as tempo and laughter, choice of code and
particular lexical expressions" (Gumperz, 1992, p. 229). I used a modified form of
Gumperz and Berenz's (1993) method for transcribing conversational exchanges. Initially,
the speaking turn was the basic unit of sequencing, each utterance beginning a new line of
transcription. Then each speaking turn was fiuther delineated into moves within the
discourse, to facilitate "the detailed examination of the local moves and counter moves
that constitute speech exchange" (Gimiperz & Berenz, 1993, p.9S). An example of an
RMA session transcription is found in Appendix B.
Interviews
Further data collection included conducting audio-taped interviews with the RMA
team. Three sets of interviews were conducted and audio-taped with Goodman, Flurkey
and Martens. The first interview was conducted as a group to gain background
information about Zach and about the overall purposes for the RMA study with him. The
information reported from Interview 1 is contained in The Background of the Study in
Chapter I. The questions used for Interview 1 are found in Appendix A.
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The second interview focused on the specific purposes for each RMA session
selected for this study. 1 conducted the second interview with each RMA team member
separately upon learning that each member took different roles in the study. Flurkey was
responsible for reviewing Zach's oral reading to complete a thorough miscue analysis
marking on each story typescript and for planning each RMA session using the RMA
Session Organizer. He was guided by the team's debriefing sessions which were held after
each RMA session. Goodman conducted the debriefing sessions, took the lead in
conducting the first several RMA sessions, and collaborated with Flurkey and Martens to
select miscues for RMA sessions. Martens assisted Goodman in selecting stories for Zach
to read, contributed to decision-making, and primarily observed RMA sessions and
recorded field notes. Thus, in the interviews, Flurkey provided information pertaining to
the selection of miscues as well as to the focus and agenda for each miscue based on RMA
team decisions and on his plans on the RMA Session Organizer. Martens reported the
reasons for story selection and procedural decisions. Goodman shared underlying reasons
for procedures and materials selection, as well as the intended focuses for RMA sessions.
The list of questions used to conduct the second interview is shown below.
Interview 2. To determine purpose and objectives of the RMA sessions
The following was asked about each session analyzed:
1. What was the purpose of this session?
(What did you want to have happen in this session?)
Why?
2. Why was this tect selected?
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3. Who was involved in this session?
-How were they involved?
4. What happened during this session?
5. How do you think it went?
6. How did this influence the next session(s)?
The data from the RMA sessions were compared and integrated with the interview
data to develop an understanding of how the RMA team's purposes influenced the
structure and discourse patterns of the six RMA sessions under analysis. I also conducted
a third interview with the RMA team as a whole group after the structural analysis was
completed. The third interview gave the RMA team the opportunity to corroborate
and/or question my findings. I asked them to examine and verbally comment on the
documentation of my findings from the structural analysis. Our discussion led to further
clarification of the aims for each RMA session and the methods they used to fulfill their
aims. The discussion also highlighted procedural patterns they used to conduct RMA
sessions.
Information obtained from the interviews was integrated into the analysis of the
transcripts. Table 3.2 shows how the data was used to answer the research questions.
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Table 3.2
Data Sources for Research Questions
Research Questions

Data Sources

1) How did RMA participants structure RMA sessions?
A. What procedures were used?
B. How did RMA sessions take shape?

Interviews 1, 2 and 3
RMA session transcripts

2) What discussion sequences and questioning teclmiques
were used to fulfill the purposes of RMA sessions?
A. What questions or statements were posed?
B. What discourse patterns were evident?
C. How did participants talk about the reading process?

Interview 2 and 3
RMA session transcripts

Analysis of Data: Discourse Analysis
Once the RMA session transcripts were verified, several methods of analysis were
used to determine the structural components, questioning strategies and speech act moves
comprising RMA sessions. Greta Morine-Dershimer (1988) demonstrated how the
findings of three analytic approaches to classroom discourse analysis supported and
supplemented each other in illuminating the language patterns of lessons. She concluded
that findings based on one system of analysis is expanded and strengthened by the
'different ways of knowing' presented by the other systems, providing a more holistic
perspective of classroom language patterns. Others have also demonstrated how multiple
discourse perspectives highlight different important features of teacher discourse and
teacher-student interaction (Dillon, 1988; Gee, 1996; Green and Marker, 1988; Green &
Wallat, 1981; Heath, 1982). This study includes a structural analysis of the RMA sessions
mapping instructional conversations (Green & Wallat,1981), and two sociological
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analyses. A speech act analysis served to identify the functions of utterances as well as
offer some account of speaker intention. A conversation analysis examined the
relationship of speaker intentions with the position of the utterances in the discourse
(Farrar, 1988). Special attention was paid to occurrences of questioning cycles
(Tenenberg, 1988). These three analyses provided a structural perspective, a categorical
perspective and a sequential perspective to detail the different ways of knowing important
aspects of the RMA session.
Structural Analvsis
To answer the first set of research questions (1. How did the participants structure
RMA sessions?; 1 A. What procedures were used?; and IB. How did the actual RMA
sessions take shape?) information from Interview 2 was compared with a structural
analysis to determine how the RMA team's plans for RMA sessions were realized in the
procedures they used and how each session took shape. For the structural analysis. Green
and Wallat's (1981) method of mapping instructional conversations guided my analysis.
This approach involves a three-step process; (1) construction of lesson transcript, (2),
mapping lesson structure, and ( 3), analysis and pattern identification. After constructing
the transcript as described above, I began mapping the structure by segmenting the
interaction into thematically coherent and empirically bounded portions within the
encounter as a whole (Gumperz & Berenz, 1993). This occuned at two levels. First, I
separated parts of the session into thematically tied, cohesive units to establish distinct
phases of the interaction. As explained earlier. Green & Wallat (1981) organized their
observation of a classroom lesson, demonstrating that interaction units make up
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instructional sequence units, which make up phase units, which make up the lesson unit.
The RMA session can be perceived to be parallel to a lesson, which includes phases of the
session, such as those corresponding to the particular miscues being discussed. Table 3.3
provides an illustration of these elements.
Message units are the minimum unit code. It is "the minimal unit of conversational
meaning on the part of the speaker" (Green & Wallat, 1981, p. 198) An interaction unit
that consists of multiple message units is defined as
a series of conversationally defined message units. Which message units tie to
form an interaction unit depends on consideration of verbal aspects of the message
and cues to contextualization. If the delivery of a message indicates that more is to
follow (e.g., the rhythm, pitch, intonation contour), then that message and the one
that follows are described as tied. (Green & Wallat, p. 200)
"An interaction unit may be composed of a single message unit if the message unit is a
completed message as indicated by contextualization cues" (p. 200).
Interaction units which focus on the same aspect of the total lesson comprise an

instructional sequence.
An instructional sequence is defined in terms of content. All interaction units
which focus on the same aspect of the total conversation belong to a single
instructional sequence. The ties for the instructional sequence unit are ties that
exist across units thematically. The end of an instructional sequence unit is marked
by a shift in the general content within the lesson, (p. 201)

Table 3.3
Elements of Instnictional Conversations
-Lesson
Phase 2

Phase 1
Inst Seq

Inst Seq

Inst Seq

Inst Seq

lU

lU

lU

lU

lU

lU

lU

lU

Phase 3
Inst Seq
lU

lU

Inst Seq
lU

lU

lU

Inst Seq
lU

lU

lU

lU

lU

]U= Interaction Unit. An interaction unit may be composed of multiple message units or may consist of a single message unit.
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Thus, the instructional sequence unit consists of interactional units which concentrate on a
single issue or point of the lesson. It corresponds to a step the educator takes to construct
the lesson.
A lesmn is generally composed of se^ents or phases that perform functions such
as introduce, present information, discuss ideas, evaluate performances and summarize
content.
A phase unit consists of a series of thematically tied instructional sequence units.
Consideration of the pedagogical and social structure being constructed will
determine which instructional sequence units belong to a phase unit and which do
not. (p. 201)
Contextualization cues are also used to determine the boundaries of phase units.
A lesson unit, or in this case a session unit, "consists of a series of instructionally
tied phase units aimed at accomplishing all lesson [or session] goals" (p. 204).
As Phase 2 in Table 3 .3 shows, the number of instructional sequences per phase
may vary. Similarly, the number of interactive units per instructional sequence may vary
greatly as Phases 2 and 3 indicate. For instance, one phase may consist of five
instructional sequences containing forty-seven interaction units, while another may consist
of seven instructional sequences containing ninety-two interaction units.
In order to map the RMA session I needed to consider the boundaries of phases,
or where one phase ended and another began. Boundaries were determined in a recursive
process of considering the functional aspects or 'moves and intents' (Ramirez, 1988) of
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the message units. For example, in RMA Session 2,1 considered the following excerpt, in
which Yetta (Y) is speaking to Zach, to determine the beginning and ending of two phase
units;
Phase 2
110

Y:

And sometimes when we know that

111

we make good mistakes, we think that we are better, we begin to think that, "hey, Fm

112

a pretty good reader if I can read 'inside' for 'into' and it makes sense."

Phase 3
112

Y;

Now we' re going to

113

do this again for the next sentence. In the next sentence you have a miscue. See if

114

you can fmd it, okay?

Although this is a continuous stretch of conversation. Phase 2 ends after Yetta
makes a closing statement revaluing the reader (lines 110-112). Yetta's informative
statement (lines 112-113) begins Phase 3 because it introduces a phase which includes
discussion of a different miscue. Yetta informs Zach that they will continue on to the next
miscue then invites him to locate the miscue. To determine each new phase 1 included any
such transition statements and others, such as locating the next miscue, to determine the
beginning of a new phase. Thus, the process by which I determined phases simultaneously
involved labeling functional aspects of each message unit within interaction units.
A similar process was used to determine instructional sequences after establishing
the content of each phase. The phases were segmented into smaller thematically coherent
portions of discourse. For example, in a pilot study I found that each phase consisted of a
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pattern of instructional sequences which included a) locating the miscue to be discussed,
b) asking the RMA questions, c) informing the reader of strategy use and terminology, d)
revaluing the reader. Again, this was achieved through a recursive process evaluating the
moves and intents of interaction units.
Conversation Analvsis: Relating Functions to Speech Acts
To answer the second set of research questions (2. What discussion sequences and
questioning techniques were used to fulfill the purposes of RMA sessions?; 2A. What
questions or statements were posed to fulfill intents and goals for sessions?; 2B. What
discourse patterns were evident in RMA sessions?; 2C. How did participants talk about
the reading process?) a more in-depth look at interaction units involved a conversation
analysis of the message units (MU). Table 3.4 shows that within the embedded structure
of instructional conversations a series of message units comprise an interaction unit.
Table 3.4
Message Units and Interaction Units
Interaction Unit
mu

mu

mu

mu

Interaction Unit

Interaction Unit

mu

mu

mu

mu

mu

mu

Interaction Unit
mu

mu

mu

mu

mu

mu; message unit
For this study particular attention was paid to interaction units within instructional
sequences involving the discussion of specific miscues and the revaluing of Zach's reading
processes. The first step was to label each MU as a speech act according to its function
and communicative intent (Gumperz, 1992), or move (Ramirez, 1988). To answer
research question 2A, I identified and labeled categories of message units that emerged
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from the transcripts. Next, analysis of the labeled message units revealed patterns and
questioning cycles within interactional units. For example, the following exchange is the
beginning of a phase when Yetta (Y) was attempting to lead Zach (Z) to come to an
understanding that making a name substitution is an effective reading strategy by
discussing his substitution of'Steven' for 'Sven';
Now listen to what you did.

(directive)

1

Y:

2

[Plays tape of Zach's taped reading; Just then Steven appeared at the door.]

3

Z;

Steven.

(informative)

4

Y:

What'd you do?

(known answer question)

5

Z

I put a't' right there. Steven

(answer/reply)

6

Y:

Is that a good thing to do?

(react/opinion question)

7

Z;

Umhm. (+)

(reply/opinion)

8

Y:

Why?

(React/probe question)

9

Z;

Sounds the same.

(reply)

10

Y:

Yeah, it sounds a lot the same.

(agrecment/conjfimiing comment)

And tell me what you know about it.

(directive/probe statement)

11
12

Z;

(5 seconds)

(no reply)

13

Y:

What kind of words are they both?

(known answer question)

14

Z:

The name of a person.

(reply)

15

Y:

Right.

(Evaluation)

16

And what kind of name is it?

(question)

17

Is it a woman's name?

(clarifying, known-answer.
yes/no question)
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Labeling Yetta's questions as react moves reveals a series of reacting questions
and probes which implicitly conveys to Zach he should understand that since the miscue
substitutes one male name for another, it did not change the meaning of what he was
reading, and was a "good thing to do". Her response to his statement that both words
sound the same is a complex move. First, by saying "Yea", she makes an explicit positive
evaluation by agreeing with his reply. Her subsequent rephrasing of his reply further
afiSrms her support for his answer. Her next utterance is a directive that works as a probe,
asking Zach to find a dififerent aspect of the miscue that makes it a good one. This type of
directive can imply an implicit negative evaluation of Zach's original reply, since it seeks
different information than was given (Dillon, 1988; Tenenberg, 1988). Zach's lack of
response to this directive/probe, noted by a five second pause, is met with a clarifying
question. Ms next reply, "The name of a person" is indicated as appropriate by Yetta's
evaluation, "Right." She then extends the probe by asking two questions about the gender
of the name.
Sequential Analvsis: Seeing Patterns in Discourse
By observing patterns in discourse, questioning cycles emerge. The questioning
cycle that is evident in lines 8 - IS above Tenenberg (1988) explains as one that occurs
when students' response moves are directed toward surface meaning while the teachers'
reaction is directed to an underlying objective. In this example, we see a SolicitResponse-React/Solicit-Response-Evaluation cycle. Yetta used a probing directive to
solicit a response. One way to interpret Zach's silent response is that he did not know
what Yetta was trying to get at until she reacted with the known-answer question, leading
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him to provide a response to which she evaluated positively. Yetta's underlying objective
was to scaffold Zach to state his own knowledge about the nature of the word (a name).
As shown here, knowing what participants' objectives are is essential for conducting
analysis of both separate interactional units and cohesive questioning cycles.
Tenenberg (1988) observed several types of question/answer cycles in language
arts lessons conducted by elementary school teachers, basing his study in the work of
Johnson (1979) in which she relates structural moves to cycles in discourse. First, the
independent or topical relationship is one in which two adjacent cycles are structurally
separate, though frequently related by topic. It 'Is the simple closing out of one cycle with
a clearly expressed reacting move followed by the opening of a new cycle—with a new
question addressed to a new respondent" (Johnson, 1979, p. 66). A hypothetical example
of an independent cycle is;
Mrs. G;

I would like to read you this beautiful book this
morning. What is the title of the book?

Solicit

Josh?

Respond

Josh;

Guess Who My Favorite Person Is.

React

Mrs. G:

Guess Who My Favorite Person Is.

Solicit

And who wrote this story? Chloe?

Respond

Chloe;

By Byrd Baylor.

React

Mrs. G;

By Byrd Baylor.

In this example, the first cycle addresses the title of a book (the topic) and the second
addresses the author of the book. Each begins with a solicitation and ends with a reaction
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that repeats the students' responses.
Second, a conjunctive relationship is evident when "two or more question cycles
are tied together, because the same question is asked of more than one pupil" (p.167).
This often occurs when an answer is incomplete or incorrect. An example of the
conjunctive cycle is;
Solicit

Mrs. G:

What happened next? Bonnie?

Respond

Bonnie;

The baby was crying.

React/Solicit Mrs. G;

The baby was crying. Okay. Terry?

Respond

The baby was crying because she was hungry, but

Terry:

the man couldn't find her, so he ran outside to find
her.
React/Solicit Mrs. G;

So he heard her but couldn't find her, and ran
outside to find her. Lynn.

Respond

Lynn;

He found her in the far end of the garden and
brought her back, but the pig had gotten in the
house and made a big mess.

In this segment, the teacher, Mrs. G., extends the question "What happened next?" to two
students by soliciting their replies after repeating the previous student's response. Each
solicitation invites the students to add more information.
Third, the embedded relationship is "one in which one cycle is contained within
another because a react move involves a new solicitation as in the case of a probing
question or a question of clarification" (Tenenberg, 1988, p. 168). An example of this is
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the interaction between Yetta and Zach above.
Of course, instructional sequences can include two or all three types of question
cycles. In fact, Tenenberg (1988) found that the sequencing of questioning cycles varies a
great deal from lesson to lesson and that the variation appears to be due to an instructional
strategy or teaching procedure being used.
Furthermore, he found that the same type of cycle can convey different meanings.
For instance, in one instructional sequence a teacher may repeat a students' response as an
indication that she accepts the response, (usually marked with a falling intonation), while
in another instructional sequence she may repeat a student's response as an indication that
it is incomplete or incorrect. These variations in meaning conveyed by the same cycle
syntax can be a potential source of confusion for children. Another potentially confusing
cycle is when teachers react differently to similar responses within an instructional
sequence. For example, an early react move to a student's response may indicate general
acknowledgment that conveys "Yes, that's appropriate", but a later identical react move
could indicate the response was an especially 'good' one, as in, "Yes, that's what I'm
looking for!". Incongruities such as these are also potential problems for teachers as well
as students because "react moves can be directed toward either the surface or underlying
objective(s)" (Tenenberg, 1988, p. 190). Students may try to answer at the surface level
of the discourse, following a well-known questioning cycle, while the teacher's evaluative
reactions are directed toward an underlying aim of her lesson.
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Categorical Analysis
This section reports the procedures I used to aiudyze the discourse for the aspects
of Research Question 2 (What discussion sequences and questioning techniques were used
to fulfill the purposes of RMA session?) that focused on determining what specific
questions and statements the RMA team posed (2A), and how participants talked about
the reading process (2B). First, 1 established a set of categories to analyze interaction
units for discourse moves related to the RMA team's specific purposes as stated in
Interviews 1 and 2. The RMA team sought to enable Zach to revalue his own reading
process by showing him effective reading strategies he uses; to provide instruction about
the reading process in general as well as his personal reading strategies; and to encourage
Zach to continue to use and incorporate other effective reading strategies. Thus, the
guiding categories for this analysis pertained to and consisted of a) discourse moves that
provided revaluing, b) discourse moves that provided instruction, and c) discourse moves
that encouraged Zach's effective strategy use. Relevant discourse moves were assigned to
each guiding category as a means of organizing types of talk the RMA team used.
Within each category, clusters of like moves emerged and were grouped as
subcategories. For example, within the category Discourse moves to provide revaluing
several subcategories of moves emerged; I) Position statements about reading and
readers, 2) Definitions of terminology, 3) Demonstration with testing predictions, 4)
Implicitly teach concepts through series of questions, and S) Explain other readers'
processes.
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The second stage of categorical analysis related specifically to the actual questions
the RMA team asked Zach during RMA sessions to cooperatively analyze his miscues.
The questions they used were tallied and categorized according to session (RMA-1,
RMA-2, etc), type (Introductory questions, expansion questions), and in terms of their use
in previous RMA studies (e.g., Costello, 1992, Goodman et al., 1989 and others).
Additionally, questions were categorized according to their role in fulfilling purposes for
RMA. sessions.
In the third stage of categorical analysis the questions and statements the RMA
team used during RMA sessions w^e fijrther analyzed into speech act moves based on
categories established by Bellack, Kliebard, Hyman & Smith (1966) in order to shed light
on their fimctions within instruction^ sequences. Each question on the RMA session
transcripts was coded according to hs solicit move and question type; constructing,
assigning, selecting, completing, conditional, parallel-constructing, leading, declarative, or
constructing/assigning (Bellack et al., 1966). Each statement on the RMA session
transcripts was coded according to its structuring, responding or reacting move. Patterns
of moves emerged and were categorized according to their fiinction within an instructional
sequence. For example, I found that the RMA team used position statements about
reading and 'good readers' in each RMA session to provide both instruction and/or
revaluing depending on the instructional sequence in which it was embedded.
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Summary of Analysis of Data
Several methods of discourse analysis were used to highlight important features of
RMA sessions. A structural analysis was conducted by mapping instructional
conversations (Green & Wallat, 1981) of each RMA session into phases, instructional
sequences, interaction units and message units. Conversation analysis involved labeling
each message unit according to its function as a speech act move. It assisted in examining
speaker intention and in observing relationships and patterns among moves. Sequential
analysis highlighted the questioning cycles embedded (Johnson, 1979; Tenenberg, 1988) in
instructional sequences. Further categorical analysis of speech act moves resulted in the
development of categories of a) moves corresponding to the three main purposes of RMA
sessions, b) questions and statements according to type and function. The analyses were
integrated with the information derived from three interviews with the RMA team.
Presentation of Findings
The findings of this study are presented in Chapters IV, V, and VI. Chapter IV
explains the method used to select six RMA sessions fi-om the total of eleven, and reports
the result of the structural analysis conducted to answer research questions 1,1A and IB.
It details the features, the structural elements, and a narrative description of how each
session took shape. Additionally, a comprehensive profile of RMA session procedures is
presented. Chapter V reports the methods and results of the conversation analysis and
sequential analysis pertaining to research questions 2, 2A, 2B, and 2C. It demonstrates
how the RMA teams' goals and purposes were manifested in their discourse and question
cycles. The types of questions and statements they used during mstructional sequences
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that involved instruction and revaluing are detailed and categorized. Discourse patterns
that emerged from the data as well as problematic sequences that occurred are described
and explained. Chapter VI concludes the findings and presents them in relation to
metacognition, previous RMA studies, and to future RMA endeavors. Recommendations
for conducting RMA sessions as well as for future research are addressed.
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CHAPTER IV
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF RMA SESSIONS: ANSWERING RESEARCH
QUESTION 1
This chapter reports the results of the structural analysis of RMA sessions
conducted in a 1993 research study by Yetta Goodman, Alan Flurkey and Prisca Martens.
Before performing the analysis it was necessary to select a representative set of sessions
from the total of eleven RMA sessions conducted. The process of selection is explained
first. Six selected sessions include three that focused on the discussion of Zach's miscues
and three that introduced another reader's miscues before discussing Zach's. The
structural and procedural features of the six selected RMA sessions are highlighted. Next,
a narrative description of each session foUows to iUustrate how each session takes shape in
phases and instructional sequences. Then general procedures common to all the sessions
are reported as results of the structural analysis performed. Finally, an interpretation of
the analysis answers the first research question.

The Research Questions
The research questions posed at the beginning of the study are as follows;
1. How did RMA participants structure RMA sessions?
A. What procedures were used?
B. How did RMA sessions take shape?
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2. What discussion sequences and questioning techniques were used to fulfill the
purposes of RMA sessions?
A. What questions or statements were posed to fulfill intents and goals for
sessions?
B. What discourse patterns were evident in RMA sessions?
C. How did participants talk about the reading process?
The structural analysis detailed in this chapter answers Research Question 1 by
revealing the procedures used to implement each session (Research Question 1 A) and by
illustrating how RMA sessions took shape as they unfolded (Research Question IB). The
conversation and sequential analysis reported in the next chapter answers the questions
pertaining to Research Question 2 by analyzing the discourse moves and questioning
cycles involved in discussions about miscues and in revaluing Zach's reading processes.
Before any analysis could be conducted it was necessary to select a representative set of
RMA sessions. The next section describes the selection process.
Selecting the RMA Sessions for Analysis
The RMA team Goodman, Flurkey and Martens conducted a total of eleven
weekly RMA sessions with Zach, a fourth grader, at his school during the fall of 1993.
Each week Goodman and Flurkey discussed selected miscues with Zach from a story he
read the previous week while Martens observed. Their primary purposes were to focus on
high quality miscues to encourage Zach to-reflect on the quality of his own miscues and to
point out the reading strategies that helped in his meaning construction. Additionally, a
primary aim of the research study was to investigate conducting RMA with a middle
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elementary grade reader in a less structured, scripted manner than had previously been
recommended (e.g., Marek, 1987; Miller & Woodley, 1983).
Overall, there was no typical RMA session because each one took on a specific
focus. Furthermore, the RMA team tried different formats to seek new possibilities for
conducting RMA. Of the eleven sessions completed, four analyzed Zach's effective
miscues made in the individual stories he read for each session (RMA Sessions 1, 2,4, S),
three analyzed another reader's effective miscues in stories also read by Zach before
analyzing Zach's miscues occurring in the same text (RMA Sessions 6, 8, 9), two sessions
dealt with miscues from a story with multiple genres which was read in two sittings (RMA
sessions 10a & 10b), one session analyzed miscues fi'om several similar, short storybooks
which were read in one sitting (RMA Session 3), and one session was conducted by Alan
Flurkey when Yetta Goodman^ was out of town (session 7).
The process for selecting RMA sessions for analysis occurred in four steps; a)
intending to choose a representative sample fi'om the eleven sessions, b) uncovering
features of individual RMA sessions, c) establishing criteria for session selection, (d)
choosing sessions which met the criteria. First, my goal was to choose about half of the
eleven sessions as a representative sample of early, middle and later sessions as a means to
view the progression of formats and discussions. Second, through several readings of the
RMA transcripts, I noted the unique features in sessions RMA-3, RMA-5, RMA-7, RMA10a and RMA-lOb. For RMA-3 Zach read several short story books. Zach read these
producing very few miscues to discuss. Furthermore, the RMA session was not
transcribed by the research team. RMA-5 included discussion of only three miscues.
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Although the RMA team planned to discuss as many as thirteen miscues, their session was
cut short because of school wide testing that day. £>ue to the minimal data in both RMA-3
and RMA-S these session were removed from the pool. RMA-7 was a more lengthy
session, but Yetta was out of town and therefore not present. Alan led the session with
Zach while Prisca Martens contnbuted occasionally to discussions. To maintain
consistency in participant involvement by choosing sessions Yetta was integrally involved
in, I decided to reject this session as well. The unique qualities of both the story read for
RMA-lOa and RMA-lOb and the procedures used to split the story and discussions into
two parts influenced my decision against analyzing them as representative RMA sessions.
These sessions merit analysis to observe the qualities and issues of reading a text with
several genres over more than one sitting, as well as to study the discussion of miscues
from such a story over two RMA sessions.
By examining the features of each RMA session, I set criteria for a representative
sample of sessions; RMA session for analysis would a) discuss the miscues of one story
read at one sitting, b) involve Zach, Yetta and Alan as the three major participants, and c)
include discussion of at least five miscues. In addition, the first two sessions would be
critical in observing how the RMA team framed and set agendas for RMA sessions with
Zach. In these sessions vocabulary, or language about the reading process and reading
strategies, were introduced. Thus, RMA-1 and RMA-2 were selected for their
foundational qualities in setting the tone, establishing procedures, and defining vocabulary
which would be used in all subsequent sessions. RMA-4 met the criteria for selection, and
used a procedure that differed from the other sessions. Instead of choosing miscues
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located at different points in the text, the RMA team in this case focused on several
miscues occurring in close proximity.
Through reading the session transcripts I also discovered a set of three sessions
(RMA-6, RMA-8, RMA-9) wherein other readers' miscues were identified and discussed
before Zach's miscues. In fact, in the field notes, Prisca described the first of these
sessions as "a breakthrough day for Zach," and she remarked in Interview 1 that it was a
"turning point" because when he heard Yetta miscue "it blew him away." After that point,
she said, 'There was just a shift in that kid." Since it seemed to have made a strong
impact on Zach, as well as the RMA team, RMA-6 was selected. Furthermore, these
three highly consistent sessions met the selection criteria and added a new twist to the
prevalent RMA format of discussing only the reader's own miscues.
In the end, sbc RMA sessions were analyzed; RMA-1, 2,4, 6, 8, and 9. Choosing
early, middle and later sessions allowed me to observe RMA sessions across time. The
variety of RMA session focuses and formats holds the potential for session analysis to
reveal essential as well as unique elements of effective techniques in RMA.
Features of the Selected RMA Sessions
This section examines the broad focuses and features of the six selected RMA
sessions. Upon repeatedly reviewing the sessions in their audio-taped and transcribed
formats, I observed several structural and procedural features for each. The main focuses
and features of the RMA sessions are found in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1
RMA Session Features
Session

Focus

Features:
Structural

Procedural

RMA-1
The Man Who
Kept House

High quality substitutions
Self-corFections

Eight phases
One miscue per phase
One introductory phase
Six phases of Zach's miscues
One phase on self-correction

Establish purpose
EstaUishes procedures
Introduction of vocabulary
Zach hears miscue that's not planned
Mini-lesson on self-correction
Lengthy discussion about 'bay'
Yetta holds the floor

RMA-2
Space Pet

Repeated miscues of names
Name strategy

Seven phases
One-to-two miscues per phase
One introductory phase
Two phases of miscues Zach heard
Five phases of planned miscues
(three sets of conjoined phases)
One idiase on name substitutions
One reflective phase

Re-estatdish purpose & procedures
1st two miscues not jdamed
Comparison of miscues
Review of strategies
Yetta holds the floor

RMA-4
Freddie Miller,
Scientist

Name strategy
Keep reading strateg)'
Semantic substitution
Prediction & Self- correct

Seven phases
One-to-two miscues per phase
Two introductoiy phases
Seven phases of Z^h's miscues
(two sets of conjoined phases)
Break from session
Phase on strategy use

Discussion of several miscues within one section
of text
Four interruptions by visitors
Exi^anations to visitors of RMA
Discussion of spontaneous self-correction
Review of strategies
Yetta holds the floor primarily, shares it in
discussion
Alan takes the floor twice

Session

Focus

Features;
Structural

Procedural

|
i

RMA-6
Sideways
Stories;
Mrs. Gorf

Review name strategy
Corrections of paitials
Uncorrected insertions
Yetta's miscues

Fourteen phases
One miscue per phase
Three introductory (diases
One phase of Yetta's miscues
Seven phases of Zach's miscues
Two r^ective phases

Introductions re-establish purposes & review
strategies
Explicit belief statements
Implicit message that Zach uses same strategies
as Yetta~a good reader
Classmate is present
Alan primarily holds the floor & Yetta shares it
during discussion

RMA-8
The Stonecutter

Evaluate Gary's miscues
Miscues showing strengths

Seven i^iases
One-to-two miscues per {Aase
No introductory phase recorded
One jdiase of Ga^'s retelling
Three phases of Gary's miscues
Three phases of Zach's miscues
One reilective phase

Lack of introductory |diase
New procedure est^lished
Zach states use of strategies
Alan begins and ends each phase
Yetta takes the floor in discussions & yields to
Alan

1
1
•
1

RMA-9
Sideways
Stories;
Joe

Evaluate Betsy's miscues
High quality ivedictions
High quality substitutions

Ele\'en phases
One-to-two miscues per phase
One introductory ph^
One {diase of Beta's retelling
Two phases of Beta's miscues
Five phases of Zach's miscues
One digression phase
One reflective phase
One phase to give Z bodes

Introduction to recall story & to schedule next
session
Several procedural discussions
Digressions & reflective discussions
Floor bounces back & forth, sometimes shared
between Yetta & Alan

1
|
|
1
|
|
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Yetta conducted the first session and held the floor throughout. To fi'ame Zach's
strengths first, the session's focus was on illuminating his effective, meaningful
substitutions and efficient self-corrections. Each selected miscue was located at a different
place in the text and each was discussed in one phase after an introduction phase. Midway
through RMA-1 a mini-lesson phase on self-correction took place. In the final phase of
RMA-1 the RMA team members investigated at length Zach's substitution of "bay" for
"baby" to determine Zach's definition of'1)ay" and possible sources for this miscue.
The second RMA session highlighted several attempts Zach made on two
characters' names in the story "Space Pet" (Clarke, 1966) and included discussion of
efficient strategies for reading unknown or unusual names. Yetta conducted this session
also and held the floor throughout. Several features were found in this session. First, the
RMA team clarified with Zach their intentions and purposes for engaging in the sessions
and reviewed procedures to conduct the sessions. Second, Zach heard miscues which
were not planned for discussion. This presented an opportunity for Yetta and Alan to
follow Zach's lead before demonstrating the name substitutions they planned. Third, name
substitutions were compared in related, conjoined phases rather than separated in distinct
phases. Fourth, the final phase closed the session by reviewing the naming strategies and
setting goals for fiiture readings. In all, the structural elements of RMA-2 consisted of an
introductory phase, two conjoined phases on two miscues Zach noticed, three phases
discussing Zach's attempts on the name 'ClaribeP, four phases discussing his attempts on
the name 'Sven' and a closing phase to review the strategies they discussed.
In RMA-4 the participants continued discussing naming strategies and highlighted
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several other effective reading strategies Zach used in the story 'Treddie Miller, Scientist".
Yetta led this session and yielded the floor twice to Alan during discussions. The RMA
Session Organizer indicated that for this session the RMA team chose several miscues
within one section of the text. This created a structure of several conjoined phases in
which they demonstrated how Zach used different effective strategies within the span of
one to three sentences of text. A lengthy introduction reviewed the reading strategies
discussed in prior sessions, and set the agenda for the day's session. RMA-4 was also
nuirked by three interruptions when visitors entered the room. In each case, Yetta either
explained the session's focus and procedures or reviewed points made during the session
to the visitors. This resulted in explicitly reinforcing the quality of Zach's strategies as
well as encouraging him to use speciJSc reading strategies in his next read aloud. The
elements of RMA-4, then, included two conjoined introductory phases, two conjoined
phases on miscues located in the first plaimed section of the text, two conjoined phases on
miscues located in the second planned section of the text, two separate phases discussing
the next few miscues, a break from the session followed by a phase discussing reading
strategies, and a final phase discussing the last miscue and closing the session.
The longest RMA session was RMA-6 which introduced a new format; analyzing
another reader's miscues before analyzing Zach's miscues. It consisted of an introduction
phases, one phase analyzing Yetta's miscues, seven phases analyzing Zach's miscues and a
closing phase. Several features made this session notable. First, it included three
introductory phases which revisited the previously read story, established the session's
purpose and stated beliefs about reading, reviewed naming strategies, and set the stage for
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listening to Yetta's miscues. Second, Alan conducted the session analyzing the miscues
from the story "Mrs. Gorf' in Sidewc^s Stories from Wayside School (Sachar, 1978).
Yetta contributed to the discussions but yielded the lead to him. Third, while Yetta and
Alan explicitly stated their beliefs about what good readers do and what makes a reading
strategy a good one, they implicitly conveyed to Zach that he was a good reader because
he made similar miscues to Yetta's using similar reading strategies. Fourth, one of Zach's
classmates was present during the session and was involved in discussions. Fifth, in the
final phase of the session Yetta expanded a conversation about using strategies to
spontaneously explore the available cues and reading strategies Zach and his classmate
were using to read Zach's t-shirt.
In RMA-8 a new procedure was set in which they first listened to another reader's
("Gary"^) retelling of a story to establish that he understood the story 'The Stonecutter"
(Russell, Gates, McCuilough, & Giim, 1966) before they analyzed the his miscues. Then
they investigated Zach's miscues from the same story. Thus the session began with the
phase listening to Gary's retelling then followed with three phases analyzing Gary's
miscues, three phases analyzing Zach's miscues and ended with on reflective closing
phase. Several features were noted. First, there was no evidence of an introductory phase
although it may not have been recorded. Second, Alan conducted the beginning and
ending of each phase with Yetta taking the floor in the discussion of miscues. Third, a
variety of reading strategies were highlighted and during the reflective phase of this
session Zach was able to explicitly state strategies he used.
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The same procedures used in RMA-8 were conducted in RMA-9. Alan, Yetta and
Zach first listened to another reader's ("Betsy") retelling, analyzed selected miscues fi'om
her reading, then discussed selected miscues Zach made. This time, however, Betsy's
miscues were firom the story 'The Man Who Kept House" (Mclnnes, 1962), (which Zach
had read in September), whereas Zagh's miscues were fi'om the story "Joe" in Sideways

Stories from Wayside School (Sachar, 1978). Also, the session focused on high quality
predictions and substitutions. RMA-9 included the following features. First, the session
was interspersed with procedural decision-making, digressions and lengthy attempts to
find and agree on miscues under discussion. Second, the session was the only one that
was video-taped. This may or may not have had an impact on the dynamics and flow of
the session. Third, neither Yetta nor Alan appeared to lead the session. Sometimes Alan
led a phase, other times Yetta did. During phases neither took definitive control of the
floor. It seemed to bounce back and forth, and at times was shared by both. In this coconstmctive context Zach openly offered his opinions and stated strategies used by both
him and Betsy. He used concise vocabulary about the reading process and valued his
meaning-making process as well as his strategy use.
Summarv of Sessions Selected for Analvsis
This section detailed the procedures I used to select six out of the eleven RMA
sessions conducted by Yetta Goodman and Alan Flurkey. First, I set the intention to
select a representative sample. Second, I read each session several times to observe their
features. Third, I set criteria for selection. Selected sessions a) discussed the miscues of
one story read at one sitting, b) involved the three primary participants; Zach, Yetta and
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Alan, and c) included discussion of at least five miscues. The first three selected sessions
analyzed Zach's high quality miscues. The first two established procedures and
vocabulary to discuss miscues located at different points in the text. The third selected
session introduced a new procedure analyzing miscues within close proximity in longer
segments of the text. The second set of three sessions introduced an entirely new format
which involved analyzing another reader's miscues occurring in stories Zach had
previously read before analyzing his own miscues. Features of each selected session were
reported.
Structural Analysis: How Each RMA Session Takes Shape
This section describes the structural analysis of the six RMA sessions. Each
session's elements are described in detail. Next, the information and patterns emerging
fi-om my analysis across the six sessions designate the procedures that were used to
conduct RMA sessions. Finally, I provide answers for Research Question 1 through an
interpretation of the analyses.
RMA Session 1: Introducing Procedures. Vocabulary and Beliefs
The first RMA session consisted of eight phases; an introduction, seven phases in
which separate miscues were analyzed, and one phase separating the first three miscues
fi'om the remaining four with a mini-lesson on self-correction as an efficient strategy.
Table 4.2 shows the structural elements of the RMA session in phases and the
instructional sequences making up each phase^.

Table 4.2

RMA Session 1 - Structural Analysis
Phases

Instructtional Sequen ces

1

Introduction

Recall story

Explain
equipment &
procedures

Establish
purpose for
RMA
sessions

2

1st miscue

listen to
tape

agree on
miscue

establish
quality of
substitution

defme
miscue

describe
strategy
used

3

2nd miscue

locate
segment &
listen to
tape

agree on
miscue

discuss
quality of
miscue

inquiry to
reason for
miscue

Revalue;
synonymous
substitution

4

3rd miscue

Procedural
decision

locate miscue
Z found earlier
& listen to
tape

discuss
strategies
used&
name
strateg>'

determine
reason for
strategy
used

alternate
explanation
for miscue

5

selfcorrection

review wliy
Z did or
didn't selfcorrect

generalize:
reasons to selfcorrect or not
to self-correct

relate to
other good
readers

6

4th miscue

procedural
decision

locate section
and listen to
tape

agree on
miscue

compare
miscue with
text

discuss cues
used

demonstrate
RMA
procedure

check selfconcept as a
reader

establish
criteria for a
good miscue

Revalue: Z
& all
readers
nuike
miscues

Phases
7

Sth miscue
&6th

8

7th miscue

Instrucltional Sequences
locate &
read aloud
the text
segment

Z remembers
miscue

determine
strategies &
cues used
(& name the
strategy)

listen to
tape

recognize
another
miscue

play tape of
planned
miscue

confirm
miscue &
determine
reason for
strata used

Revalue;
effective
use of selfcorrection

procedural
decision &
locate next
scction

read aloud &
Z remembers
sentence

listen to tape

determine
>\iiy miscue
was made

determine
Z's meaning
of the
miscue

determine
cues used

Z rereads line
and corrects
miscue

determine
source of
miscue

discuss
siblings
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The first RMA session began with Zach retelling what he remembered of'The
Man Who Kept House" (Mclnnes, 1962). The tape recorder recording the session had
several false starts and stops as they checked the equipment and explained to Zach how it
would be used in the RMA sessions. The Introduction phase established the purpose of
the RMA sessions as a whole and set the agenda for the first session. The excerpt below
shows how Yetta (Y) explained to Zach (Z) below what an RMA session is and what they
will be doing;
10 Y;

And we call this is an RMA session. Because what we're going to do is, we're

11

going to show you certain places in the reading that you read last time. And we're

12

going to talk about what you did during the reading. And then we're going to talk

13

about whedier that's a good thing to do or not. Okay?

14 Z; Mm hm.
15 Y; So that you'll know as much about your reading as we know about your reading.
16

So we're just not asking you to do things and then we know everything and we

17

don't tell you about it. Right? Cause we want you to know about it.

19 Y:

And so here's the little book, except instead of being a plain book we have certain

20

places marked. And we're going to use these little sections of the text-these

21

sentences or these phrases. And we're going to ask you to watch the text again.

22

We're going to start with this one. This is the first one we're going to work with.

23

First I want you to listen to what you read here and then I want you to tell me

24

what you heard. Okay? And then we're going to talk about it.

Thus, Yetta fi'amed the session as one in which she and Alan wanted to show Zach certaui
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things that they knew about Zach's reading. These statements immediately established the
session as instructional (Miller & Woodley, 1983) where the purpose was to explain to
Zach the effective reading strategies he used in the story. Discussion of the first miscue
(Phase 2) got off to an uncertain start when Zach pointed out a miscue which the RMA
team had not planned to talk about. Yetta postponed discussing that miscue to later in the
session. Once Alan played the tape a second time Zach spotted the miscue they had
selected. The first order of business was to fi'ame the miscue as a positive indication of
effective strategy use and to define miscue.
67 Y;

Now, I call those miscues. So from now on, I'm going to call that a miscue.

68

When you say something that we expect, that you expect, or I expect, or any of us

69

expect to be different. But some miscues are very good miscues. Like this me

70

because they help us. They help you understand the story because you know

71

w^at? You know that the main climbed down and did w^at?

Yetta continued by describing his oral reading process and giving it a name; a substitution.
82 Y;

You made a substitution. We call that a substitutioi. You made a substitution of

83

'inside'for'into'. But it means the same thing. Right? That's a pretty good

84

thing to do.

She subsequently demonstrated how to record miscues on a typescript of the story, then
established some criteria for a good miscue. She explained that the substitution of'inside'
for 'into' worked syntactically and semantically the same in that sentence, and resulted in a
"good sentence". Then she pointed out the cues Zach must have used to make the
substitution and commended his substitutions, noting that all readers make miscues and
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that his was a good miscue.
Phase 3 began much the same as Phase 2. The group listened to a selected excerpt
of Zach's oral reading from the tape, agreed on which miscue to discuss, and established
the quality of the miscue. An attempt was made to ask Zach about a possible reason for
making the miscue when Alan asked,

.. can you remember what you were thinking? Or

what do you think you were thinking when you said 'under' instead of 'around'?". When
Zach stated he did not remember what he might have been thinking, Yetta closed the
phase with a revaluing segment that pointed out this was another good miscue which
functioned exactly the same as the text word and resulted in a good, meaningful sentence.
At the beginning of Phase 4 Yetta asked Alan if they should discuss the miscue
Zach found at the beginning of the session. The choice they made to discuss it, even when
they had not selected that miscue for the session, represents the flexibility and opportunity
to engage in critical moment teaching by following the lead of the student. They located
the section, listened to the excerpt once more and analyzed it on the spot. First, Zach
explained his process, "I said 'up' and then 'dow-', 'on'. Then I changed it back to 'down
the chimney'." Yetta provided a name for the strategy; self-correction. Then they
determined the reason why Zach would have self-corrected, leading to the generalization
that good readers self-correct when "it doesn't sound right". Noticing the syntactic
structure of the text, Prisca offered an alternative explanation for Zach's miscue and selfcorrection. The text read; "He put one end of a rope around the cow's neck. He dropped
the other end down the chimney." Prisca hypothesized that Zach was predicting the
author would repeat the phrase 'end of the rope. ..' in the second sentence. That is, she
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believed that he read, "He dropped the other end o-", predicting 'of, but when the text
did not confirm his prediction, he self-corrected the miscue. Yetta agreed with this
hypothesis and linked it to a comparison of instances when readers need to self-correct
and when they don't which made up Phase S.
Phase S stood out fi'om the other exploratory phases because it was fi^amed as a
mini-lesson when Yetta began "Let me tell you one more thing. I'm going to just mention
these things to you, we'll talk about them more in the weeks that we work together."
Yetta guided Zach with a series of questions to realize that he didn't self-correct miscues
which meant the same as the text and asserted that good readers make the same kinds of
miscues.
Another procedural decision preceded locating and listening to the next miscue in
Phase 6. Then the participants' discussion of Zach's substitution of'spilled' for 'splashed'
in the sentence 'The cream splashed all over the room' compared the miscue with the text
word and illuminated the cues Zach used to read 'spilled'. At the end of the phase, Yetta
asked Zach if he thought he was a good reader, based on all that they had been revealing
about his good miscues and efifective strategies. To the group's dismay, Zach was not
convinced.
In Phase 7 Alan began by asking Zach to read aloud the selected sentence 'He
took a bucket and went to the well for some water' before they listened to the tape of him
reading it. Upon reading the sentence Zach immediately remembered that in his original
reading he had substituted 'basket' for 'bucket'. They determined that he self-corrected
the substitution then considered what strategies he might have been using. Yetta
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introduced another term for his ability to look and think ahead: prediction.
320 Y;

We call that predicting. You're looking ahead and you're thinking

321

ahead. And you're saying, "What's the language going to be like in this text book

322

or in this story?".

Next, when they listened to the tape to confirm their discussion, Alan played the previous
sentence by accident and Zach noticed another miscue. Yetta immediately demonstrated
that the miscue resulted in a good sentence and redirected him to listen to the next
sentence containing the 'basket' for 'bucket' substitution. This time they heard the
appropriate sentence and confirmed that he made the substitution and then self-corrected.
Once that was agreed upon, Yetta asked a series of questions to determine the reason
Zach substituted 'basket' then self-corrected. Finally, Yetta praised Zach's efficient
strategy use by pointing out that he self-corrected when he thought the text word would
be a better word, and did not self-correct when it "didn't make any difference at all".
In the last phase. Phase 8, Zach remembered the selected sentence upon seeing it in
the transcript. Alan then asked him to read aloud the sentence before they listened to the
taped reading. The text read 'He found the baby at the &r end of the garden and brought
her back to the house.' In both readings Zach substituted 'bay' for 'baby'. After some
adjustments, the appropriate section of the tape was played. To begin the discussion
about 'bay' Yetta asked Zach why he made the substitution. This led into an inquiry of
what Zach meant by and understood about the word 'bay'. A lengthy discussion
continued about 'bay', determining where and how he learned about it's meaning. Once
they had some idea of where 'bay' came from, Yetta focused on determining the cues
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Zach used in the sentence. Next, Yetta asked Zach to reread the sentence whereupon he
exclaimed, "Oh! That's 'baby'!" So, the RMA team returned to a discussion of the word
'bay' to verify where Zach got it from. He shared that that's what his brother sometimes
called him which led to a personal discussion about his siblings. This discussion was not
recorded on audio tape.
RMA Session 2: Following the Lead of the Reader and Comparing Name Substitutions
The second RMA session focused on Zach's different attempts at reading two
characters' names in the story; Claribel and Sven. Thus, the session took on a different
structure where comparisons of miscues created phases which were not completely
autonomous, but related. For example. Table 4.3 shows that the fourth and fifth miscues
selected for the session were presented together and compared. This created a different
format from the previous two sessions which involved separate discussion of one miscue
after another and thus called for a different form of representation. To show that two
ndiscues were located and listened to at different times during the session but were tied
together in making their comparison, I labeled the instructional sequences as two parts of
a same-numbered phase. They were labeled Phase 4 and 4a. The next phases, S and Sa
were similarly related since they compared attempts Zach made on "Sven" and were
connected with linguistic markers. Another set of conjoined phases. Phase 2 and 2a
resulted from Zach's noting two miscues which were not planned for the session. He
heard one the first time they listened to the tape of his oral reading. Then as they listened
to the tape a second time to confirm their discussions, Zach heard another miscue, thus
tying the second miscue to the first.
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Table 4.3
RMA Session 2 - Structural Analysis

Phsises

Instructional Sequences

1

Establish
purpose

Establish
purpose for
doing RMA

review last
session's
activities

review concept
of miscue

set agenda for
session

2

1st miscue
(Zach found)

read aJoud

listen to tape
& agree on
miscue (Z heard
different one)

establish quality
of miscue &
cues used

discusscues
used

2a

(Zaxh found)

replay tape

describe
strategy used

Revalue:
good strategy,
other readers do
same

3

3rd miscue
(planned)

direct to
platmed
miscue

discuss type of
\»'ord; name

Revalue;
explain &
praise Z's
strateg)'

listen to tape
Sc. confirm
strategy used

4

Name
substitutions

reset agenda

Z remembers
various
attempts at
name

locate 4th
miscue
& listen to tape

determine
strategy &
cues used

suggest name
strategy

4a

Comparing
4th &;Sth
miscues

listen to
tape

compare
miscues

Revalue;
good strategy

5

Comparing

Procedural
decision

Locate next
miscue,
read aloud
& listen to tape

establish quality
of miscue

discuss type of
word: name

state cties about
the word

locate next
attempts
listen to
tape

evaluate
strategies used

Revalue:
explain why
strategy is
effective

check Z's
fatigue level

show and give Z
books to read &
keep

replay tape&Z
finds another
miscue

2nd miscue

6th miscue
&
7th miscues

5a
(same name)

6

8th miscue
(same name)

locate next
miscue &
listen to
tape

acknowledge
good
^bstitution

attempt to relate
name to
character &
abandon

7

Closing:
Recap name
strategies &
give books

recall
strategies
for names

hypothesize
about possible
strategy &
substitutions

set goal for
future strategy
use
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A description of the instructional sequences that made up the phases of RMA
Session 2 follows. First, Yetta reestablished the purposes of the RMA sessions. She (Y)
inquired about what Zach (Z) understood about why they were working together.
1 Y:

I want to see if you know why we're working together.

2 Z;

To help me learn how to read.

3 Y;

Right. And what else are we trying to do?

4 Z;

To pronounce out, to sound out words.

5 Y:

But what are ^ trying to understand?

6 Z;

How do you know that you're reading.

7 Y:

That's good. Right. And also we're trying to help you know more about

8

how people read in general so you can do those kinds of things.

With this purpose stated, they briefly recalled the previous session, and reviewed the
concept of miscue. Zach (Z) shared with Yetta (Y) his understandings so far, and she
reiterated her position that some miscues are good. Then she stated their purpose for
analyzing his miscues (lines 35-37)
23 Y; And what were we lookiDg at?
24 Z; Looking at all the mis-, miscues I did.
25 Y; All the miscues you did. And you learned the word miscue already. And why do
26

we call it miscue? Do you remember why we use the word miscue?

27 Z; Causeit sounds better than mistake.
28 Y; Why do we, be we have a good reason to use miscue instead of mistake.
29 Z; It's more easier to say.
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SOY; Okay, but there's another one. And that is that we believe that not all miscues are
31

bad. And that some miscues are good when you read. Remember that?

32 Z: Uh uh. (no)
33 Y: Do you believe it? Do you think it's okay for good readers to make miscues?
34 Z; Mmhm. (yes)
35 Y; Okay that's what we want you to find out. That you make good miscues. So that
36

you'll know that you're a good reader. And we showed you the good miscues that

37

you made.

After this exchange Yetta set the agenda for the day's session, to look at some of
the miscues Zach made in the story "Space Pet".
As stated above, when they listened to the tape to hear the first name substitution
Zach made, Zach stated that he heard a different miscue. They quickly established that his
substitution of'heard' for 'hid' was a good miscue, by agreeing that it had nearly the same
meaning and by successfiiUy testing it in the sentence. Alan played the tape again, but he
heard yet another unplanned miscue. They listened to the tape of the same section one
more time, in which Zach read, "Clerbell was, always got noisy when we hid her". Then
Yetta explained Zach's process as one of making a good prediction and self-correcting
"because it didn't sound right" and "didn't make sense" to say 'Clerbell was got noisy'.
Alan followed up by applauding Zach's reading strategy and relating that other readers do
the same. This revaluing segment closed the phase.
Subsequently, Yetta reafBrmed their agenda by pointing out the name substitution
'Clerbell' for 'ClaribeF and thus began Phase 3. She led a discussion to establish that it
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was a word name, then revalued Zach's name substitution by explaining how people use
naming strategies and praising his; 'Because you just said a name and you kept reading."
This served as an introduction to Phases 4 and 4a in which the group compared two more
attempts Zach made reading the name 'Claribel'. Yetta began to tell Zach what they
plaimed to talk about for the next two miscues when he interrupted her saying that he
remembered his different attempts at 'Claribel'. From there, they went right into listening
to the next substitution on tape. They inmiediately launched into questions to determine
what strategies he was using along with the cues to know it was a name and to pronounce
it the way he did. Then, Yetta pointed out that in this case Zach spent a lot of time trying
to sound out the name of the character, whereas in the previous example (which occurred
further into the story) he just said a name and kept on reading. She encouraged Zach to
use the latter strategy and invited him to listen to the next attempt at 'Claribel' (Phase 4a).
They compared the name substitutions and Yetta affirmed that Zach's process of making a
name substitution and continuing to read on was a good strategy.
Just as Yetta began to introduce a new focus, beginning Phase S, Alan indicated
that they had planned to look at another substitution of'Claribel'. They decided it was
not necessary to bring up another example, and directed Zach to the next section of the
typescript which included the name Sven. This time Zach read the sentence aloud ("Just
then Siven appeared at the door.) before they listened to his reading of the same sentence
on the tape. They established that 'Siven' for 'Sven' was a good substitution, pointed out
that both words were names of male characters, and determined the cues Zach used to
know it was a name. Linking the first attempt to the second, Yetta directed Zach to look
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at another attempt of the same name for comparison in Phase Sa. Similar to the
comparison of attempts at 'Clanbel' they pointed out that in the first example he simply
said a name and kept on reading whereas in the second example he made multiple
attempts, trying to sound out the name Sven. They evaluated together the effectiveness
and efficiency of multiple attempts versus one substitution, concluding that it was better to
come up with a real name than worrying about pronouncing it exactly, especially with an
unusual name like Sven.
Although Phase 6 focused on the same name, it was separated fi'om the previous
two phases by definitive linguistic markers, which indicated the completion of the
comparison and the beginning of a look at one final attempt at 'Sven'. Alan located and
played the tape of the sentence in which Zach substituted 'Seeven' for 'Sven'. Yetta did
not discuss this substitution in detail but quickly summarized the point that all Zach's final
attempts were good name substitutions indicating he understood the word to be a name of
the character. She attempted to open a discussion about what Zach knows about the
character, but when Zach indicated he did not remember anything she abandoned that line
of inquiry. Lastly, the RMA team closed the session (Phase 7) reviewing Zach's use of
strategies by verbally listing with him the effective strategies he had been using. They also
hypothesized about other possible substitutions he could use when he encounters
unfamiliar names and set goals for future reading. Yetta checked Zach's fatigue level
knowing they would be asking him to read another story and at the very end of the RMA
session offered him some books to read at home.
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RMA Session 4: Miscues in Close Proximity and Testing Predictions
The fourth RMA session represents yet another format RMA can take. In this
session the RMA team highlighted miscues occurring in close proximity within a longer
text segment rather than focusing on a particular type of miscue or strategy occurring at
different locations in the text. The participants listened to several excerpts of Zach's
reading the story 'Treddie Miller" to discuss two or more miscues that occurred within
two to three sentences of text. With this procedure, they had the opportunity to consider
the meaning Zach was constructing throughout the sentences as well as the strategies and
cues used in each. Similar to RMA-2, this resulted in conjoined phases, and as Table 4.4
shows, I labeled these as two parts of the same numbered phase to maintain consistency in
coding. For example, after listening to the first excerpt, they discussed both a name
substitution (Phase 2) and a prediction-and-self-correction (Phase 2a) one after the other
before turning to another section of the text. This sequence occurred for the next excerpt
of text as well in Phases 3 and 3a, and may have well occurred for the next section but
when Zach's teacher entered the room, the discussion of the 5th and 6th miscues were
separated by a short welcome and discussion with the teacher.

Table 4.4
RMA Session 4 - Structural Analysis
Phases

Instructional Sequences

1

Intro; Z's
reading

reading at
school

review reading
strategies &
"miscue"

la

Introduce
session focus

transition to
specific
strategy use

recall names in
stoiy

recall strategies
for names

set agenda for
session

explain
planning
fonn&
procedure

read
aloud

determine name
in text

Revalue;
miscue &
knowledge

direct to
next miscue

discuss process;
|Hedict&
self-correct

Test the
prediction

Explain
pr^cting&
confirming
process

2
1st

2a

3

3a

4

s
e
c
t
i
0
n
2nd
s
e
c
t
i
0
n

itt
mitcue

2nd
niucue

3rd
miKue

•Wi
nuKue

Sthmiscue

locate
and
listen
to tape

Revalue;
substitution
strategy

Revalue;
Z's strategies =
good reader

transition to
next section
& read
aloud

listen to tape

establish
miscues

determine
cues used

listen to
tape

determine
reason for
miscue

Revalue;
Z's smart brain

test the
prediction

Revalue;
good prediction

transition &
listen to
tape

compare
miscue with
read aloud

expand to other
possible
substitutions

share personal
exnerience
Visitor

Revalue;
substitution is
good strategy

explain
id^to
visitor

Phases
5

6th & 7th
miscue

Instructional Sequences
listen to
tape

acknowledge
name
substitution
(6th miscue)

establish & offer
possible reasons
for 7th miscue

Revalue:
explain
quality of
miscue &
strategy

Break ftom session to talk with Zach's teacher

6

Encourage
strategy use

suggest &
ex|dain
strategy

try possible
sub^tutions
Visitor

summarize Z's
strengths to
visitor

review
importance of
maldng sense

7

8th miscue

locate
section &
read aloud

discuss &
determine
reason for
qwntaneous
correction

discuss personal
knowledge of
the word

welcome
visitors,
I»ocedural
decision &
explain
procedure

set goals for
strategy use in
next reading

revalue:
strategy
use

check Z's
selfperception
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Furthermore, the session was interrupted three more times; once to talk with
Zach's teacher after they completed their discussion of the 6th miscue, once to explain to
a first set of visitors what they'd been doing, and once more to welcome a teacher with a
student who would join them in future sessions. Interestingly, each explanation to the
visitors reiterated the purposes for the RMA sessions, reviewed the strategies Zach was
using, and reinforced beliefs about reading as a process of meaning construction.
Yetta began the session (Phase 1) with a mini reading interview, finding out what
Zach was reading at school. When she attempted to find out what he was reading at home
the discussion turned to Zach's sister. Yetta refocused the group and asked Zach a series
of questions to review the types of strategies he uses when he reads. This led to a more
specific discussion in Phase la about naming strategies Zach used on the names he read in
the previous sessions. Yetta told him they would be looking at similar substitutions to set
the agenda. Before they began, though, Alan gave additional support for Zach's
substitution strategy. After consulting their RMA Session Organizer to help find the first
miscue (Phase 2) the RMA team showed it to Zach and explained how they used it guide
the session. Before the group listened to the first excerpt, Zach read it aloud. The first
miscue Zach noticed was his attempt at the name Freddie, 'Triddle". Yetta guided Zach
to use the graphophonic cues to read the name in the text but finally revealed it herself
However she subsequently revalued Zach's initial name substitution before moving on.
She asked Zach what else he noticed in his reading in order to direct his attention to the
planned miscue (Phase 2a). He noticed it and Yetta (Y) discussed with Zach (Z) his
process of predicting a sentence construction then self-correcting when it didn't work in
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the sentence.
101 Z; 1 made, 1 had gone back and fixed the words.
102 Y: When you came to this word, do you remember what you said? You were very
103

good. You made a good prediction. You said, "It's not so bad with the light

104

at..." and then you realized, "Uh-uh, that can't be 'at'and you went back and

105

you said,

106 Z: "It's"
107 Y; Right. And then you said, "It's not scary. You-" and then you [went back]
108 Z;

[I went back]

109 Y: And you said,
lIOZ: "You're"
Note: [ ] indicates overlapped utterances.
Then Alan (A) showed Zach that by testing the prediction they could see if a sentence
could be constructed with his miscue. Yetta (Y) and Prisca (P) joined in as well;
I IS A; Can I say something to Zach? Let's look at the one right there when you said
116

'you' and went back. Before you went back you could have said something, the

117

book could have said something else after 'you', couldn't it?

118 Z; Uhhuh. (yes)
119 A: But it didn't.
120 Z: No.
121 A; And that's why you went back to change it. But your idea was that something else
122

could have come later, after 'you'. Like,'It's not so scary.. um...

123 Y: '... you always help me.'
124 P: Even,'... you are wonderful.'
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Alan then explained the processes of predicting and confirming and reafSrmed that all
readers engage in these processes just as he did in the excerpt.
130 A: What we found out, Zach, is that when people back up the way that you did, to fix,
131

usually they're thinking ... something ejse was going to come in the sentence.

132

But they looked and they found out that the thing they thought was going to come

133

wasn't there, so they went back and fixed. You did the same thing that other

134

smart readers do.

Yetta concluded this phase by afBrming Zach is a good reader because he demonstrated
using these effective strategies.
Turning to the next section of the text Alan gave Zach the choice to read the next
section orally or silently in Phase 3. Zach decided to read it orally, and they ail listened to
the tape of the same excerpt. Before Alan and Yetta were able to point out one of the
miscues they had planned to talk about, Zach pointed out his substitution and correction
of'Mr.' for 'Mrs.'. They immediately praised the self-correction, and determined the cues
he used to realize it was 'Mrs.'. Redirecting him to another miscue in Phase 3a they
replayed the tape and highlighted a substitution that was highly syntactically and
semantically similar to the text, and that demonstrated his meaning construction. They
determined probable reasons for making the miscue based on meaning cues in the text.
Then Yetta asserted that Zach's "good, smart brain" tells him when to keep going and
when to self^rrect. Finally, they had Zach test his prediction with the text sentence to
support his prediction and concluded that he "did a good job or predicting a good word".
One more miscue was discussed firom this excerpt, however, Yetta verbally set it
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apart from the other two, making it a distinct new phase, Phase 4. They listened to the
sentence from the tape in which Zach said a nonword, 'fiigalet' for 'refngerator'. Having
heard Zach just read the word as 'fiidgerator' the RMA team members asked Zach how
he knew what the word was. He explained, "Because it said she was in the kitchen. And
she's going to get the soup- supper ready," referring to the context of the previous
sentence. Yetta enthusiastically pointed out his use of meaning (as opposed to
graphophonic) cues in his reading. Considering the meaning of the word, she and Zach
tried other possible substitutions for 'refrigerator'. When he mentioned 'ice box', she
shared her personal experience with ice boxes just before Zach's classroom teacher
entered the room. After a short interruption, welcoming him to the room, both Alan and
Yetta reiterated that Zach's process of choosing a semantically similar substitution was a
good reading strategy along with his sounding out strategies. Yetta then explained to
Zach's teacher the retrospective process they were engaged in with Zach.
With the teacher present the next section of text was played on the tape (without
Zach reading it ahead of time), beginning Phase 5. First Zach heard a name substitution
which Yetta quickly acknowledged as appropriate and effective. She asked him what else
he heard, beginning phase Sa and asked if he remembered why he made a particular
substitution. Both she (Y) and Alan (A) posed possible thought processes Zach (Z) may
have had when he read the section, relating each of them to effective strategies.
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280 Z; 1 put "climbed out".
281 Y; Why do you think you did that? That's w^y we wanted to ask you about that. I
282

wasn't sure wiiy you did that. Because, what did you say first?

283 Z: 'Cleaned'.
284 Y; You said 'cleaned' and then you said 'climbed out'. Wonder why. Do you have
285

any idea why?

286 Z: No.
287 Y: I think it's because you didn't know that this was a refrigerator. And one you
288

knew it was a refrigerator that helped you.

Then Alan explained to Zach that his miscue contributed to his meaning making process.
293 A: On the other hand, Zach, even though you maybe didn't know that it was a
294

refrigerator the first time, saying "climbed out" is actually not too bad because it's

295

something that still kind ofmakes sense in the sentence. So, you were still making

296

sense. And that's impoitant too. And it helped you to keep going.

After this discussion the tape was turned off and the RMA team spoke with Zach's
teacher before he returned to his classroom. When the tape was turned on again, Yetta
led an segment, Phase 6, encouraging Zach to take a guess at challenging words by using
the meaning cues in the story as constructed to that point. This instructional sequence
included an explanation of the strategy, and the testing of possible substitutions or guesses
based on the meaning cues in the story. Then a second visitor entered the room. Yetta
introduced the teacher to Zach, sunnunarized for her Zach's effective strategies, and
explained the last point she was making with him. She concluded the conversation by
stressing the importance of always making sense when reading.
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Directing the group to the last section they planned to address, Yetta began Phase
7. Zach read the section aloud and made the same miscue he made in his IBrst reading
recorded on the tape. (It sounded like a fire sren.) However, just as Yetta acknowledged
this, he self-corrected ('siren'). They immediately inquired about what caused this
spontaneous self-correction. The visitor asked Zach what he knew about the word 'siren',
encouraging him to make personal connections with 'siren'. Two more visitors entered
the room during this discussion. Yetta explained to the visitors the next procedure they
would be doing with Zach (read the next story). To end the session, the RMA team had
Zach review all the strategies they'd been discussing over the last few RMA sessions,
recognized him for using effective strategies and helped him set goals to use particular
strategies for his next read-aloud. Lastly, Yetta checked in with Zach about his selfconcept as a reader. He replied "not a good reader", then the subsequent discussion was
cut ofif when the tape stopped.
RMA Session 6: Introducing Another Reader's Miscues—Yetta's Miscues
This session was the first to identify and discuss the reasons for another reader's
miscues before analyzing Zach's miscues. Also, Jamie, another fourth grader in the
school, was present. Structurally RMA-6 included three introduction phases, one lengthy
phase analyzing Yetta's miscue, seven phases focused on each of 8 planned miscues and a
closing final phase (See Table 4.S). The first two phases started off the session much like
the others; they recalled the story Zach read the previous week, reestablished the purpose
for RMA sessions and reaffirmed their belief that he is a good reader. In addition, a third
introductory phase reviewed the strategies for reading names they had been discussing
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since the first RMA session. Alan did so by recalling with Zach the naming strategies he
used, and by suggesting to make a name substitution for complicated names. Yetta added
that all readers do that when they come to names. As a prelude to looking at Yetta's
miscues, at the beginning of Phase 4 Alan led a discussion to establish that she was not
only a good reader, but that she was a reading expert who, as a reader, makes miscues.
Then for Jamie's benefit, they held a short discussion on concepts associated with miscues.
The group then listened to a miscue Yetta made on tape, clarified it was authentic, and not
staged for their benefit, then listened to the segment again for examination. They first
established what was happening when she was reading; that she made several miscues,
then reread a phrase and self-corrected within a sentence. Then they listened to it again to
determine the possible reasons for her miscues and the process she used. After concluding
that she was attempting to make sense of a confusing segment of text, the RMA team
members reiterated that all readers make miscues—even good readers like Yetta—and
engage in similar processes.

Table 4.5
RMA Session 6 - Structural Analysis
Phases

Instructional Sequences

1

Intro

recall story

2

Review
purpose

reestablish
purpose for
sessions

affirm Z is a
good reader

3

Naming
Strategies

recall
names in
stoiy

recall Z's
strategies
for names

suggest
strategy for
names

Generalize:
all readers
use
substitutions

4

Yetta's
1st
miscue

establish Y
also makes
miscues

discuss
concepts of
miscue

locate
section &
listen to
tape

determine
Y's process
& reason for
miscue

clarify it
was
authentic

5

Zach's 1st
miscue

explain
procedure to
Jamie

read aloud
& listen to
tape

establish
miscue

explain
strategy and
cues used

Revalue;
making
sense

6

Zach's
2nd
miscue

read aloud
& listen to
tape

discuss
strategy'

test the
prediction

ex|dain
prediction
exanq)les&
cues used

Generalize;
Y & other
readers
predict

7

Zach's
3nl
miscue

locate
section,
read aloud
& listen to
tape

determine
reason for
selfcorrection

determine
cues used

relate using
cues to
detective
metaphor

digression;
magnifying
glasses

replay
tape

deter
mine
Y's
process

rqilay tiq)e&
detennine
reason for
miscue

Generalize
everyone
makes
miscues

Phases

Instructional Sequences

8

Zach's
4th
niiscue

read aloud

determine
reason for
miscues

listen to
tape

determine
cues used to
self-correct

9

Zach's
5th
miscue

read aloud
& listen to
tape

test&
discuss the
prediction

revalue:
using clues

10

Zach's
6th & 7th
miscue

locate
segment &
read aloud

listen to
tape

Z selfcorrects

locate
excerpt &
replay tape

discuss
name
substitution
Z heard

11

Zach's
8th
miscue

read aloud
& listen to
tape

discuss
sounds in
miscue Z
heard

replay tape

determine
reason for
abandoning
correct word

compare
miscue with
text word

12

Closing

Z- reflect
on self as a
reader

J - reflect on
session

Z states
strategies
used

assert
understand'g
is most
important

review main
points of the
session

replay
tape

note
cues
used

read Z's t-shirt &
discuss cues &
the message

show sentence
retains
meaning with
omission

procedural
decision:
read next
story
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With that, Alan explained to Jannie that they would be looking at Zach's miscues in
a similar fashion. Thus began Phase 5. Zach read the sentence containing the first of his
selected miscues and immediately predicted the miscue they would hear on the tape. His
prediction was confirmed once they heard his taped reading, then Yetta explained the
strategy that Zach was engaged in and the grammatical cues involved in the sentence.
Alan revalued Zach's meaning-making efforts that were illuminated by the miscue. Phase
6 was conducted in a similar pattern, where they located the next section of the text, Zach
read the sentence aloud, they listened to the taped reading of the sentence then examined
the miscue in terms of the strategy involved. This time, Zach had made a prediction that
was not confirmed by the text, which led him to self-correct. To demonstrate the quality
of Zach's prediction, Alan led the group In testing the prediction by brainstorming other
sentences that could be constructed using the prediction.
300 A; Here's what you were doing. You were predicting. Let's read the sentence but
301

let's not look at 'Joe' and let's pretend that you hadn't gotten there and tell me

302

what you were expecting maybe. 'Then she turned John into an apple for

303

getting...' What could you have said?

304 Y: Do you remember what you were thinking maybe? Or have you forgotten that?
305 Z: I don't know.
306 A; What's a possibility? That she turned Joe into an apple for getting ... out of his
307

chair?

308 Z; getting a pencil?
309 A; getting a pencil,
310 Y; Or getting somebody into trouble? There are all kinds of possibilities.
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This activity led into a discussion about predicting as a reading process which expanded
both Zach's and Jamie's prediction processes. Yetta generalized the process of predicting
to all readers to end the phase.
Again, in Phase 7 Zach read the next selected sentence aloud, and they listened to
it on the tape when Zach read, "He didn't have touch, much to say." Zach then explained
in his own words the reading process that occurred; "I said 'touch' and I changed it to
'much'. I miscorrected. Self-corrected," and the RMA team asked Zach why he did that.
When he replied that 'touch' didn't sound right Yetta led an inquiry into the cues that
Zach was using when he read the word then encouraged them to think about reading as a
type of detective-like endeavor in which readers look for and use cues when they read.
She extemporaneously made a remark that they should bring in a magnifying glass like
detectives use to which Jamie responded that he had a magnifying glass at home. Zach
also had a magnifying glass at home, and they digressed to a short discussion about
personal connections with magnifying glasses.
Alan redirected the group and Zach read aloud a new sentence (Phase 8). He
made a substitution ('chopped') for the same word ('copied') he made a miscue on in the
taped version. Alan inquired about the substitution, then played the taped version. After
establishing what the miscue was they determined the cues that Zach used to read the
word the way he did. In Phase 9 the same procedure was used to read the sentence, listen
to it on tape and establish the miscue for examination. This miscue was a prediction, and
again, they tested the prediction by coming up with sentences that could be constructed
with the prediction. Then they applauded his use of the clues that were available to
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disconfirm his prediction and self-correct.
In Phase 10, Zach had trouble with one of the words in the next sentence when
reading it aloud. But while Alan was trying to locate the correct segment on the tape,
Zach realized what the text word was. After several false starts, the appropriate segment
was played from the tape. At first Zach heard a name substitution. This was not the
planned miscue, but Alan engaged Zach in a discussion about the substitution, determining
the reason for his self-correction and comparing the two names he read. Alan replayed the
tape to hear the planned miscue (the same word he had trouble with and recognized at the
beginning of the phase). He and Yetta first asked about the cues Zach used in reading the
word, then Alan demonstrated that abandoning the word altogether was fine because the
sentence made sense without it.
526 A: 'For the," read with me. 'For the rest of the day. ..'
527 Z; (Reading) For the rest of the day the children were absolutely quiet.
528 Y: Now leave out 'absolutely'
529 A; Leave out 'absolutely'.
530 Z: (Reading) For the rest of the day the children were quiet.
531 A; Make sense?
532 Z: Yeah.
For the last miscue (Phase 11) Zach heard himself make a slight change in articulation, but
Yetta explained that she and Alan heard it differently and showed how letters sound very
similar when spoken. They played the tape again, agreed on the miscues and determined
the reason that Zach ultimately abandoned a correction. He initially read ". . . in the
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classroom", abandoned this to construct his own version,.. in this classroom", then
corrected back to the initial version ". . . in the classroom." First Yetta and Alan learned
from Zach that he used 'this' because his siblings said it that way. Then the group
compared both versions and decided that either version worked without any change in
meaning.
To end the session, Yetta asked both Zach and Jamie to reflect on the session
(Phase 12). She asked Zach to reflect on himself as a reader, to see if he considered
himself a good reader yet, and asked Jamie to reflect on what he learned from the RMA
experience. Zach said that he made good miscues and self-corrected. While Yetta was
addressing Jamie, Zach was evidently still thinking about his reading and interrupted their
conversation to state a few more strategies that he remembered that he used as a reader.
Alan subsequently reasserted the point that understanding, knowing what the text is about,
is "the most important thing". He and Yetta reviewed the other main points brought up
during the session. As Yetta continued this discussion, she involved the group in a
meaning-making process of reading Zach's t-shirt. This process continued for several
minutes before they decided they'd better stop to provide Zach enough time to read the
next story.
RMA Session 8: Comparing Garv's Miscues to Zach's
RMA Session 8 is the second session in which Alan led Zach through an analysis
of another reader's miscues before analyzing Zach's. This time they made comparisons of
miscues from the same story, "The Stonecutter". For each of the reader Gary's miscues,
they compared and related Gary's strategies with Zach's, pointing out that they both used

the same efifective reading strategies, and in some cases, that they both made the exact
same good miscues as effective and efficient readers. Unlike the previous sessions no
introductory phase was recorded, but the session began by listening to Gary's retelling.
As Table 4.6 illustrates, the structural elements of the session consisted of this first phase
listening to the retelling, three phases analyzing three of Gary's miscues, three phases
analyzing three of Zach's miscues, and a closing phase reiterating the reading strategies
they observed during the session. Two phases were conjoined because two miscues were
heard in the same sentence, and the group discussed them individually.

Table 4.6
RMA Session 8-Structural Analysis
Phases

nstructional Sequences

|

Gaiy's
Retelling

Set agenda for
Fetelhng

Listen to
retelling

establish why
retelling is good

2

Gaiy's 1st
miscue

locate
sentence &
read aloud

listen to tape

mark miscue &
determine Gaiy's
strategies

test Gaiy's
substitution

estaUish need for
self-correction

3

Ganr's
2nd
miscue

locate
sentence &
read aloud

listen to tape &
attenmtto
estalwsb miscue

replay tape until
miscue is
established

mark miscue & test
the prediction

summarize Gaiy's
prediction and selfcorrect strategy

4

Gaiy's
3rd
miscue

locate
Aread
Mction

listen to tape &
establish miscue

test the prediction
(both Z & G made)

compare Z's and G's
pnx^sses

Revalue;
Name Z's strategy
use

5

Zach's 1st
miscue

Transition &
procedural
decision

locate sentences
& read aloud

Z recalls
miscue

estaUish
miscue

replay
tape

Sa

Zach's
2nd
miscue

re-establish
2nd miscue

determine
strategy used &
knowledge of
word

Exidain & support
use of substitution
& keep-going
strate^

Revalue;
keep reading strategy'

6

Zach's
3rd
miscue

Transition &
read aloud

listen to tape &
estsA>lish miscue

compare
miscue
with text
word

Generalize;
good readers make
miscues

7

Reading
Strategies

Procedural
decision

recall strategies
Zused

recall strategies
Gaiyused

1

note
Z's
muGue

listen to
tape

role
Iriay

mark
miscue

clarify "i»edicting"

clarify
miscue
made

tape stops

Generalize;
Z's use of same
strategy, good
readers' strategy

determine
strategy used &
reason for selfcorrection
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First, in order to establish that Gary understood the story, the participants listened
to Gary's retelling of The Stonecutter" and discussed the evidence indicating that Gary's
retelling demonstrated he understood the story (Phase 1). With that, they located the first
section they planned to discuss (Phase 2) and Zach read aloud the sentence before they
listened to Gary read it on tape. Then Alan led a short discussion determining with Zach
and Yetta the strategies Gary was using in making a substitution and self-correcting. The
RMA team had Zach test Gary's substitution by reading the sentence including the
substitution and they all agreed that since it did not make any sense Gary self-corrected.
Yetta ended this phase by pointing out that Zach and other good readers use the same
efifective predicting strategy and correct when predictions do not make sense.
For each of the next two of Gary's miscues, in Phases 3 and 4, they conducted the
same procediu-e where Zach read the selected sentence before they heard Gary read it on
tape. In Phase 3 they needed to listen to the tape a few times before agreeing on the
miscue they heard. Zach became a co-researcher by engaging in the miscue analysis
procedure of writing the miscue on the typescript and analyzing the prediction by testing
possible sentence endings with the substitution Gary made. Then they all agreed that Gary
made a good prediction, but his substitution did not work with the remainder of the
sentence, so he self-corrected. In Phase 4 Zach made the exact same prediction and selfcorrection when he read aloud that Gary made on the tape. They simply noted Zach's
miscue before they listened to Gary's version on tape. Then they tested the prediction and
demonstrated that it could have been in the beginning of a sentence that ended differently.
Yetta compared the processes each reader used in reading the sentence, pointing out that
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Zach self-corrected sooner than Gary. Alan supported her by adding another example
when Zach made other good predictions and self-corrections.
Alan then directed their focus to look at Zach's miscues in the same story and
Yetta suggested reading a particular segment of the text. Then they began with the same
procedure—locate the section, read the sentence aloud, listen to the taped reading of the
sentence—in Phase 5. Before they listened to the tape, Zach said that knew he would hear
himself read something differently than what he had just read aloud. Upon listening to
himself, he stated that he heard two miscues. 2^ch marked both miscues on his typescript
then Yetta decided to discuss the miscue they had heard first. They clarified the miscue
Zach made, established the reading strategies that were involved, and determined the
reason he self-corrected. Then they reestablished the second miscue they heard (Phase
Sa), determined the strategy he was using and discussed the type of word it was; the name
of a color, turquoise. Alan followed this discussion with his interpretation of Zach's
reading process in dealing with this unusual color word, supporting his decision to keep
on going because he knew what the word meant even though he might not have
pronounced it exactly. Yetta then used a series of questions to encourage Zach to realize
the effectiveness of his "keep reading strategy^'.
The next miscue they considered in Phase 6 involved a substitution of 'a' for 'the'.
Zach read the sentence and listened to his taped reading twice before discovering the
miscue. The participants compared the use of the two articles by having Zach read the
same sentence once with each word. Once they determined that the resulting sentences
maintained the same meaning, Alan asked Zach in a type of role play situation to see how
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he would now respond to a teacher who complained that he did not read the text exactly.
Zach told them he would say "It makes sense, makes more sense!" They all agreed that
this miscue did not need to be corrected and Yetta added that all readers make similar
miscues.
Next, the RMA team took a few moments to decide whether to look at another
miscue or close the session (Phase 7). Alan asked if they wanted make some closing
comments about strategies, and Yetta began by asking Zach to name strategies he used
that he was aware of Zach listed "sounding out, putting just a different one, and
miscues". By asking what strategies he noticed Gary using, Zach also added to the list
that he and Gary "kept on going", and "self-corrected". Then Yetta suggested the
strategy "predicting" and clarified its meaning. After she explained predicting with an
example of Gary's from "The Stonecutter" the tape player recording the RMA session
stopped.
RMA Session 9: Analyzing Betsy's Miscues
RMA-9 is the third session in which Yetta, Alan and Zach analyzed another
reader's miscues. The session involyed an introduction, listening to Betsy's retelling,
discussion of three of Betsy's miscues, discussion of eight of Zach's miscues, and a short
closing phase as shown in table 4.7. Yetta began the session by asking Zach how he might
celebrate Thanksgiying with his family (Phase 1). To begin to focus on the session Yetta
recalled with Zach the begiiming of the book Sideways Stories from Wc^side School
(Sachar, 1978). She then clarified when the RMA team would return during the next
month and in the spring. To turn to the focus of the RMA session Alan asked Zach what
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he remembered about the story "The Man Who Kept House" which he read in September
(Phase 2). He recalled some of the major elements of the story. Alan then took the lead
setting the agenda, introducing the reader "Betsy", and directing Zach to listen to Betsy's
retelling of'The Man Who Kept House" in order to determine if she understood the story.
After hearing the retelling, Zach stated that he thought she understood the story " 'Cause
she remembered most of it. All of it." Both Alan and Yetta agreed and stressed the point
that they were all agreeing that Betsy was a good reader.

Table 4.7
RMA Session 9 - Structural Analysis
Phases

Instructional Sequences

1

Introduction

talk about plans for
Thanksgiving

recall book

2

Betsy's
retelling

recall sloiy;
Man Who Kept
House

Set
agenda

3

Betsy's
1st & 2nd
miscues

transition & read
sentence

listen to tape (3x) &
mark 2 miscues

determine miscues
are synoiQinous

test the
substitutions

4

Betsy's 3rd
miscue

locate sentence &
read aloud

evaluate lack of selfcorrection of Ist &
2nd miscues

transition, check
equipment

listen to tape
&inaric
miscue

determine
miscue is
synonymous

Generalize:
good readers
make good
miscues

5

Zach's 1st
miscue

transition & locate
stoiy inbook

proc'l
decis'n

ask if he
recalls
miscue

determine
reason for
miscue

reiday tape &
hypothesize
Z's process

Revalue:
good
substitution

Sa

Zach's 2nd
miscue

estab.
2nd
miscue

determine reason for
strategy used

Revalue; compare to
Betsy's strategy &
support substitution

6

Digression

begin to state
another strategy

determine what Z is
reading at home

ask Z to read book at
home

7

Zach's 3rd
miscue

procedural
decisions

read silently

proc'l
decis'n

replay tape
(2x) & mark
miscues

determine
strategies
used

compare
miscue with
text word

replay
tape

inform about iutiue
RMA meetings
listen to
retelling

locate
miscue &
read
aloud

establish that Bet^
understood stoiy & is
a good reader

locate
excerpt
& listen
to tape

listen to
tape

Phases

Instructional Sequences

8

Zach's repeated
miscues
(4th&Sth)

transition & listen
to tape

determine process

locate occurrence of
repeated substitution

9

Reflection on
own reading

Assess Zach's
concept of self as
reader

recall strategies used

Revalue;
focus on meaningmaking

10

Zach's repeated
miscues
(6th 7th 8th)

procedural decision

locate segment &
read silently

listen to tape

Closing

Give Zach book to
take home to read

"

listen to tape

compare
repeated
miscues

determine
reason for
miscues

Revalue;
quality of
substitution

-J
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Then Alan directed the group's attention to the section that included the first of
three of Betsy's miscues they would discuss (Phase 3). Zach read the selected sentence
aloud, the group listened to Betsy's taped reading of the same sentence, and Zach wrote
what he heard on his transcript of the story. They all listened to the excerpt a few more
times to record any miscues they heard, then began to discuss two of them; 'day' for
'morning' and 'job' for 'work' in the sentences 'So the next morning the wife went off to
the forest. The husband stayed home and began to do his wife's work.' Zach explained
that "They're both the same." and "They sound good." as synonymous substitutions in
each of the sentences. To be certain, Alan asked Zach to read each sentence with Betsy's
substitutions, and they all agreed that no meaning change occurred.
Alan then directed them to another miscue Betsy made, beginning Phase 4. They
took several moments to find the corresponding Une on the typescript and asked Zach to
read the sentence. But. before they listened to the excerpt, Yetta returned to the previous
two miscues they just discussed to consider whether or not Betsy should have corrected
them. After agreeing that she didn't need to correct the synonymous substitutions, they
resumed their focus on the third miscue. Prisca then asked Alan if they were sure the
video recorder was on and they made sure it was running properly. With that confirmed,
they listened to the next excerpt of Betsy's reading. Zach wrote Betsy's miscue on his
typescript. It was another synonymous substitution;'... in a flash' was read for'... in a
few minutes'. Yetta, Alan, and Zach discussed the meaning of each expression and agreed
that both mean the same thing. Finally, Yetta asked Zach if he thought good readers
could make miscues and they agreed that good readers make good miscues.
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Alan began the next phase (Phase S) by asking Zach to recall the story "Joe". But
when he, Yetta and Prises had difficulty finding the chapter in the book they abandoned
the query. Yetta and Alan took a few extra moments to decide which miscue to address
first, discussed whether or not they wanted to have Zach read the excerpt, then decided to
have him read it aloud. Before listening to the taped version the RMA team asked him
whether he recalled any miscues he made in the sentences. Zach mentioned substituting
'August'for'against'. This was acknowledged but not discussed in depth. Then the
group turned to listening to Zach's recorded reading. Alan played the tape of the excerpt,
and they all established that Zach substituted 'hand' for each occurrence of'head' in the
sentences 'Mrs. Jewls hit her head against the wall five times. "How many times did I hit
my head against the wall?" she asked.' On the tape at the second substitution of'hand'
for 'head' Zach stated "That's 'head'", but then abandoned that correction to 'hand'
again. The RMA team members asked why Zach would to that. Yetta pointed out that
Zach said on the tape he knew it was 'head'. With no explanation fi-om Zach and after
listening to the excerpt again, Yetta hypothesized that while he was reading Zach had
probably thought that no one would hit their head against a wall, so he stayed with the
word 'hand'. Then after a series of questions and unsuccessful responses regarding what
Zach was thinking she finally concluded that he was thinking about meaning when he was
reading and reiterated her explanation for the reason he abandoned his realization that the
word in the text was 'head'.
Alan directed them next to a second miscue that they heard in the same excerpt
(Phase Sa). He played the tape a fourth time, and Yetta led a discussion to determine the
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reason that Zach corrected the miscue. In this case, Zach omitted a word that was crucial
to the granimatic and semantic cohesion of the sentence. The sentence would not have
made sense, so he corrected it. Yetta and Alan then compared the different types of
miscues and strategies they had been discussing, supporting the point that when a miscue
makes sense Zach did not correct it, but when it did not make sense, or when he did not
like what the author said, Zach changed it.
Yetta began to make another point about Zach's good reading strategies, then
stopped to ask what he was reading at home. He told them he was reading the books they
gave him after RMA-3, but not any others. So Yetta asked hun to look at home for other
books and told him she would give him the Sidewc^s Stories from Wayside School book
to read at home as well.
Then they returned to look at the typescript to select the next miscue in phase 7.
The next three miscues were repeated substitutions of'race' for 'recess'. To try a change
in procedure, Alan decided to have Zach read the section silently before they listened to
the corresponding excerpt on tape. Yetta also suggested including another two lines of
text for consideration before they listened to the tape. Several miscues were heard, so
they listened to the excerpt twice more to help them remember and write down the
miscues they noticed. Yetta led the discussion that followed, asking Zach what ^ategies
he was using then comparing his miscue 'race' to the text word 'recess'. For the next few
excerpts Zach did not read the next section aloud or silently, but was directed to listen to
the taped reading to hear how he read the next occurrence of'recess'. A short discussion
followed with Yetta and Zach determining the'reading processes Zach was engaged in at
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that point. Then they located and listened to the next occurrence of 'recess' which he read
without any miscues for an extended comparison. Yetta asked how he knew it was
'recess' that time. Zach responded, "I been reading the rest of it." She restated his
response to convey that what he had been reading helped him think about what was going
to happen.
After this demonstration of Zach's ability to construct meaning over the text Alan
started a reflective discussion allowing Zach to share his views of himself as a reader. To
support Zach's self-assessment that he is "still a good reader", Yetta asked him to list the
reading strategies he used as a reader. He recalled that some of the strategies were
"sounding out, keep on going, and put in different names". Then Yetta added that Zach
was also always making sense which is "the most important strategy" for reading. Then
she illustrated with examples how Zach showed that he was focused on a meaning making
process through his miscues and self-corrections.
Yetta then checked in with Alan to decide whether or not they wanted to look at
any other miscues (Phase 11). Alan indicated that he was particularly interested in the
next one because it was "kind of like what Betsy did and it'll go real fast." So he located
the next section and asked Zach to read it silently. They listened to the excerpt on tape in
which Zach consistently substituted 'blocks' for 'books' in sentences in which characters
were counting books. Zach easily articulated several reasons why he made the miscues;
they both started with 'b' and ended with 'k', people count blocks, and he has never
counted books. With that they established the quality of the substitution of blocks for
books and concluded that it did not make any difference whether the character was
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counting blocks or books.
At the end of the session Yetta told Zach that he could take home the book they
were using to read at his leisure, and all three RMA team members signed their names
inside the front cover so he would know who it was from. She told him to read it
whenever and wherever he could and to bring it back to the next session.
Interpretation of Structural Analysis: Procedures Used for RMA
The structural analysis of the six RMA sessions was conducted to observe the
procedures the RMA team used for each session and also provided data to compare the
procedures across sessions. The procedures used for each individual session were detailed
in the previous section.
Through examining the phases and instructional sequences across RMA sessions,
patterns emerged showing the similarity of procedures despite the individuality of each
session. Analysis of Tables 4.1 through 4.7 indicated that all sessions included one or
more introductory phases, a set of phases analyzing miscues, and one or more closing
phases. The only exceptions were RMA-1 and RMA-7. In RMA-1 the last recorded
exchange was cut when the tape recorder stopped. In RMA-7 no introductory phase was
recorded. The patterns found were used to develop a list of common procedures the RMA
team used. Table 4.8 shows all the procedures the participants used to conduct their
RMA sessions. These procedures are listed as a cumulative list of possible procedures.
That is, each procedure was observed at least once. With the exception of locating the
miscue and listening to the tape no one procedure was used in every session. Nor did any
one session include every procedure. Also, when another reader's miscues were analyzed
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(e.g., Gary's or Betsy's) the procedures for Analyzing Miscues were repeated for both the
reader's miscues and Zach's. The list of RMA procedures in Table 4.8 is designed to
show the various methods the RMA team used to begin sessions, to analyze and generally
discuss miscues, and to end the sessions.
The beginning of the RMA sessions were generally focused on establishing rapport
and setting the context for the sessions. Establishing rapport included discussions about
the type of reading Zach does at school and at home as well as other topics relating to
family and home life. The RMA team expressed a genuine interest in Zach's personal and
reading interests. Setting the context may have involved recalling the story read for the
session, reviewing terms such as "miscue" or concepts such as predicting, checking on the
understanding for the purpose of conducting RMA sessions, and/or setting the agenda for
the day's session. The beginnings of RMA sessions ranged from using only one of these
procedures to including several. For example, in RMA-8 Alan began the session began by
unmediately setting the agenda before listening to Gary's retelling, whereas in RMA-6 the
RMA team recalled the story read for the session, reestablished the purpose for the RMA
sessions, and reviewed the strategies Zach used ui previous sessions. When establishing
purpose, Yetta usually asked Zach first about his understanding of the purpose of the
RMA sessions before conveying her intentions. She acknowledged and supported his
responses while leading him with questions until her purposes were explicitly stated.

ISO

Table 4.8
Description of RMA Session Procedures
Introduction/Bcpnning Sessiong
Establish rapport
Recall the story
Review reading process terms and concepts
Establish purpose
Set agenda (modify as session unfolds)
Interactive Discussion of Miscues
Locate section of text
Read aloud sentence or section/Read silently
Listen to tape of the same section or sentence
Mark miscues on transcript
Analyze miscues;
-determine the strategies used
-determine the cues used
-demonstrate the quality of the miscue
-determine reason for strategy used

compare miscues
•compare strategies/cues used
test predictions & substitutions
-inquire what reader was thinking

Generalize points made about the reader;
-to define and explain general reader strategies
-to define and explain cuing systems.
-to state beliefs about the reading process
-to illustrate that all readers make miscues/use similar strategies and cues
Revalue the reader and the reading process
-strategies the reader used
-cues the reader used
-compare the reading process of the reader to other good readers
Oosing/Endiny the Sessions
Review the vocabulary and concepts about the reading process
Recall the reading strategies and cuing systems the reader used
Reflect on self-concept as a reader
Reflect on what was learned in the session
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After these establishing sets the participants analyzed the selected miscues. First,
they located the appropriate section of the text. Then a decision was made to either have
Zach read the selected segment of text first or to listen to the taped version of Zach's
reading. In RMA-1 Zach did not read the selected segment until they reached the fifth
miscue. From then on the RMA team asked Zach to read aloud the sentence or larger
excerpt that they would hear on the tape and that included the selected miscue. Even
when they were analyzing another reader's miscues Zach read aloud each new text
segment. Not until the last two miscues in RMA-9 did they try another approach by
asking Zach to read the section silently. Reading each new text segment before listening
to himself read it on tape directly involved Zach in the retrospective activity while it also
directed his attention to the language of the text.
The next procedure was to listen to the selected excerpt on tape. Sometimes they
would need to hear the taped version several times before establishing the miscue or
miscues they wanted to discuss. Similar to marking miscues in conductmg miscue
analysis, the participants needed to agree on what they heard before discussing the
miscues. In three sessions Zach heard miscues that the RMA team had not plaimed. In
each case they immediately or eventually replayed the tape to hear the planned miscues.
Once they established and agreed on the miscue to discuss, Zach may or may not have
recorded, or marked, it on a typescript. Then they proceeded to analyze the miscue
together.
A high degree of flexibility and variation characterized the phases in which miscues
were analyzed indicated by the different instructional sequences within them. For
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example, in the first two sessions vocabulary about the reading process was introduced
and explained to help provide language with which to discuss the miscues, as well as the
strategies and cuing systems the miscues revealed. In the second session, the analysis
consisted of comparing miscues. In the third session analysis included testing predictions
the reader made. The fourth, fifth and sixth sessions incorporated these and other types of
analysis such as explaining reading processes, determining the synonymous nature of the
miscue and text words, and exploring possible reasons for miscues. The various types of
analysis they engaged in are listed under Analyze Miscues.
In many phases, the Yetta or Alan included instructional sequences generalizing
what they analyzed to broader points about reading and readers. For instance, in RMA-1
once they determined that Zach used a particular strategy while reading a sentence, Yetta
provided a name for the strategy and explained that this is a type of reading strategy many
readers use. Especially in the first few sessions, strategies and cues Zach uses were
highlighted in order to provide language to talk about them as well as value to them as
what good readers do. These generalizing instructional sequences (IS's) were similar in
tone and purpose to the sequences revaluing the reader and the reading process.
However, in the revaluing IS's Yetta and Alan commended or praised Zach for the
specific reading strategies he used in a segment of text or for the cuing systems he utilized
in constructing meaning in a particular section of the story. Also, they repeatedly told
Zach that good readers also make miscues and that he used the same strategies as good
readers.
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The procedures used to discuss miscues—locate the section of text, read the
section, listen to the tape, discuss the miscue, generalize and revalue—were repeated for
each new miscue they discussed with some variability. In some phases generalizing did
not occur. In others the revaluing was implicit in the analysis and Zach was not explicitly
commended for his reading strategies. Zach's responses to his miscues appear to have
influenced whether or not overt revaluing occurred. That is, when Zach perceived his
miscues as indications of poor reading the RMA team tried to convince him that just the
opposite was true by shedding his miscues and the strategies they indicated in a positive
light. Later, when Zach began to revalue his readmg strategies it seemed that the RMA
team members needed only to engage in miscue analysis with him and he would see his
miscues positively and thereby revalue them.
Once they exhausted the miscues (or time) for a given session the RMA team
closed them in a reflective manner. Excluding RMA-1 for which the tape stopped as they
were talking about Zach's siblings, every session included an instructional sequence in
which the RMA team recalled with Zach the reading strategies highlighted in the session.
As sessions progressed, the RMA team asked Zach to list them cumulatively. Also, as the
names of strategies were listed, sometimes new terms were introduced and underlying
concepts of the reading process were explained further. In several sessions (RMA-4, 6,9)
Yetta asked Zach to reflect on himself as a reader in the closing phase. In other sessions
(RMA-1, 2) she or Alan checked on his self-concept as a reader in the middle of the
discussion phases. At the end of two sessions (RMA-2, 9) the RMA team additionally
gave Zach some books, encouraging him to read for pleasure at home. The closing phases
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left the session on a positive note, focusing on Zach's efifective reading strategies.
Research Question 1: The Co-Construction of RMA Sessions
The analysis reported in this chapter was used to answer the first research
question;
1. How did RMA participants structure RMA Sessions
A. What procedures were used?
B. How did RMA sessions take shape?
Structural analysis of the six RMA sessions provided data to determine the procedures the
RMA team used across sessions as well as to discover how each session took shape.
Organization of the sessions into phases and instructional sequences of the six RMA
sessions revealed that a) similar yet flexible procedures were used to begin sessions, b) a
set of highly repetitive procedures were used to introduce each miscue, c) procedures used
to discuss the miscues varied depending on the focus of the session as well as the
immediate circumstances in exchanges, and d) similar yet flexible procedures were used to
end sessions. In addition, as demonstrated above, the first three sessions (RMA-1, 2 and
4) were planned to analyze Zach's miscues only. In contrast, the second three sessions
(RMA-6, 8 and 9) were planned to analyze another reader's miscues before analyzing
Zach's. Furthermore, the first three sessions had distinct procedural features of their OAvn.
The first session focused on high quality miscues located at different locations in the text.
The second session compared several attempts at one character's name then another
character's name throughout the text. The third session analyzed several miscues located
in close proximity in the text, within two sections of the text. Thus, the shape these
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sessions took and the procedures the RMA team members used varied from session to
session.
Three key aspects of structuring the RMA session were a) how the RMA team
members framed the sessions, b) what formats the RMA team explored, and c) how the
participants were mutually responsive as the session unfolded. The first aspect of
structuring the session deals with how the RMA team framed the sessions as a whole and
set purposes for each session. To this end, the RMA team members stated several reasons
for their sessions with Zach. In RMA-1 they told Zach that the purpose for listening to
and talking about particular excerpts of his reading was to decide whether or not "that's a
good thing to do" and was to show him what they knew about his reading "because we
want you to know about it." In RMA 2 Yetta stated that they were working with Zach
"to help you know more about how people read in general so you can do those kinds of
things." The purpose for engaging in the RMA sessions was not mentioned again until
RMA-6 when another fourth grade student, Jamie, joined them. At the begirming of that
session Yetta explained.
One of the things that I believe-, all of us are not interested in teaching you how to
read or teaching Jamie how to read because we think that you know a lot about
reading already. And one of the things you know about reading is that you can do
it because you believe it. And one of the very important things is to begin to
believe that if you thought about it and began to look at what we're talking about,
you are a reader, and we go through this to show you not that you can't read but
to show you what you do that's good while you read.
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That is the last time the overall purpose for the RMA sessions was mentioned. To
sunmiarize, the stated purposes for the RMA sessions were at first to show Zach certain
things the RMA team members knew about his reading and to decide if they were good
things, then shifted to show how other people read so Zach could incorporate other good
strategies, and finally conveyed as a means to show him the good things Zach did in his
readings in order to support the belief that he akeady knows a lot about reading. Indeed,
in each session the RMA team involved Zach in listening to his miscues, in deciding
whether or not the strategies and cues he was using were effective in his meaning
construction, and in analyzing the reading strategies of other readers in comparison to his
own. Furthermore, while they explicitly suggested specific strategies Zach should try, in
each RMA session both Yetta and Alan repeatedly stated that Zach uses good strategies
just like other people he and they consider to be good readers. In all, the RMA sessions
which were conducted in this study matched the RMA team members' stated purposes.
The second aspect of structuring the session deals with the different formats the
RMA team explored. This aspect is most concretely represented by the RMA Session
Organizers and supported by the structural analysis of organizing each session into phases
and instructional sequences. The individual session features are shown in Table 4.1 and
the formats have been discussed in detail throughout this chapter. Yet, how the formats
took shape in the RMA sessions was influenced by RMA team's plans and intentions, as
well as by the way they fi'amed each session with statements to set agendas for the
sessions. So, I next compare the focuses, intentions and agendas for each RMA session
to examine the manner in which they fimctioned in establishing each session's format.
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Data from the RMA Session Organizer (see example. Appendix C) was used to
determine the session's planned focus. Information from the Organizer was used in
conjunction with information from Interview 2 to reveal the RMA team's purpose or

intentions for each session. Utterances made that set each sessions' agendas were
identified in the RMA session transcripts. The session focus for RMA-1 was on high
quality miscues. The RMA team's intention was to begin to demonstrate to Zach that he
is an effective reader by showing him that he a) made high quality substitutions which
helped him construct meaning and b) he self-corrected substitutions which interfered with
his meaning construction. The agenda set for RMA-1 was achieved through setting
purpose for the RMA sessions in general as reported above. The session focus for RMA2 was on name strategies. The RMA team's intention in this session was to compare
attempts Zach made on unfamiliar names and show him that making one substitution for a
name is an efiScient strategy. The stated agenda for RMA-2 was simply ,'Today we're
going to look at some of the miscues you made in the Space Pet story. We're not going
to look at all of the miscues. . . . We want to show you a couple of things in the Space Pet
story." Thus, while their stated agenda was rather broad, their focus and intentions were
quite specifically to address effective name strategies. The session's procedures reflected
their specific plans and intentions by examining only Zach's repeated attempts at two
characters' names.
The session focus for RMA-4 was on a variety of strategies they observed Zach
using; name strategy, keep reading strategy, semantic substitution strategy, predictionand-self-correction strategy. The RMA team's intention in this session was to show and
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support Zach's use of many different strategies they observed him use in constructing
meaning while reading. The stated agenda for RMA-4 was, "What we'd like you to do
today is look at some of the good things you did while you were readmg the story. Then
I'd like to talk to you about trying to guess a real word rather than just sounding out. I'll
show you what that means." Here, Yetta stated exactly what they had planned and
accomplished during the session. They presented a series of his effective strategies
revealed by high quality miscues within two sections of text, as well as suggested other
effective strategies.
The session focus for RMA-6 was on Yetta's miscues and on Zach's strengths;
correction of partial predictions and unconected insertions. The RMA team's intentions
were to prove that a proficient, adult reader like Yetta makes miscues and to continue to
support Zach's use of effective reading strategies. The stated agendas for RMA-6 were,
"I'm gonna try and prove you something" before observing Yetta's miscue and
What I want to show Zach today are all of the really smart moves that he made
just like the smart moves Yetta made. I'm gonna show you some moves—not all
of them are going back and making sense but they're all involving making sense.
By observing Yetta's miscues the session did, indeed, prove that experienced readers
make miscues. Also, the RMA team not only showed Zach the good moves he made, in
terms of demonstrating a series of high quality miscues, but they also probed into the
reasons why made those moves, such as self-correcting.
The session focus for RMA-8 was on critically evaluating another reader's miscues
and on illuminating evidence of Zach's efficient reading strategies by pointing out his
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corrected partials, corrected predictions, and acceptable substitutions. The ElMA team's
intentions were to involve Zach in evaluating Gary's miscues from the story "The
Stonecutter" and in assessing Gary as a reader, and to support Zach's effective reading
strategies. The RMA team hoped that by having Zach evaluate Gary's retelling and
miscues, and determining that Gary was a good reader from the evidence that he
understood the story, that Zach would realize good readers like Gary made miscues
similar to Zach's. Their intention for Zach's listening to his own miscues was to evaluate
them and to determine reasons for his self-corrections. The first stated agenda for RMA-8
was
What I want you to begin by doing is listen to this kid. . . . The reason why I want
you to listen to him telling about the story— this is afier he read it~so you can
decide whether you think he understood while he read it. You're going to tell us
whether you think he understood the story or not.
After discussing Gary's retelling, the next agenda was stated as, "He read for us. You're
gonna listen to his miscues today." No agenda statement was made before discussing
Zach's miscues. Alan invited Zach to continue by looking at his miscues, "Want to look at
a few of your miscues?" This time, the stated agenda matched the RMA team's intentions
and the actual session only in evaluating Gary's retelling. They left the agenda for
evaluating Gary's and Zach's miscues in broad terms. However, they explained in
Interviews 1 and 2 that they wanted to leave many of their conversations with Zach
unplanned to create a context of co-exploration and flexibility, "to shift and let the session
itself construct itself or create itself' and "to help the participant invent the reading
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process for himself". Thus, the open-ended nature of the agenda statements and the
exploration of a variety of miscues throughout the text supported this intention in RMA-6.
The session focus for RMA-9 was on evaluating Betsy's miscues and on Zach's
high quality substitutions and repeated miscues. The RMA team's intentions for this
session were to a) evaluate Betsy's high quality substitutions as well as some trouble spots
she had in her reading, b) investigate Zach's repeated miscues; a first set which was
eventually corrected and a second set in which a correction was abandoned. The first
stated agenda for RMA-9 was
I want you to listen to what this reader said about this story that you both read.
And the reason I want you to listen to this is the same reason you listened to the
other kid read The Stonecutter. I want you to tell me what you think of the kid's
understanding.
Then before listening to Betsy's miscues the agenda was stated, "I want you to listen to
some of the things Betsy did when she read. And tell me what you think is going on
here." The only statement to reset the agenda for Zach's miscues was, "We're gonna talk
about your miscues now, okay?" Once again, the agenda set for listening to the retelling
was more specific than the agendas set for evaluating miscues. This session was
particularly co-constructive because the researcher ahered their plans firom the RMA
Organizer to discuss issues and concepts that presented themselves during their
conversations. In addition, they continued to help Zach invent himself as a reader by
exploring with him the processes he was using while reading the repeated miscues across
the text.
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In summary, the comparison of the sessions' focus as recorded on the RMA
Session Organizer, the RMA team's intentions as conveyed in Interview 2, and the stated
agendas as stated in the RMA sessions with the actual RMA sessions revealed the steps
they took to fulfill the agenda for each session. Analysis revealed that while the RMA
sessions were planned with specific formats to focus on specific miscues, the RMA team
was flexible in adjusting their plans in response to Zach's discoveries, remarks, and
contributions during their discussions.
The third aspect of sessions that influenced how the sessions took shape deals with
the mutual flexibility and responsiveness the participants exhibited. The RMA team
members demonstrated their flexibility in changing procedures to adapt to unfolding
interactions. For example, at the very beginning of RMA-1 they discussed a miscue Zach
heard even though it was not one they had originally planned to talk about. Similar
adaptations to procedure occurred throughout the RMA sessions. Unplanned,
spontaneous discussions occurred in RMA-1, 2,4, 6 and 9 as teachable moments and in
response to personal connections either Zach or the RMA team made to miscues or the
story. In RMA-9 several a planned procedure was altered in order to flirther determine
whether a miscue should have been corrected and another plaimed discussion about a
miscue was abandoned altogether after an open negotiation of procedure.
Furthermore, the RMA team members openly negotiated which miscue they
wanted to discuss and altered their written plans, for example, when it was evident that
they needed to move in a different direction. In addition, the RMA team members did not
refer to a set of scripted questions during the sessions, but used their purposes with their
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expertise and beliefs about the reading process to guide their queries and discussions.
Therefore, their exchanges and interactions within instructional sequences were creatively
unfolding.
In conclusion, the structural analysis of six RMA sessions resulted in a)detemuning
structural and procedural features of sessions, b) outlining the instructional sequences and
phases that made up each session, c) reporting the procedures common to all RMA
sessions, and d) revealing three key aspects of how the RMA sessions took shape. The
RMA team co-constructed sessions with the purposes they set, the formats and
procedures they planned to fulfill those purposes, the manner in which they modified
formats and procedures for exploration, and the manner in which they responded to the
unfolding interactions of each session. An in-depth analysis of the interactions is
presented in the next chapter and further informs how the RMA sessions take shape.
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CHAPTER V
CATEGORICAL, CONVERSATIONAL AND SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS;
ANSWERING RESEARCH QUESTION 2
This dissertation examined the discussions and questioning sequences of the six
selected RMA sessions conducted by Yetta Goodman and Alan Flurkey with Zach, a
fourth grader. The first three of the sessions involved analyzing miscues Zach made on
each story he read one week prior to the RMA sessions. The second three sessions
involved analysis of three other readers' miscues in addition to Zach's miscues.
The structural analysis conducted for each of the six sessions was reported in
Chapter IV as a means to answer Research Question 1. With a focus on Research
Question 2, this chapter describes several methods of discourse analysis conducted on
transcripts of the RMA sessions to detail the functions of speech acts as moves, to
categorize the statements and questions used to discuss Zach's reading process, and to
discover types of questioning sequences and other discourse patterns evident in the RMA
sessions.
Data for the analysis consisted of audio tapes of the six sessions and two sets of
transcripts developed for each session. The first set of transcripts coded speech acts of the
participants' utterances in order to analyze the moves and counter moves withm
conversational exchanges (See example. Appendix D). Coding the first set of transcripts
also involved indicating the questioning sequences that were embedded in each
instructional sequence. To analyze questioning cycles and cycle relatedness, these
questioning sequences were then coded separately on the second set of transcripts to note
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the specific Solicit, Response and Reply moves (and others which are described later)
typical of questioning sequences within segments of talk (See example, Appendix E).
The Research Questions
To review, the original research questions posed at the beginning of the study
which guide the analysis of conversational exchanges and questioning sequences are as
follows;
1. How did RMA participants structure RMA sessions?
A. What procedures were used?
B. How did the actual RMA sessions take shape?
2. What discussion sequences and questioning techniques were used to fulfill the
purposes of RMA sessions?
A. What questions or statements were posed to fulfill intents and goals for
the session?
B. What discourse patterns were evident in RMA sessions?
C. How did participants talk about the reading process?
I addressed research question 1 in Chapter 4 where the results of the structural
analysis are reported. The findings fi'om the categorical analysis, conversation analysis,
and questioning sequence analysis presented in this chapter answer research question 2.
Research question 2 includes the guiding questions 2A, 2B, and 2C. These guiding
questions were designed to direct the analysis of discussion sequences and questioning
techniques in order to discern significant aspects of the RMA team members' discourse .
The section that follows describes steps I took to address questions 2A, 2B, and 2C. The
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remainder of the chapter details the methods of analysis conducted and the results of the
analysis for questions 2A, 2B, and 2C. The findings fi'om these questions are consolidated
to answer research question 2. In the last section of this chapter, I investigate reasons for
problematic discourse sequences.
Conducting Analysis for Research Question 2: The Development of
Emerging Categories
This section details the analysis conducted to answer the guiding questions for
research question 2. Question 2 A requires knowledge of the intents and goals for each
RMA session analyzed. The RMA team provided this information in Interviews 1 and 2.
The RMA team stated several purposes for conducting RMA sessions. They sought to
provide support for the strategies and cuing systems that Zach was already using, as
evidenced by his oral reading and their analysis of his miscues. In other words, they
wanted to not only revalue (K. Goodman, 1986,1996; Y. Goodman, 1996) his reading
process by demonstrating effective strategies through the co-analysis of Zach's miscues,
but also inspire Zach to revalue himself, or develop a better self-concept as a reader. In
addition, the RMA team wanted to provide instruction about reading strategies involved in
the reading process by illuminating Zach's and other readers' strategies and cuing systems.
In so doing they hoped to encourage Zach to continue to use his own strategies as well as
integrate other effective reading strategies. After reviewing the stated purposes of the
RMA sessions, as well as literature on interactional analysis of instructional events (Farrar,
1988; Johnson, 1979; Bellack, Kliebard, Hyman & Smith, 1966) I established a set of
guiding categories to directly relate the discourse of each RMA session to their specific
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purposes:
1. Discourse moves providing revaluing
2. Discourse moves providing instruction
3. Discourse moves encouraging Zach's strategy use
Thus, for Question 2A I analyzed the conversational moves as they pertained to
the three categories. The moves were clustered into related groups within each category
as a means of organizing types of the RMA team members' talk. That is, as I analyzed the
discourse moves within each instructional sequence, categories of moves emerged. Table
S. I lists the types of discourse moves that RMA team members used to flilfill the three
main purposes of conducting RMA sessions.
To provide revaluing of Zach's reading strategies and use of cuing systems the
RMA team members, to a great degree, conveyed to Zach that he used the same strategies
and attended to the same cuing systems that all readers do in similar reading situations.
They ofifered direct and implicit positive evaluation by stating the strategies and cues Zach
used, with and without direct praise. It appeared that Zach was led to revalue his own
reading process by the team members' descriptions of the strategies he intuitively
employed and integrated with the cuing systems for each miscue under discussion. In
many cases once a miscue was analyzed, position statements were made to inform Zach
that good readers 'do the same thing', and vice versa, when they illuminated the strategies
Betsy and Gary used, Zach was informed that he uses strategies that these other 'good
readers do too.'
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Table 5 .1
Discourse Moves to Provide Revaluing, Instruction and Encouragement
Moves to provide revaluing
State generalizations about strategies and cues to reading situations
Directly & positively evaluate and praise Zach's strategies and cues used
Implicitly positively evaluate by stating the strategies, cues and knowledge Zach used in
reading
Make position statements about reading and readers related to observations about Zach
Invite Zach to share their beliefs
State other readers' strategies and state Zach uses the same strategies
Moves to provide instruction
Make position statements about reading and readers related to observations about Zach
Define terminology related to the reading process
Demonstrate and invite Zach to test predictions
Implicitly teach concepts through series of questions
Explain other readers' processes
Moves to encouray and support Zach's reading strategies
Explain Zach's strategies by reporting what they observed him doing and thinking while
reading
Compare Zach's strategies with other readers' strategies
Provide general praise
Explicitly suggest Zach to use particular strategies

While it is difScult at times to distinguish between discourse focused on revaluing
and instruction, since the instructional segments were part of the overall purpose of
revaluing, particular discourse segments presented themselves as more instructional than
others. Especially in early RMA sessions, Yetta took time to provide some common
language which they could use to discuss miscues and reading strategies. Thus, she
offered definitions of terminology about reading such as 'miscue', 'self-correction' and
'prediction'. Both she and Alan also made position statements about reading and readers
which provided instruction about how readers integrate the cuing systems and cognitive
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processes while reading. They demonstrated how to analyze miscues by testing readers'
predictions and involved Zach in subsequent prediction-testing. One interesting
questioning technique Yetta used was to pose a series of questions to implicitly teach a
concept. For example, in determining whether a miscue is 'a good thing', Yetta led Zach
through a series of yes/no questions such as Does it make sense? and Does it mean the
same thing as the author wrote? to convey the concept of a 'good miscue'.
Regarding the third guiding category, the RMA team encouraged Zach to continue
using his effective reading strategies in several implicit and explicit ways. They implicitly
demonstrated support for his strategies by reporting their observations and explanations of
his reading process as well as comparing his strategies with other readers' strategies with
intonation that conveyed excitement and encouragement. They also stated general praise,
such as 'That's a good thing to do," and made specific suggestions to Zach about using
particular strategies such as 'Just say a name and keep on going.' The categories
presented here were a foundation with which to base the further analysis of discourse
patterns and language used to talk about reading.
Another aspect of Question 2A involves the statements the RMA team members
made to Zach regarding their purposes and goals for RMA sessions. They openly
addressed their general purposes and specific agendas for RMA sessions. Thus statements
and questions used to explicitly state to Zach purposes for RMA sessions were also coded
to answer question 2A. They are presented in detail in Chapter IV and summarized in the
next section. The last aspect of Question 2A relates to the questions the RMA team
members posed to analyze Zach's and the other readers' miscues. This phase of coding is
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of particular interest because it reveals which of the suggested RMA questions from
Goodman and Marek's (1996) text were actually used, and which other questions played a
prominent role in examining miscues with Zach. To determine which questions were used
for co-analysis of miscues questions were coded and tallied accorduig to their occurrence
in each RMA session.
In order to answer question 2B (What discourse patterns were evident in RMA
sessions?), I integrated individual discourse moves into questioning cycles and stretches of
discourse paying particular attention to how the cycles fulfilled intents of individual
instructional sequences. Patterns began to emerge such as the use of a) questioning
sequences followed by summarizing sequences to illuminate reading processes; b)
discourse sequences to explain observations of Zach's's strategies to both explain the
reading process and to revalue his reading strategies; c) position statements about readers
and reading; d) explicit positive evaluation or praise for specific strategies Zach used.
In order to answer question 2C (How did participants talk about the reading
process?), I coded words, phrases and position statements made by all participants and to
talk about the reading process. The three-tiered analysis described here led to the resuhs
reported below.
Question 2A: What Questions or Statements Were Posed
to Fulfill Intents and Goals for the Sessions?
This section reports the questions and statements used to fulfill the instructional,
inquiry, and revaluing goals of the RMA sessions. First, statements regarding the RMA
team's overall purposes for RMA sessions are reviewed. Second, the three indicators of
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the RMA team's agendas for sessions are specified; the RMA Session Organizer,
Interview 2 with RMA team members, and specific statements made to Zach. Third, the
questions used to analyze miscues with Zach are reported in comparison with the
questions used in other RMA studies A tally of the occurrence of each question is
reported. Fourth, the questions team members used are translated into types of discourse
moves that the questions performed. Fifth, the statements the RMA team members made
to fiilfill intents and goals for RMA sessions are reported as position statements and "you
statements". Statements the team members made to report, explain, and compare the
miscues, strategies, cuing systems and knowledge Zach used in his reading process are
illustrated as the new category, "you-statements". Finally, the questions Yetta and Alan
posed to Zach to review the strategies he used and to assess his self-concept as a reader
are presented.
Setting the Ihirpose and Agendas for RMA Sessions
This section focuses on the questions and statements the RMA team members used
within the RMA sessions to verbally set their purposes and agendas with Zach for RMA
sessions, as well as those used in instruction, in revaluing, and in encouraging Zach's
continued interaction in co-construction of the sessions. Chapter IV presented in detail
the three indicators of the RMA team's purposes and agendas (Interviews 1 and 2, the
RMA Session Organizers, and statements made to Zach) and cited the statements the
RMA team members made to Zach to establish the purposes and specific agendas of the
RMA sessions. To avoid redundancy, I summarize the statements Yetta and Alan made to
Zach to articulate their purposes and to convey session agendas.
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Setting the purpose for RMA sessions: Statements to Zach
The RMA team members established and reestablished their purpose for doing
RMA sessions with Zach by asking him what he thought the purpose was and by stating to
him what it was. To this end, the team members stated several reasons for their sessions
with Zach. In RMA-1 they told Zach that the purpose for listening to and talking about
particular excerpts of his reading was to decide whether or not "that's a good thing to do"
and also was to show him what they knew about his reading "because we want you to
know about it." In RMA 2, Yetta stated that they were working with Zach "to help you
know more about how people read in general so you can do those kinds of things." The
purpose for engaging in the RMA sessions was not mentioned again until RMA-6 when
another fourth grade boy, Jamie joined them. At the beginning of that session, Yetta
explained,
One of the things that I believe—, all of us are not interested in teaching you how
to read or teaching Jamie how to read because we think that you know a lot about
reading already. And one of the things you know about reading is that you can do
it because you believe it. And one of the very important things is to begin to
believe that if you thought about it and began to look at what we're talking about
you are a reader, and we go through this to show you not that you can't read but
to show you what you do that's good while you read.
That is the last time the overall purpose for the RMA sessions was mentioned. To
summarize, the stated purposes for the RMA sessions were at first to show Zach certain
things the RMA team knew about his own reading and to decide if they were good things.
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then shifted to show how other people read so Zach could incorporate other good
strategies, and finally conveyed as a means to show him the good things Zach did in his
readings in order to support the belief that he already knows a lot about reading. Indeed,
in each session the RMA team involved Zach in listetiing to his miscues, in deciding
whether or not the strategies and cues he was using were effective in his meaning
construction, and in analyzing the reading strategies of other readers in comparison to his
own. Furthermore, while they explicitly suggested specific strategies Zach should try, in
each RMA session both Yetta and Alan repeatedly stated that Zach uses good strategies
just like other people he and they consider to be good readers. In all, the RMA sessions
which were conducted in this study matched the RMA team's stated purposes.
Setting the agenda for individual RMA sessions
The agenda for each session was evidenced by a) the indicated focus on each RMA
Organization Form, b) the RMA team's reported intents from Interview 2, and c) the
verbal statements made to Zach at the beginning of RMA sessions. First, the RMA
Session Organizer, prepared by Alan for each session, documents each session's focus and
the miscues the RMA team planned to discuss (see Appendix C). Secondly, I determined
the intentions for each session through Interview 2 in which I asked each researcher the
purpose for each session. Third, I identified utterances the team members made that set
each sessions' agendas.
According to the RMA Organizer Form, the session focus for RMA-1 was on
high quality miscues. Setting the agenda for RMA-1 was achieved through establishing
the purpose for the RMA sessions in general as reported above. The session focus for
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RMA-2 was on name strategies. The stated agenda for RMA-2 was simply: 'Today we're
going to look at some of the miscues you made in the Space Pet story. We're not going
to look at all of the miscues. . . . We want to show you a couple of things in the Space Pet
story." Thus, while their stated agenda was rather broad, their focus and intentions were
quite specifically to address effective name strategies.
The session focus for RMA-4 was on a variety of strategies they observed Zach
using; name strategy, keep reading strategy, semantic substitution strategy, predictionand-self-correction strategy. Yetta stated the agenda for RMA-4 by saying, "What we'd
like you to do today is look at some of the good things you did while you were reading the
story. Then I'd like to talk to you about trying to guess a real word rather than just
sounding out. I'll show you what that means." Here, Yetta stated exactly what the RMA
team had planned and accomplished during the session. The session focus for RMA-6 was
on analyzing Yetta's miscues and observing Zach's strengths; correction of partial
predictions and uncorrected insertions. The stated agendas for RMA-6 were, "I'm gonna
try and prove you something" before observing Yetta's miscue and (in a statement to
Jamie),
What I want to show Zach today are all of the really smart moves that he made
just like the smart moves Yetta made. I'm gonna show you some moves—not all
of them are going back and making sense but they're all involving making sense.
With these statements, Alan sets the agenda rather ambiguously, but with the intent of
shedding positive light on Zach's 'moves'.
The session focus for RMA-8 was on critically evaluating another reader's (Gary)
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miscues and on Zach's strengths; corrected partials, corrected predictions, substitute and
keep going, and acceptable substitutions. The first agenda for RMA-8 was stated as:
What I want you to begin by doing is listen to this kid. . . . The reason why I want
you to listen to him telling about the story— this is after he read it—so you can
decide whether you think he understood while he read it. You're going to tell us
whether you think he understood the story or not.
After discussing Gary's retelling, the next agenda was stated as, "He read for us. You're
gonna listen to his miscues today." No agenda statement was made before discussing
Zach's miscues. The RMA team invited Zach to continue by looking at his miscues,
"Want to look at a few of your miscues?" Thus, the RMA team's stated agenda only
partially indicated their actual intentions. They directed Zach to evaluate Gary's retelling,
but left the agenda for evaluating Gary's and Zach's miscues in broad terms.
The session focus for RMA-9 was on evaluating the reader, "Betsy". The first
stated agenda for RMA-9 was
[ want you to listen to what this reader said about this story that you both read.
And the reason I want you to listen to this is the same reason you listened to the
other kid read "The Stonecutter". I want you to tell me what you thmk of the
kid's understanding.
Then before listening to Betsy's miscues the agenda was stated, "I want you to listen to
some of the things Betsy did when she read. And tell me what you think is going on
here." The only statement to reset the agenda.for Zach's miscues was, "We're goima talk
about your miscues now, okay?" Once again, the agenda set for listening to the retelling
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was more specific than the agendas set for evaluating miscues.
The statements made by Yetta and Alan to set the agenda for each session were
sometimes specific and at other times more ambiguous. Detailed explanation of the
agenda served to provide Zach a sort of verbal session organizer. The more open-ended
statements created a context of co-exploration and flexibility to allow the session to unfold
in a co-constructive manner.
Questions Used to Fulfill the Purpose of Analyzing Miscues
This section reports the actual questions used by the RMA team members to
analyze Zach's and the other readers' miscues in the RMA sessions. After presenting the
list of questions used and their number of occurrences in the sbc sessions, the types of
discourse moves accomplished by the questions that Yetta and Alan used are defined.
The questions Yetta and Alan posed to facilitate analyzing miscues during the
RMA sessions were tallied. Retrospective questions used by previous researchers
(Costello, 1992; Germain, 1998; Goodman et al., 1989; Marek, 1987; Worsnop, 1996)
were listed to determine which of the questions fi'om other research were used in this
study and how often they were used. Results of this tally are reported in Table S.l where
the questions suggested in Goodman & Marek (1996) are listed first, followed by Brown's
(1995) list of Questions for Thinking About the Reading Process in RMA which he
compUed fi'om Goodman et al.'s (1989) RMA study with seventh and eighth graders.
Only one question used in each of Miller & Woodley's (1983) study and Worsnop's
(1996) reports of his earlier work, and two questions fi'om Costello's (1992) journal
response questions were evident. Additional questions not found on either list were added.
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Table 5.2
Questions Used to Analyze Miscues in RMA Sessions
QUESTIONS

Total

RMA Sessions
1

2

4

6

8

9

3

4

6

10

7

5

35

1. Does this miscue make sense?

1

—

I

1

2

2

7

2. Does this miscue sound like
language?
(...sound right?...sound like a
good sentence?)

4

3. a. Did you correct the miscue?

2

—

—

—

—

2

4

b. Should you (s/he) correct the
miscue?

1

—

—

—

~

1

2

4. Does the miscue look like
what's on the page?...in the text?
Does the miscue sound like
what's on the page?...in the text?

1

—

—

1

—

1

3

—

—

—

~

~

—

0

1

—

3

4

2

4

14

—

—

—

—

—

—

0

1. Why do you think so?

2

3

—

2

5

6

18

2. How do you know?

2

3

2

3

1

2

13

From Goodman & Marek, 1996
Introductory Questions
What did you do here? ...say here?
RMA Questions

S. Why did you do that?...make
that miscue?
6. Does it affect your
understanding of what you
are/were reading?

4

Exoansion Questions
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QUESTIONS

Total

RMA Sessions
1

1 2

1 4

1 6

1 8

9

From Practice & Research: Goodman et al., 1989
(Compiled by J. Brown, 1995)
Introductorv Questions
Did you notice anything?...any
changes?

I

—

—

1

—

1

3

—

—

—

1

—

1

2

2

—

—

—

—

3
1

5
1

—

—

—

—

—

1

1

How does that change it?/How is
it different?

I

2

—

—

—

1

4

How did you know to/why did you
change that?

2

—

1

5

1

1

10

Why is it okay not to correct this?

2

—

—

—

—

—

2

What could you do here?

—

~

1

1

2

—

4

—

~

—

I

4

4

9

1

~

—

I

—

—

2

~

1

—

2

2

—

5

What does this tell you about
yourself as a reader?

1

~

~

1

—

—

2

Do you think other people do the
same things as readers?

I

2

—

1

1

—

5

Expansion Questions
What do you think that (word)
means?
Tell me what you think./Tell me
about that.
Tell me more about that.
Can you change the text like that?

What (clues/strategies) were you
using here?
Revaluing Questions
Do you think what you did was
okay?
Did what you did make it
better?/Which is better?
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QUESTIONS

Total

RMA Sessions
1

2

4

6

8

9

2

—

—

—

—

J

5

~

—

—

—

1

—

1

2

—

—

—

—

—

2

From Wonnop, 1980
Does what the reader said mean
the same as what is in the
book?. ..what the author wrote?
From Costello, 1992
In what ways did the miscue help
your understanding of the text?
Why do you think s/he made this
miscue?
Questions unique to this study
Expansion Questions
What were you thinking?
What do you know about that
word?

I

__

MM

~

2

—

—

—

—

2

What were you going to say?

—

~

1

1

—

~

2

Revaluing Questions
Is that a good miscue?...good
word?

2

I

—

I

I

4

9

2

1

—

—

—

~

3

Is it okay to make miscues?

—

I

~

1

—

1

3

Are you a good reader?

1

—

1

1

—

1

4

Is that a good/smart thing to do?
(or not?)
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Introductory questions were used to establish the miscue(s) Zach heard while
listening to himself or another reader read from the audio tape. RMA questions were
posed to analyze the miscues according to their syntactic and semantic acceptability and to
their graphic and phonic similarity to the text word(s). Expansion questions were asked to
further explore the miscues, to determine strategies and cues Zach and the other readers
used in reading, and to push Zach to support his observations with evidence and his
opinions with justifications. Revaluing questions were posed to allow Zach to evaluate the
acceptability of miscues, to revalue his reading strategies, and to provide the opportunity
for him to state his self-concept as a reader.
The results indicate that the introductory questions were used more consistently
than any other question type. This comes as no surprise, since establishing what they all
observed or heard was essential to the ensuing discussions. The most frequently used
questions were probing questions related to why Zach (or another reader) made a miscue
(Why did you do that? . . . make that miscue?: 14), and to evidence to support position
statements (Why do you think so?: 18; How do you know?: 13). The next most
frequently used question inquired why Zach self-corrected particular miscues (Why did
you correct that.. . change that?: 10). Interestingly, the question asking whether or not
he corrected the miscue occurred only four times. This apparent contradiction is
explained in the transcripts when all participants state that they are aware of a selfcorrection, thus it was not necessary to ask whether a self-conection occurred.
What is particularly interesting is that the suggested RMA questions in Goodman
and Marek (1996) are used consistently in only two of the six sessions: RMA-1 and RMA-
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9. During RMA-1, Alan noted that they did not bring a copy of the set of RMA
questions to which Yetta replied that they knew them and would not need to refer to
them. Their use of the RMA questions, however, was not consistent in either RMA-1 or
RMA-9 to address each miscue under discussion, but rather appeared to be used
intermittently when a particular focus on syntactic, semantic, and/or graphophonic
similarity was being stressed.
Observing the number of different questions used strongly suggests that the RMA
team members used a variety of questions in facilitating understandings about Zach's
miscues and reading processes, with particular focus on pressing Zach to explain for
himself why he made the miscues he did, as well as on pushing him to support his
observations and statements. However, a closer investigation of the actual moves these
questions made and the responses and subsequent reactions resulting from these questions
suggests a much different interpretation.
Discourse Moves of Questions Used in RMA Sessions
Bellack, Kliebard, Hyman & Smith's (1966) findings of classroom solicitation
types were helpful to classify the majority of questions that Yetta and Alan asked. The
types included constructing questions, assigning questions, selecting questions, completing
questions, conditional questions and parallel-constructing questions, declaratives and 2-act
moves (constructing/assigning questions). I labeled each question according to its solicit
move as performing one of the following;
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Constructing-, directing the student to construct a response. These include all
conunands, "what-questions", and questions with place holders, or fiU-in-the-blank
questions.

Assigning, asking the student to assign a truth or false function. These imply 'Is it
the case that. .. ? and include position statements with questioning intonation and
confirming questions such as "Right?"

Selecting, directing the student to select fi'om alternatives. These include opinion
or factual questions offering several possible answers.

Completing, directing the student to finish a statement lefl incomplete. These
include fill-in-the-blank questions where the blank is indicated by a final pause,
such as We call that a . . . ?

Conditional: directing the student to consider information in the solicit as a
specific state of affairs on which to bear the response. These include hypothetical
questions, such as If there were .. ., or Assuming ....

Parallel-constructing, directing the student to add to a previous response on the
same topic. Includes questions such as What else?. Tell me another. . ., What's
another reason that.. . ?

Leading. Asking the student to assign a truth function to a suggestion/position
statement. Includes statements with tag questions,.. . isn't it?,. . . don't we?

Declarative-, presenting the solicit as a statement. These are usually followed by a
pause, indicating the move as a solicit, such as And we said you do two good
things. (Pause).
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2-act moves;

Constructing/Assigning-, ambiguously directing the student to either assign a truth
function or construct an additional aspect of the response. These imply that the
respondent may answer the surface level yes/no question or the implicit whatquestion, such as Do you see what you did there? (What did you do?)
Do you think you know why you did that? (Why did you do that?)
It is beyond the scope of this paper to enumerate the occurrences of each question type
used throughout the RMA sessions; however, analysis of question types within
questioning cycles sheds light on their functions within instructional sequences. That
discussion takes place later in the section which answers research question 2b regarding
discourse patterns. The next section explores the questions Yetta asked Zach to review
the strategies under discussion and to assess his self-concept as a reader.
Questions Posed to Review Strategies & Check On Zach's Self-concept as a Reader
In all sessions except RMA-1 Yetta asked Zach to name the reading strategies that
she and Alan had described and named during the RMA sessions. Instructional sequences
which reviewed reading strategies appeared to have dual purposes; a) to review the
strategies they were bringing to a conscious level by naming them, and b) to revalue
Zach's reading by regularly listing his effective strategies. Yetta led this type of review by
either directly asking Zach to list the strategies they had discussed (What strategies are
you aware now that you use when your read? What have you learned about yourself as a
reader? Did you learn anything about your reading?) or indirectly by asking Zach what
strategies he would use in future reading endeavors (So what strategies are you gonna use
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between now and next week?).
Periodically, Yetta asked Zach quite directly what he thought about himself as a
reader (Do you think you're a good reader?. Are you a good reader?). In so doing she
took a pulse on the degree to which their efforts improved his self-concept as a reader. In
RMA-1, RMA-4, and RMA-6, Yetta asked Zach if he thought he was a good reader. In
the first session he unequivocally replied 'no'. In the fourth session he first agreed with
Yetta when she proposed that he was a good reader, but when asked directly at the end of
the session he replied no. However, a good deal of kidding between Yetta and Zach
occurred during the session, and whether or not Zach may have been trying to tease Yetta
is difficult to determine by intonation alone. By RMA-6, Zach said no when asked if he
was a bad reader, but did not explicitly say he was a good reader either. The most
compelling evidence that Zach was developing a better self-concept as a reader was in his
ability to list the reading strategies he used while reading when Yetta asked him to list
them. She asked Zach to name all the strategies he could think of that they talked about in
every RMA session except RMA-1. Zach listed an increasing number of strategies he
used with each session.
Turning back briefly to the second aspect of research question 2a, (What questions
or statements were posed to fulfill intents and goals?) I discuss the statements Yetta and
Alan used within instructional and revaluing instruction sequences of the RMA sessions.
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Statements Used in Instruction and Revaluing: Position Statements
and "You-Statements"
This section details the two primary sets of statements used in instructional and
revaluing discourse of RMA sessions. As part of their explanations about reading
strategies, Yetta and Alan made position statements regarding miscues, good readers and
specific reading strategies. With these statements they make explicit their positions on
effective reading strategies, efiScient reading practices, and the characteristics of proficient
readers. Another way to highlight and explain Zach's knowledge, use of cuing systems
and reading strategies was with a set of statements I labeled "you-statements". These
statements were propositions stated as observations by addressing Zach directly as "you"
as in "It didn't sound right to you so you self-corrected."
Position statements
The RMA team members made several position statements about reading and
readers in each RMA session. These statements were used to provide both instruction
and/or revaluing depending on the discourse stretch in which it was embedded. Position
statements made were of three categories; position statements made regarding a) miscues,
b) good readers, and c) specific reading strategies. In RMA sessions 1 and 2 Yetta (Y)
introduced the concept of'miscue' making the following position statements;
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RMA-1
Y:

Did you know that all readers do these kinds of things? Make those kinds
of mistakes? Everybody. That's why we call them miscues.
And we want you to know that that's a good thing to do.
There's some mistakes that don't help us.
But most, manv mistakes are good mistakes.

RMA-2
Y;

. . . w e believe that not all miscues are bad. And that some miscues are
good when you read. Everybody who reads makes miscues.
And that doesn't mean you're a bad reader, it means you're a good reader.
Especially if you can fix the ones that are a problem.

During later sessions Yetta reiterated their position about miscues;
RMA-6
Y;

The miscues don't mean that you're a bad reader!
Miscues tell us >
But we can tell fi"om miscues what a >
what smart things you do.

RMA-8
Y;

And by the way, lots of miscues that we make as good readers we don't
notice. We don't even know that we make them.

Synthesizing a questioning cycle about why a miscue is a good one, Yetta stated
RMA-9
Y;

So those words mean the same, and the story means the same, and the
sense is the same, and you said all those things, right?
And it sounds good, it sounds like language.
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The second type of position statement the team members used in RMA sessions
were about good readers. The position statements Yetta and Alan made about good
readers and typical readers occurred after they determined the strategies or cues Zach was
using to make a particular miscue. The statements conveyed the idea that good readers
make miscues and use the same strategies and cues that Zach does. The position
statements they made included;
Good readers self-correct (RMA-1); everyone who reads makes miscues (RMA2); everybody makes predictions (RMA-4, 6); all readers have some problems
(RMA-4); Yetta, an expert reader, makes miscues (RMA-6); everybody has to
deal with reading like Zach does (RMA-6); natural readers use everything they
know about reading (RMA-6); everybody gets into trouble when they read
sometimes (RMA-6); everyone has to learn new words all the time (RMA-6);
when good readers come to something that doesn't make sense they go back and
self-correct (RMA-8); good readers don't stop, wait or try it five or six times, they
put what they think is there. If they know it's important it'll come up later, if it's
not important it won't come up again and [they] just keep going (RMA-8); good
readers make miscues they don't even know about (RMA-8).
The third type of position statement the RMA team members made in instructional
discourse, and by far the position statements most often made to Zach, was about reading
strategies that he used and the importance of making sense. They are presented below by
strategy;
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Self-Correction: Self-correction is a smart thing to do. When the miscue bothers
you, you self-correct. If a prediction doesn't work you should self-correct it.
Self-correcting is not 'messing up'. When good readers come to something that
doesn't make sense they go back and self-correct.
Prediction: Predicting is very smart. Predicting is a good thing to do when you're
reading. It's important to guess what a word is even if you don't know. Because
is helps you with the other information in the story that you're reading. If a
prediction doesn't work you should change it (self-correct) all by yourself
Prediction is something we always do when we read.
Substitution: If I see a name I just say 'so-and-so' and keep reading. Substituting
a name is not a mistake; it helps you get on with the story.
Keep going: As long as you're understanding the story you keep going.
Making sense: The most important thing is to make sense. The important thing is
to wonder 'what could that be?' Making sense it important. Understanding is the
most important. The most important thing is to get the message. It's not as
important to see if something looks good as it is to see if it makes sense. Making
sense is most important, the most important strategy.
Some position statements also reported general or typical reading situations as a
means to illustrate the wide use of Zach's strategies that may otherwise be perceived by
him to be a personal weakness in reading:
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RMA-2
Y;

And did you know that lots of times when you have names in stories you
don't always know how to pronounce them.
But sometimes when we spend too much time soundings out it takes us a
while, we forget to understand the story.

And all of those things give you cues to your words. If you're thinking
about the story that gives you all kinds of clues.
RMA-4
A;

What we found out, Z, is that when people back up the way you did, to fix,
usually they're thinking that something else was going to come in the
sentence. But they looked and found out that the thing they thought was
going to come wasn't there, so they went back and fixed.
You did the same thing that other smart readers do.

RMA-6
Y:

By the way that happens a lot when you read.
You first say to yourself, 'Hm, I wonder if that's what it is.'
Then you check it again.
And I call that confirming but you just check it and sometimes you selfcorrect when you do that and sometimes you don't have to and you keep
going.

The position statements Yetta and Alan made about miscues, readers, strategies,
and typical reading situations appeared to be primarily instructional, but also conveyed
revaluing. Furthermore, positive statements about the very strategies Zach was observed
to be using gave Zach encouragement to continue to use them.
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Propositionai "vou-statements"
Another set of statements I observed which simultaneously explained and revalued
the reading strategies Zach used emerged as a category of its own which I labeled "youstatements". These propositions about Zach's reading which implicitly positively
evaluated his reading fell into the following categories.
You statement/Observation: reporting what the team members observed Zach say
while reading, e.g., You said 'cleaned' and then you said 'climbed out'.
You statement/Explain: explaining processes that Zach was using and why he was
using them, e.g.. So that helped you look again. And you said, 'Hey, I wonder if
that's Mr. or Mrs.'. And you checked again, and you saw the /s/ and so you said
'Mrs.'.
You statement/Cognitive: stating what Zach knew (or must have known) to make
a miscue or use a strategy, e.g.. You knew it. You knew it was about the mom.
You statement/Compare: making comparisons between Zach's and another
reader's reading process, e.g., Gary did what you did. But you did even a better
thing than Gary even though you're younger than Gary. Gary had to wait till he
got all the way to the end of the sentence before he self-corrected. You just did it
right away.
You statement/Define: stating the strategy Zach used to provide a specific term to
the strategy, e.g.. You made a good prediction. You self-conected, all yourself,
in your own head.
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These statements about Zach's reading strategies occurred in every RMA session,
usually at the end of instructional sequences (ISs) and always in revaluing ISs . The
function of these statements seemed to be to provide positive conclusions to the analysis
of miscues by restating and defining what was observed, by explaining the possible reasons
why strategies were used or miscues were made, by illuminating the knowledge Zach must
have had in transacting with the text, and by making positive comparisons with other
readers' strategies.
Question 2B: What Discoune Patterns Were Evident in the Sessions?
This section describes the discourse patterns found in the RMA session transcripts.
First, patterns in the discourse focused on instruction is reported. Second, patterns within
revaluing sequences is discussed. Third, problematic questions and discourse cycles are
explored in an effort to determine possible causes for unresolved or unsuccessful
questioning cycles.
Discourse Patterns in Instructional Sequences Focused on Instruction
Within discourse segments that were primarily instructional in nature the RMA
team members engaged in patterns that involved a) defining terminology about the reading
process, b) demonstrating how to test predictions, c) testing predictions, d) stating
positions and beliefs about readers and reading, and e) questioning in the analysis of
Zach's and other readers' miscues.
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Introducing terminology to talk about the reading process
In discourse that provided instruction about language used to discuss the reading
process, Yetta defined terminology such as miscue, substitution, self-correction,
predicting, and confirming. She did so by embedding each term in a statement which
explained the strategy or strategies that were observed during the analysis ofZach's
miscues. The statements were usually discourse moves intended to explicitly provide a
term for the strategies they observed, occurring primarily at the end of instructional
sequences in which such strategies were discussed.
The examples below illustrate the concluding nature of these defining moves.
Each discourse segment shows that some type of structuring move was used to announce
a transition fi-om the previous exploratory or explanation moves. The structuring moves
ranged fi'om anticipatory atmouncements ('Do you know what I call that?') to single word
cuing statements such as 'Now' and 'Okay', to single word cues ('So . . .'And . . .').
RMA-1
Miscue
118

Y:

Now.

119

I call those miscues.

120

So fi'om now on, I'm going to call that a miscue.

121

When you say something that we expect, that you expect, or I expect, or

122

any of us expect to be dififerent.

Substitution
140

Y.

So you made a substitution.

141

We call that a substitution.

142

You made a substitution of 'inside' for 'into'.

Self-correction
302

Y:

303

Okay!
Do you know what I call that when you change it back?

304

Z:

What?

305

Y:

I call that self-correction.

306

Because you corrected it all by yourself, didn't you?

307

I didn't say to you go back.

Predicting & self-correcting
333

Y:

So the author was telling you that it might be'of

334

and so you thought >

335

You were predicting,

336

we call that,

337

and all of those are good things to do.

338

And then you self-corrected when you needed to

339

because it didn't sound right.

[Note; > indicates when the speaker stops in mid-sentence.]
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Confirming
710

Y:

Okay.

711

And then you checked it to see if it was right.

712

Right?

713

By the way that happens a lot when you read.

714

You first say to yourself, 'Hm, I wonder if that's what it is.'

715

And then you check it again.

716

And we call >

717

1 call that confirming.
Yetta introduced each new term by reporting 'That's what I/we call that.', (or

using a question to announce the definition, 'You know what 1 call that?'). Each defining
statement was either preceded or followed by a statement of explanation to illustrate the
strategy.
Thus, one discourse pattern involved making embedded statements to define
terminology for reading strategies alter questioning cycles that analyzed Zach's miscue.
Once a strategy was illuminated and explained to Zach, defining statements acted as
concluding remarks usually at the end of instructional sequences and cued by discourse
markers that indicated transition and conclusion.
Demonstrating and involving Zach with testing predictions
Another activity that was instructional in nature was the testing of predictions.
One of the most consistent discourse patterns was the questioning cycles that occurred in
the instructional sequences in which Alan or Yetta led Zach in testing predictions made by
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either him or another reader. First, in RMA-4, Alan (A), with the help of Yetta (Y) and
Prisca (P), introduced the idea of reading the beginning of a sentence with the miscue
Zach (Z) made to test whether or not the miscue could have resulted in a meaningful,
cohesive sentence;
208

A;

Let's look at the one right there when you said 'you' and went back.

209

Before you went back you could have said something >

210

the book could have said something else after 'you', couldn't it?

211

Z:

Umhm. (+)

212

A;

But it didn't.

213

Z;

No.

214

A:

And that's why you went back to change it.

215

But your idea was that something else could have come later after 'you'.

216

Like, 'It's not scary . .. um,

217

Y:

'You always help me.'

218

P:

Even'You are wonderful.'

Alan attempted to show Zach that his miscue could have resulted in a different yet
meaningful sentence. Although Alan did not immediately come up with a sentence ending,
both Yetta and Prisca demonstrated that Zach's prediction of'you' in the sentence could
have resulted in at least two possible alternative sentences. This introduction to testing
predictions was the first of seven discussions where miscues made by Zach or the other
readers could construct new possible sentences that would make sense in the story. The
next example, fi'om RMA-6, shows how Alan (A) demonstrated and encouraged Zach (Z)
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to test a prediction with him.
538

A:

Let's read the sentence but let's not look at 'Joe'.

539

And let's pretend that you hadn't gotten there

540

and tell me what you were expecting maybe.

541

(Reading) Then she turned John into an apple for getting . . .

542

(2 seconds)

543

What could you have said?

544

Y:

545

Do you remember what you were thinking maybe?
Or have you forgotten that?

546

Z:

I don't know.

547

A:

What's a possibility?

548

That she turned Joe into an apple for getting ... out of his chair.

549

(5 seconds)

550

Z:

getting a pencil?

551

A;

getting a pencil.

552

Y:

Or getting somebody else into trouble,

553

There are all kinds of possibilities.
This exchange illustrates the moves involved in testing a prediction. First, Alan

directs Zach to read the sentence by stating an imperative to read the sentence with the
two conditions to a) read it with the miscue and b) pretend that he had not finished
reading the sentence. Then Alan demonstiates what he would like Zach to do by reading
the partial sentence with the miscue, hesitating, then posing the constructing question
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"What could you have said" to indicate that he would like Zach to complete the sentence
with an alternative ending. After Yetta inteijects two ability-questions ~ a type of facesaving device allowing the respondent to excuse himself from answering on the grounds of
inability to answer due to not knowing or to forgetting in this case (Bellack, et al. 1966)
~ Alan offers an example of a possible sentence ending and ends with rising intonation
cuing Zach to add to this first of possibilities.
Subsequent instructional sequences in which Zach participated in testing
predictions occurred with similar discourse patterns twice more in RMA-6 and twice in
RMA-8 . In addition, Alan led Zach to test an omission in RMA-6 in a similar manner to
determine whether a sentence would have made sense without a word that Zach had
omitted during his original reading. In RMA-8 and RMA-9, he had Zach test other
readers' substitutions by reading sentences with the substitutions and determining whether
the substitutions resulted in meaningful sentences that would be cohesive to the story.
The discourse followed a similar pattern; First, Zach was directed to read the sentence
with the substitution, then either Alan or Yetta posed a question regarding the resulting
question (Does it make sense?, Any change in meaning there?), then a concluding
statement was made explaining why the substitution did or did not work in the sentence.
This instructional discourse strategy was very successfril. Zach was able to
participate in the activity by contnbuting his ideas about sentence endings and determining
whether resulting sentences made sense.

Ill
Questioning in the Analysis of Zach's and Other Readers' Miscues
An additional type of instructional activity occurring in RMA sessions involved the
analysis of miscues using the questions listed in Table S.1. The following sections describe
the pattern of questioning cycles found within the discourse of several activities conducted
to analyze reader miscues in the RMA sessions. Before I discuss the manner in which the
types of analysis took particular questioning cycle forms, however, it is important to
review the types of questioning cycles that are typical of instructional discourse.
Review of question cvcles and cvcle relatedness
This section briefly reviews the nature of question cycles and the three main types
of cycle relatedness: topical, embedded and conjunctive (Johnson, 1979). A single
question cycle consists of a Solicit move, followed by a Responding move, and usually but
not always followed by a Reacting move. The Solicit (Sol) move may be in the form of
one of the several types of questions described in the previous section (constructing,
assigning, selecting, completing, conditional, parallel-constructing, constructing/assigning,
declarative). It may be in the form of a request or an imperative, and may include a prior
structuring move intended to introduce the discussion topic. The Sol is used to elicit an
active verbal or nonverbal response. The Responding (Res) move may be in the form of
an answer, a request for a repeat, clarification, or further explanation of the Sol. It may be
an utterance to excuse a response ('1 don't know"), or may be in the form of nonverbal
cues, such as a shoulder shrug or burrowed eyebrows, resulting in a silent excusing
response. It may also be an action that complies with a request or imperative. The

Reacting (Rea) move may be in the form of a question, a statement, or a repeat of the Res.
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It may be a simple acknowledgment of the Res, or a request for a repeat, for clarification,
or for further explanation of the Res. It may; indicate the admittance or non-admittance of
the Res; rate the correctness or appropriateness of the Res; or convey positive or negative
evaluation or a withhold of evaluation of the Res.
Res moves and Rea moves which request a repeat, a clarification or a further
explanation form the first pair part of a Contingency pair (Ctgy). Johnson (1979) explains,
"In such a discourse situation, there is a suggestion that the respondent's answer will be
contingent on the solicitor's response to the response-slot question" (p. 33), and vice
versa, the solicitor's reaction will be contingent on the respondent's response to the reactslot question. Thus, a contingency pair is a type of adjacency pair (API, AP2). The
following example from RMA-1 illustrates one questioning cycle (CI), that consists of a
Sol-Res pair, followed by a questioning cycle (C2) that includes a contingency pair in
which Zach asks for a repeat of Yetta's Sol.
CI Y"" Sol

I Y;

What did you say here?

^Res

2 Z:

'Under'.

C2|j—Sol

3 Y:

And do you know what's in the text?

4 Z:

Hmm?

^Res^CtgypAPl
1-AP2
'Res
'Rea

5 Y: Do you know what that word is?
6 Z:

'Around'.

7 Y; So! You know this text word and you use'under'.

The first cycle (1,2) may also be described as the adjacency pair question-answer.
Yetta's second Sol (3) implicitly admits Zach's Res (2) by asking a question related to the
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topic at hand. Thus, the two question cycles have topical relatedness. A topical
relationship is marked by a closing out of one cycle followed by the opening of a new
cycle, such that "it is possible to think of the cycles as structurally separate although
typically related by topic" (Johnson, 1979, p.66). A second way that sequential cycles
may relate is when one is embedded in the other. The Ctgy pair (4, 5) illustrate how one
cycle can be embedded in another. Embedded cycles often occur in the Rea in the form of
a Ctgy pair, or to probe, to ask for modification of a Res, or to encourage reconsideration
of a Res. In the following example Yetta begins an embedded cycle (CI J in her react
move by a request for clarification of Zach's Res. She accomplishes this in a move
repeating his answer as a question. The cycle is completed with her Rea (S):
CI

"1
Y:

How did you know it was a name?

2 Z;

It was capitalized at the end of the sentence.

3 Y;

It was capitalized at the end of the sentence?

4 Z;

Yes, right here. It was capitalized at the end of the sentence.

5 Y:

Oh, you mean in the second place, it was capitalized.

The third type of cycle relatedness is "where the solicitation of one cycle hangs
unanswered, or answered incorrectly. When this happens, a structural disequilibrium is
created, allowing the solicitation to be carried in the discourse across several intervening
utterances" (Johnson, 1979, p. 66). In move 3 of the next example, Yetta repeats the
question made in Cycle I (CI) which was not answered to her satisfaction by Zach's Res
(2), carrying it forward for a second cycle.
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Rea— Sol

1 Y:

Why do you think you corrected that?

2 Z:

I don't know, I went back right over it and read it again.

3 Y.

But why? Do you know why? Do you think you know?

4 Z;

It didn't sound right.

5 Y;

That's right! That didn't sound right to you.

In his Res, Zach did not explain why he thinks he corrected the miscue, but rather reported
the process by which he came to correct the miscue. Since this response did not answer
the question posed, Yetta restated the question, to which Zach provided an acceptable
explanation that Yetta agreed with.
Incidentally, this example also illustrates what may appear to be a paradoxica]
discourse pattern involving an opinion question followed by a correct-rating in the Rea.
That is, Yetta's question appears to be asking Zach information only he would know
about, i.e. his thoughts about why he made a correction. In typical conversational
discourse, a correct-rating would be inappropriate as a reacting move, yet Yetta reacts,
'That's right!", an indication of the correctness of the response. An explanation for this
unusual Rea to what appears to be an opinion question is that this question is posed to
elicit a particular response designed to demonstrate that self-corrections are made when
they result in a sentence that "doesn't sound right". This type of react move occurs
frequently in the questioning cycles in which the underlying objectives of questioning
cycles are to encourage Zach to reach particular conclusions about his reading process.
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Notation for cvcle relatedness
In diagraming the instructional sequences, each of the three cycle types is displayed
in a different manner. Tenenberg's (1988) analysis was helpful in diagraming the
following notation. A series of topical question cycles are displayed in a vertical sequence
as shown below;
1

2

3
An embedded cycle is shown with a letter subscript and displayed as a horizontal sequence
in order to present a more visual impact of the extent of probing questions as horizontal
movement in the discourse. A series of three probing questions occurring in a reaction to
a response to an initial question is displayed as follows;
1
2 2. 2, 2.

3
A series of conjunctive cycles are also displayed horizontally, with a number subscript to
indicate clearly the number of occurrences of a repeated Sol. A series of three conjunctive
cycles followed by a topical cycle would be diagramed this way;
1. I2 I3

2
Now that the types of questioning cycles are established, I will discuss the cycles
that comprised the participants analysis of miscues.
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The major activity that occuned in every session for every miscue which was
either planned or discovered during the session was the analysis of miscues. In reviewing
the instructional sequences across the RMA sessions (reported in Chapter IV), I observed
that ailer an excerpt of Zach's or another reader's reading was played on the tape player,
the participants needed to agree on the miscue they heard to establish the miscue to
discuss. Then one of the following forms of analysis of the miscues occurred through
discussion and questioning cycles; a) establishing the quality of the miscue; b) discussing/
determining the strategy or strategies involved; c) discussing/determining the cues used; d)
determining the reason that the miscue was made; e) determining the reason a strategy was
used; f) comparing the miscue to the text word; g) evaluating the strategy used; h) testing
predictions and substitutions; i) determining the miscue is synonymous with the text; or j)
comparing repeated miscues. Diagrams and description of the question cycles and cycle
relatedness for these forms of analysis follow.
Questioning cycles in establishing the qualitv of a miscue
In RMA-1 and RMA-2 there were three instructional sequences (ISs) which
focused on establishing that the miscues Zach made were high quality miscues, or as Yetta
often stated, were "good things to do." Each of the three IS's patterns were very different
in terms of cycle relatedness as is shown below;
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Instructional Sequence; Establish the quality of the miscue
fn RMA-1

( 2 ) RMA-1

(3) RMA-2

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3 3. 3b 3, 3, 3,

4

4

2,

5

In the first example, five topical cycles construct the sequence. In the second
example two topical cycles are followed by a third cycle which includes five embedded
(probing) cycles, and a final topical cycle. The third example shows a very short IS which
includes two topical cycles and one embedded cycle within the second.
Cycle meaning
In the first example of RMA-1, the questioning cycles relate to the very first time
Zach heard his own miscues. Yetta used a series of yes/no questions about the miscue
such as 'Does it make sense?' and 'Does it mean the same thing that the author wrote?' to
simultaneously allow Zach to assess the miscue and create criteria for a high quality
miscue. In the second example of RMA-1, the cycles relate to the second time Zach heard
his miscues. Having asked Zach if the miscue was a good one, Yetta pressed Zach to
explain why he thought so and to clarify his responses until a conclusion was reached. In
the example firom RMA-2, Yetta and Zach quickly established the quality of the miscue
then Yetta asked "Why?" to push Zach to support his response. The IS to establish the
quality of the miscue was not repeated after RMA-2.
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These sequences appear to have intended to provide the foundational
understanding that Zach's miscues were not mistakes, but indications that he was involved
in a meaning-making process. Thus, once Zach was able to say that he viewed his miscues
as 'good' and to articulate why, this sequence type had served its purpose. Discussions
about Zach's and other readers' miscues subsequently focused on specific aspects of
miscues and the reading process.
With this understanding about how cycles are translated into discourse meanings
the following diagrams are offered as a means to show the variety of structures the
questioning patterns took in the RMA sessions.
The Questioning Cvcles in Graphic Form—Variation in Structural Patterns
The diagrams for the questioning cycles found in the six selected RMA sessions,
for each of the types of miscue analyses, are presented in Figures 5.1 through 5 .6, with the
location of each instructional sequence noted by Phase within each session. Thus, a
graphic display is presented to allow a visual indication of the degree to which discussions
about miscues were vertically developed, (topically-related) or horizontally developed
(involving embedded or conjunctive relationships).
What stands out immediately in these displays is the great variation in cycle
structure from one type of analysis with Zach to the next. Furthermore, questioning
cycles varied across as well as within RMA sessions. Consider the questioning cycles for
discussing and determining reading strategies in Figure S.l. The cycles in RMA-1, RMA4, and RMA-9 are highly topical. These cycles reflect the questions Yetta asked Zach
about what he did when he read. These question cycles were followed by a defining
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statement introducing the name of a strategy, or by a position statement about the
effectiveness of the strategy. Compare these to the very short questioning cycles in RMA2, RMA-6, and RMA-8 . In these cases only one or two cycles was necessary to
determine the strategy. In RMA-6, Phase 4 it was necessary to listen to the tape a second
time before determining the strategy used.

MRure 5 .1: Questioning Cycles for Discussing and Determining Reading Strategies
RMA-1
Phase 2
1
2
3

Phase 4
1
2 2.

RMA-6

RMA-4

RMA-2

Phase 2a
1
2
3
4

Phase 4
1
2
3
4, 42
T = Tape was replayed to listen to the reader.

Phase 4
1 laT
2

RMA-8
Phase 2
1
Phase 5a
1

1
2

RMA-9
Phase 7
1
2
3

Phase 6
1 1.

'igure S.2; Questioning Cycles for Discussing and £)etermining Cues Used
RMA-1
Phase 7
1
2.2,* 2,
3

RMA-2
Phase S
1
Phase 4
1 1.1b
2

RMA-4
Phase 3
1
2, 22
3

RMA-6
Phase 8
1
2
3

Phase 8
Phase 10
1
li I2
2*
2i 22H
3
4
• = contains a Contingency Pair
22h = Second Sol of second cycle is a Hinting question (not a repeated Sol)

RMA-8
None

RMA-9
None

igure 5.3: Questioning Cycles for Determining the Reason for Miscues
RMA-1
Phase 3

RMA-2
None

^1 ^2H

Phase 3a

Phase 4

1

1
2| 2211 23H

2i 22H 23 24H
h

Phases
!•
2 2.

Phase S

1* 1. lb
2*

3 3. 3,
4
5
6

None

RMA-9
Phase 5
1

^5

2

3
4

3l

^3

4 4.
5

1

3i 3211

4

2
3

Phase 10

4.42

2
3i 3|, 3n, 3|<. 3,J 3,J 32
4

Phase 8
1
2*

Phase 11
1

2
3 3. 3.

i in subscript position = Hinting question
• = contains a Contingency Pair

RMA-8

1 1.

2
(bay/baby)

RMA-6

RMA-4

1

"igure 5.4: Questioning Cycles for Determining the Reason Strategies Were Used
RMA-1
Phase 5
1
2
3

RMA-2
None

Phase 7
1 1.
2
3 3.

RMA-4
Phase 7
1
2
3
4
51 STH SSH 54H
6
7

RMA-6
Phase 6
IM.

RMA-8
Phase 5
^
^bl U2H 'b3

RMA-9
1
2
3

Phase 7
1.
I2 I3H
2
Phase 11
1
2i 22 2,, 22b

Figure 5.S; Questioning Cycles for Comparing Miscues
RMA-1

RMA-2

Phase 6
Compare with text
1
2
3, 33
4 4.
5
6
7

Phase 4a
Repeated miscues
1 1.
E
2

RMA-4
Phase 4
Compare with
read-aloud
1
2
E
3

RMA-6

RMA-8

Phase 11
Phase 6
Compare with text Compare with text
1
li I2 I3
2 3

RMA-9
Phase 7
Compare with text
1*
2
3
4
5 5.
6 6,
7,72
Phase 8
Repeated miscues
1
2

E = Statements of Explanation

Figure 5.6: QuestioninR Cycles for Other Instructional Sequences
Evaluate Strategies

RMA-2 Phase 5a
1
2 2.
3*

Determine miscues are synonymous
RMA-9 Phase 3
1 1. lb
2
3 3.
4
R
5
6
7

R = Zach rereads the sentence
E = Statements of Explanation
^Contains a Contingency Pair

RMA-9 Phase 4
1
2
3 3.3,
4
5
6
7

Test Predictions
RMA-4

RMA-6

Phase 2a
1
E

Phase 6

Phase 3a

Phase 9
1
E

2

RMA-8
Phase 2
1 1.*
2
3
4 4.4,

Phase 3
1,

Phase 4
^2 ^2*

More complex questioning cycles appear in Figure 5.3, showing both conjunctive
and embedded cycles in determining the reason for miscues. Note the use of hinting
questions in RMA-1, RMA-4 and RMA-6 within conjunctive cycles, noted by a subscript
'H'. Johnson (1979) found that the hinting solicitation is used in classroom discussions
"proposing that if the student can answer the present question, s/he will then be able to
answer the prior question" (p.74). I added this additional notation to indicate that,
although the Sol is being carried forward, it is the hinting solicitations~not a repetition of
the higher question—that does the carrying. For example, in RMA-4, Phase 3a, Yetta
asked hinting questions for the higher question asking why he said 'soup'. She led Zach
to think about where the character was, and finally proposed the reason for his
substitution of'soup' for 'supper';
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RMA-4 Phase 3a
C 1^—Sol
Res
C 2,t-Sol

1 Y: Did you hear yourself say 'soup'?
2 Z; Yea.
3 Y: Now, why do you think you said'soup'?
4 Z: It sounds like the same, 's' and 'p'.
5 Y; Right, it does look the same,

C2,Ti-Solr-Sol

6

but why did you say 'soup'?

7

Where was she?

8 Z; She's in the kitchen.
C 2,11-Sol

9 Y: What was she doing?
10 Z: She opened the fngerator. She's in the fridge, she's
getting out> She's getting things ready,

Rea/Sol
C 2tb—Sol

11 Y: And what do you think she's getting ready?
12

Could you have thought she was getting soup ready?

13 Z: Uh huh, yes.
14 Y; So you thought that said'soup'and then you said
'super ' and then you said 'supper' cause you knew
that couldn't be> you can't get super ready. So you
self-corrected.
Notice that Yetta carried forward the question initiated in line 3 by repeating the
question In line 6 and through the hinting questions in lines 7 and 9. She finally proposed
that Zach could have thought the female character was getting soup ready, to explain why
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he originally substituted 'soup' for 'supper', then stated the steps in his reading process
through self-correction. Also notice that Zach offered an answer to her original question
in line 4, which Yetta accepted in line 5, but then inunediately repeated the original
question with the word 'but', implicitly rating Zach's response as incomplete or not fully
acceptable. Her hinting questions conveyed that she was 'getting at' a different reason
and that if Zach answered the "next questions correctly and takes the intellectual leap she
thinks he is capable of" (Johnson, 1979, p. 74) he would draw the same conclusion she
had for why he said 'soup'.
The other probing questions noted by letter subscripts in the question cycle
diagrams were used similarly in instructional sequences focused on determining reasons
for miscues (Figure S.3) and for strategies used (Figure 5.4). Although they are not
explicitly labeled as hinting questions, these probes often functioned in a similar manner
within questioning patterns. Both Yetta and Alan in these cases had previously
determined reasons why Zach made particular miscues and used particular strategies, and
intended to engage Zach in determining these reasons through questioning rather than by
telling him. Thus, in similar questioning sequences the series of hinting and probing
questions allowed Zach to put syntactic, graphophonic and/or meaning clues together,
(such as the woman being in the kitchen getting a meal ready), thereby highlighting the
cuing systems he used when he read.
On the other hand, a potentially problematic aspect of this type of questioning is
what occurred in lines 4 through 6 above, where Zach's authentic answer to the question
appears to be rated less than positively. Thus, while the overall cycle seeks to value
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Zach's use of cues and reading strategies, a negative or qualifying react move appears to
devalue his immediate response. A second potentially problematic aspect of this type of
questioning is that Zach needs to figure out where Yetta (or Alan) is going with the line of
questioning. This often leads to Zach's answering 'I don't know'. In response to a nonanswer like 'I don't know', Yetta or Alan usually provided an explanation containing youstatements and possibly position statements.
The one exception to such leading questioning was their discussion of Zach's
repeated substitutions of the word 'bay' for 'baby'. In this discussion, the RMA team
members truly wondered why Zach made the substitution and asked authentic questions
about his understanding of the word 'bay' and where he learned its meaning, Ultimately,
Zach realized the word in question was 'baby' when he reread the sentence in which it
occurred, and a second discussion about the substitution ensued. (Zach said he heard his
brother use the word bay in name-calling and also had the word on a recent spelling test.)
The diagrams of questioning cycles show that a great variety of questioning
patterns existed in the I^MA sessions both in type and in duration. Some instructional
sequences were marked by many question cycles related topically, whereas others
consisted of only one or two topical or embedded cycles. Hinting questions were often
used in conjunctive cycles to carry a question forward while posing easier questions to
Zach in relation to a higher question. Probing questions were used to push Zach to
support his responses as well as to hint at the syntactic, graphophonic and meaning cues
Zach used as a reader.
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The Larger Patterns: Questioning Embedded in Instructional Sequences
While the diagrams of questioning cycles give some insight to Research Question
2B regarding questioning techniques by visually depicting the development of questioning,
the diagrams provide a limited view of the discourse patterns. I found during the analysis
that it is more productive to consider the role of a questioning cycle as one segment of a
larger discourse pattern involving structuring moves, questioning cycles, explanations and
revaluing statements. This section illustrates the discourse patterns evident in the ISs
focused on sequences in which miscues are analyzed.
The most prominent discourse pattern in each instructional sequence focusing on
the analysis of miscues and providing instruction about the reading process involved
questioning cycles about the miscue(s) heard on tape. Some of the cycles were probing,
to support or explain ideas, with concluding discourse that involved one or all of the
following; you-statements, position statements, generalizing statements about readers.
Often in answer to questions regarding miscues, Zach responded in terms related to the
graphophonic cuing system. The team members' Rea moves would acknowledge his
response then attempt to highlight the other cuing systems and Zach's meaning-driven
process through further questioning or explanation. Consider the following example in
which Yetta and Alan discussed Zach's self-correction from 'Mr', to 'Mrs.'. In this
example, I also include the speech act labels to explain their function in the exchange. For
example, a statement explaining Zach's strategies is labeled You-stmt/Exp, while a
statement indicating what Zach knew while reading is labeled You-stmt/Cog, and a
statement reporting a observation is labeled You-stmt/Obs., and so forth.
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1

Z;

2

I went right here

Direct

1 put Mr. and then Mrs.

Report/Observation

3

A:

Ahh!

React

4

Y:

And then how did you know it was Mrs.?

Sol/Constructing Q

5

Z;

I don't know,

Prefece/Disclaimer

I just looked right back at it and there's an's' right there. Res/Explain

6

7

That's right!

Rea/Pos Eval

8

You self-corrected.

You-stmt/Define

9

All yourself in your own head.

Elaborate

10

That's a smart brain doing that.

Praise

11

Y;

A:

12

I'll bet you there's something else besides that's' that
told you to go back.

Proposition

Think about the earlier part of [the story]

Sol/Imperative

[Who's in the story?]

Sol/Constructing Q

13

Y:

14

Z;

(5 seconds)

15

Y:

Who's in the story at this point,

Restate Question

Mr. Miller or Mrs. Miller?

Selecting Q

16

Z;

Mrs. Miller

Answer

17

Y:

Yea.

Pos Eval/Agreement

You knew what was going on.

You-Stmt/Cog

You knew it.

You-Stmt/Cog/Repeat

You knew it was about the mom.

You-Stm^Cog

And so that helped you look again.

You-stmt/Explain

22

And you said, "Hey, I wonder if that's Mr. or Mrs."

You-Stmt/Exp/quote

23

And you checked it again.

You-Stmt/Exp

24

You saw the's' and so you said.

Conq)leting Q

18

19

A:

20
21

Y;
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25

Z:

Mrs.

Answer

26

A;

Itwasn't just the's', it was what you knew.

You-Stmt/Cog

27

Okay.

Halting

28

And there was something else that.. .

Launching next IS

Several points should be made regarding this exchange. First, Yetta's constructing
question (4) asks Zach to describe the cues he used to determine the word was 'Mrs.'. His
answer contains a qualifier, *I don't know' to preface his answer as a sort of face-saving
device used in case his answer is not fully acceptable. This preface seems warranted smce
some of previous answers regarding letters in words have been met with less than positive
evaluation. However Yetta rates his response as correct (7) then defines his process as
self-correction (8-9), and praises his self-correction (10). Alan, though, focuses on the
meanmg-level cues in the story and tells Zach to think about the story in addition to the
letters of the word (11-12). Yetta also engages in this line of inquiry, overlapping Alan
with her hinting constructing question (13). But Zach does not respond for five seconds,
so Yetta offers an easier selecting question (IS) which also functions as a hinting question.
Zach inmiediately answers (16) and Yetta rates his response as correct (17). Once Zach
states that it is Mrs. Miller who is in the story at this point, both Yetta and Alan state their
main point which is that Zach knew that Mrs. Nfiller, not Mr. Miller, was in the story,
implying that Zach must have self-corrected because of his construction of the story to
that point in addition to the textual cues. This is accomplished through a series of youstatement/cog (18-20, 26) which proposes what he knows, and Yetta's embedded quote
(22) proposing what Zach might have 'said' in his head. After concluding the point of the
discussion Alan halts the sequence with "Okay." The next instructional sequence is
launched with his n&a utterance (28) directing them to another miscue.
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This sequence is typical of exchanges between the RMA team members and Zach
when they examined miscues and strategies Zach used. Early questions to Zach about
why he made miscues and what he knew about the story were often met with 'I don't
know' or no response at all. Yetta or Alan then asked an easier hinting question in the
form or a selecting question or yes/no question to help reengage Zach and assure a
response that was in line with the point they wanted to make. At the end of some
instructional sequences and nearly all phases, Yetta or Alan made concluding remarks and
some utterance such as 'okay' that cued the end of the sequence.
The concluding remarks were a primary means of providing instruction and
revaluing. The discourse patterns involved in these segments of talk were varied, yet
involved the same types of discourse moves to accomplish similar ends. Consider the
foUovsdng examples;
(1) RMA-1, Phase 4, IS: Determine reason for miscue
315 Y: That didn't sound right to you

You-Stmt/Exp

316

and so you said, "Hm, drop the other end of the chimney,

317

on the chimney, um um (no)."

You-Stmt/Exp/quote

318

In your head, your brain>

False start

319

You've got a pretty good brain in there.

Pos Eval

320

And your brain was saying, "That doesn't sound right!"

You-Stmt/Exp/quote

321

And so you kept working at that until you self-corrected.

You-Stmt/Exp

322

And that's a very smart thing to do when you read.

Praise
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(2) RMA-6, Phase 7. IS: Determine cues used
623 Y: And that's>

False start

624

By the way some people call that phonics.

Define

625

You were using your phonics.

You-stmt/Exp

626

And did it work for you in this case?

SoL'Yes/no Q

627 Z: Mmm, uh huh. (yes)

Res/Positive

628 Y: It worked?

Rea

629

But it didn't sound right so you had to self correct it.

You-stmt/Exp

630

But you were using it!

You-stmt/Obs

631

And that's great.

Praise

632 A; What we're showing you is smart things you do

Inform

633

that every reader does

Inform

634

And what we hope you'll do more of

Inform/Suggest

Both of these discourse segments occurred at the end of their respective ISs.
first example shows not only the use of you-statements to explain, but also the use of
embedded quotes proposing what Zach might have 'said' in his head while reading. The
second example also involves the same type of you-statements as a means to explain and
define the cuing system and the strategies Zach was using to read. Both of Yetta's
sequences end in statements of direct praise for his effective strategy use. Alan's
concluding statements simultaneously divulge the researcher's agenda and revalue Zach's
reading strategies as 'smart things you do."
To reiterate, the questioning cycles involved in the analysis of miscues were
themselves embedded in larger discourse patterns containing broad and probing questions
followed by explanations and conclusions which praised Zach's reading process.
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Discourse Patterns in Instructional Sequences Focused on Revaluing
The final aspect of Question 2B deals with the patterns evident in discourse
segments focused on explicitly revaluing Zach as a reader. Again, it is important to point
out that the RMA sessions as a whole serve to revalue Zach's reading process. In this
section, I refer to the discourse in the ISs that I have labeled Revaluing in the structural
analysis fi'om Chapter 4. Notice that revaluing ISs occurred primarily at the end of phases
within each session and include revaluing of specific strategies such as substitution and
prediction by explaining the value of the strategies as well as comparing them to other
readers' use of these strategies.
The discourse moves used to provide direct revaluing of Zach as a reader included
the following;
a) stating explicit positive evaluation of Zach's reading strategies and cues used,
(e.g. You were very good. You made a good prediction.)
b) making implicit positive evaluation of Zach's reading strategies and cues used,
(e.g.. You fixed it all by yourself. You picked two of the words that would make
sense!),
c) generalizing his strategies to common reading situations (e.g.. That's what we
do, we substitute when we're not sure what the word is.)
d) generalizing his strategies to other readers and reading (e.g.. Everybody does
that.)
e) stating Zach's processes, strategies and knowledge he used in reading with
excited intonation (e.g.. You knew it!. You were using the clues and the rest of the
story to help you figure that out!)
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f) pointing out otlier readers' good strategies and telling him he does so too (e.g.
And you do the same thing that Gary did! ),
g) making explicit and implicit revaluing statements through position statements.
(It's all working together just how good readers do it.)
A second set of statements the researcher made more specifically about Zach's
reading strategies and process emerged as a category of its own. As mentioned earlier, I
labeled these statements you-statements because they directly told Zach what he did or
what he knew; "You made a good prediction" or "You knew it was about the mom."
In addition, the team members invited Zach to share their beliefs about reading by
posing opinion questions as in example (1) below or constructing questions for which
Zach needs to 'fill-in-the-blank' as in example (2).
(1) Y:

Do you see how much you know about reading and what a good reader you are?

(2) A; And you did that because you want to make sure that the story makes . . .
Z: Sense.
Revaluing through explaining strategies and logical deduction
Revaluing sequences involved discourse patterns incorporating several of the
moves together. Explaining how and why Zach probably engaged in the strategies he used
and informing him that other good readers engage in the same strategies were the two
primary means to directly encourage Zach to revalue his own reading process. Yetta and
Alan used explanations in the form of you-statements, generalizations, and comparisons to
other good readers to convince Zach that he used effective reading strategies and that he
was a good reader. The next example from RMA-1 illustrates Yetta explaining the
proficiency Zach demonstrated in his selective self-correction of different miscues;
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1 Y;

Now this one you self-corrected and this one you didn't.

You-stmt/Obs/report

2

And this one is okay that you self-corrected

Pos Eval/Proposition

3

because maybe you thought bucket would be a better word to go

with water.
4

You-stmt/Cog

And this one didn't make any difference at all so you didn't

self-correct.

You-Stmt/Exp

5

And you did the right thing in both places.

Praise

6

Okay?

Sol for agreement

In the next example from RMA-2, Yetta and Alan inform Zach that good readers
substitute one name for another, convincing him that it is an efiBcient reading strategy.
Previous to this sequence, Alan asked Zach if it was a good idea to substitute one name
for another. Thus the generalization of the strategy to good readers supports the position
that it is an efiBcient strategy. Furthermore, the exchange demonstrates a common
discourse pattern in the form of a persuasive argument in which Zach must make a logical
deduction to conclude that he is a good reader because he 'does it' like other good
readers.
That's what all [readers do].

Inform/Position Stmt

1

A;

2

Y:

3

A:

And that's what you were doing.

You-Stmt/Exp

4

Y;

All readers to that.

Repeat Pos Stmt

5

I do that.

Inform/example

6

Alan does it.

Inform/example

7

Prisca does it.

Inform/example

8

Do you do that as a reader?

Sol/Assigning Q

Sometimes.

Res

9

Z:

[All readers do that.]

Inform/Position Stmt
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10

Y;

Sometimes

Repeat Res

11

Does your teacher do it when she reads?

Sol/Assigning Q

12

Sure!

Answer

13

Everybody does it.

Inform/Position Stmt

[Note; [xxx] indicates overlapped speech]
Observe the repetitive nature of the position statements (1, 2, 4, 13) and the examples (5,
6, 7, 11-12). The underlying logical argument posed to Zach is, 'If he does it, and all
readers including good readers do it then he must be a good reader' and furthermore, that
it must be a good idea. Similar logical arguments occurred in revaluing segments that
compared his strategy use with other readers and that generalized the use of a reading
strategy he used to other reading situations as shown below.
1 A.

You were so busy making sense that I don't think you noticed that.

You-Stmt/Exp

2

And that's what good readers do.

Inform/Position Stmt

3

Sometimes they'll make little changes and they don't even notice it

bifomi/Position Stmt

4

'cause they're making so much sense!

Explain

5

And you didn't do it!

You-Stmt/Pos Eval.

6

Okay.

Halting

Here again, Alan asked Zach to make the logical deduction that if Zach didn't
'notice that', (a substitution or insertion that maintains the meaning of a sentence) and if
good readers don't notice it, then Zach must be a good reader. Also notice that both
Yetta's and Alan's techniques involved a combuiation of position statements that function
to inform Zach about other readers and you-statements that explained the processes that
Zach used in reading.
Discourse patterns evident in ISs focused on revaluing involved a combination of
moves to explain the reading strategies Zach engaged in, to generalize the strategies to
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typical reading situations and to point out that other good readers use the same strategies.
Question 2C: How Do Participants Talk About the Reading Process?
The analysis of the questions and statements posed to fulfill intents and goals for
the RMA sessions as detailed in Question 2A simultaneously answered Question 2C as it
resulted in the categorization of the questions and statements made about the reading
process. To review, the RMA team talked about the reading process using specific
terminology which they introduced to Zach in instructional discourse which defined his
reading strategies. They discussed reading strategies with the following terms; miscue,
substitution, self-correction, predicting, and confirming. When explaining reading
strategies and cuing systems in discussion sequences, they used phrases to indicate that
reading is done in the head, with the brain, and conveyed that Zach talked to himself in his
head to figure out if a sentence made sense.
The team members also shared their understanding of Zach's reading process and
the reading process in general with position statements. Position statements were made
regarding miscues, good readers, and specific reading strategies. Miscues were
determined as good ones if they made sense in the sentence and in the story. Good
readers were characterized by making sense when they read, by self-correcting when
necessary and not when not necessary, or when a substitution was making sense in a
sentence. When they thought that something seemed strange or wrong, good readers
went back and looked at it again until it made sense in the end. Good readers were also
said to substitute a name for a name in the text when a name was complicated or
problematic. Good readers did not scrutinize over a name, nor every instance that the
name came up in the text. They simply chose a name and kept going. Also, good readers
read a lot and practice reading and didn't need to get every word right. Yetta also
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explained that 'readers and authors have fun together' to impart the idea that reading is
transactional.
In short, the RMA team talked about reading from a transactional
sociopsycholinguistic model of reading (K. Goodman, 1994) using the terms used to
describe cognitive processes or strategies readers use when they read, by explaining what
Zach does when he reads and by indicating what good readers do.
The way that Zach discussed the reading process throughout the six RMA
sessions, shifted from negative statements like 'I messed up a little', to saying 'I don't
know', to reporting the letters and words he noticed, to stating whether or not 'it made
sense'. To a limited degree, he used the terminology that they introduced, answering
questions with a rising intonation that indicated that he was not sure he was using the
terms appropriately. Responses with rising intonation sends a 'provisional apology', in
case the answer is not correct or not acceptable (Johnson, 1979). This response move
decreased to some degree in the later sessions when Zach became more confident
answering questions. He offered his opinion when asked, stating that he thought things
'made sense' or 'did not make sense' and responded more often with falling intonation.
It is difficult to determine with certainty whether he was using the terms they
introduced to satisfy the RMA team's wishes for him to talk about reading a certain way
or that he was actually incorporating the concepts behind the words themselves. One
indication that he was indeed incorporating them into his repertoire of reading concepts
was the way he listed the strategies he used when Yetta asked him, usually at the end of
each session. Ffis intonations showed that he was proud of the strategies he used despite
the repeated statements that he thought that he was not a good reader. He stated that he
self-corrected, made miscues, 'miscued', made the same word only different, and had a
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keep-on-going strategy. He seemed to confine himself to a few terms he felt comfortable
with such as saying that words looked alike and sounded alike and that sentences made
sense or didn't sound right. His utterances suggested he could understand and could use
these expressions easily and authentically. The terminology helped him to articulate that if
something didn't sound right he would self-correct, and if something did sound right he
would 'keep on going' (continue reading). Zach did not incorporate 'predicting' as a
term, but he fully understood the concept when Yetta or Alan referred to the instances in
which he started to go somewhere with a sentence, then it didn't work so he changed it.
Yetta also described the reader as being like a detective who puts a lot of clues
together in a meaning-making endeavor. This is a metaphor that seems useful and could
be further expanded upon in instructional segments of RMA sessions.
Answering Research Question 2: What Discussion Sequences and Questioning
Techniques Were Used to Fulfill the Purposes of RMA Sessions?
The results of the analysis for questions 2A, 2B, and 2C presented in this chapter
comprise information for Research Question 2. The RMA team's purposes for the RMA
sessions, as stated in Interviews 1 and 2, were to provide support for the strategies and
cuing systems that Zach was already using, or revalue his reading process. They also
wanted to facilitate Zach in revaluing his own reading process and himself as a reader,
increasing his self-concept as a reader. In addition, they wanted to provide instruction
about the reading process by discussing miscues, reading strategies and cuing systems.
The discourse sequences in fulfilling these purposes involved a variety of discourse moves
as listed in Table 5.1 to encourage Zach's strategies and to provide instruction and
revaluing. The statements made within such discourse moves included a) statements made
to Zach to establish their purpose and to set their agenda for each session; b) position
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statements within instructional sequences about miscues, readers, and specific reading
strategies; and c) you-statements which simultaneously explained to Zach the reading
strategies he used and revalued them.
Discourse patterns that were primarily instructional involved sequences that
involved a) defining terminology, b) testing predictions, c) stating positions and beliefs
about readers and reading, and d) questioning in the analysis of Zach's and other readers'
miscues. Question cycles formed patterns of relatedness (topical, embedded, conjunctive)
which varied greatly within and among the forms of miscue analysis used to discuss
miscues and Zach's reading process. Analysis of the embedded and conjunctive cycles
revealed a series of probing and hinting questions to move the discussions deeper and to
continue a line of questioning that was initially unresolved. The forms of miscue analysis
consisted of a) establishing the quality of the miscue, b) discussing/determining the
strategy or strategies involved, c) discussing/determining the cues used, d) determining the
reason that the miscue was made, e) determining the reason the strategy was used, f)
comparing the miscue to the text word, g) evaluating the strategy used, h) testing
predictions and substitutions, i) determining the miscue is synonymous with the text, and j)
comparing repeated miscues. The question cycles within these forms of miscue analysis
played one role in a larger discourse pattern involving structuring moves, question cycles,
explanations and revaluing statements.
Discourse patterns that were focused primarily on revaluing involved the following
moves; a) stating explicit positive evaluation of Zach's reading strategies and cues used, b)
making implicit positive evaluation of Zach's reading strategies and cues used, c)
generalizing his strategies to common reading situations, d) generalizing his strategies to
other readers and reading, e) stating Zach's processes, strategies and knowledge he used
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in reading with excited intonation, f) pointing out other readers' good strategies and
telling him he does them too, g) making explicit and implicit revaluing statements through
position statements, and h) inviting Zach to share their beliefs by posing propositions as
opinion questions. Discourse patterns in revaluing sequences took the form of a
persuasive argument, used repetitive language techniques, and involved logical deduction.
The RMA team's goal to convince Zach of his effective reading practices involved
sequential statements involving position and you-statements to revalue his reading in
revaluing at the end of instructional sequences that analyzed miscues and in Revaluing ISs.
They also conveyed what they believed about reading through their position statements
indicating their belief in the transactional sociopsycholinguistic reading model (Goodman,
1994). In so doing they purposefully related Zach's good reading strategies to the model
and explicated the model in his process. Zach's talk about his reading and himself as a
reader shifled over the six RMA sessions. His language changed from talking about
'messing up' to seeing himself as a reader who uses a number of strategies uses the cuing
systems so that his reading makes sense.
In addition to discourse sequences that were successful, it is important to explore
problematic discourse sequences to further shed light on the intricately woven fabric of
discourse analysis in instructional situations. These involve illuminating common
misunderstandings between teacher and student in mstructional settings and demonstrate
the manner in which belief structures between teachers and students enhance or hinder
aspects of questioning in the learning situation.
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Problematic Questioning and Ducoune Sequences
On a few occasions tiie participants appeared to get into problematic question
cycles which sometimes resulted in an unresolved discussion sequence. Through
conversation analysis, I sought to determine why or how the discord came to be. Several
factors of confused or unresolved discussion sequences are explained in this section. First,
I explore explanations for 'I don't know' responses and teacher reacts. Second, I discuss
the manner and various contexts in which Zach responds 'I don't know'. Third, I
highlight related misunderstandings between the team members and Zach.. Fourth, I relate
the issue of participant belief structures to problematic questioning cycles.
The "I don't know" Response as an Excuse
Mary Canice Johnson (1979) discusses the many meanings that 'I don't know' can
have and the ways teachers tend to respond. When a student responds with 'I don't
know' as an excuse to not respond to a Sol, it may reflect an inability, an unwillmgness, or
a reluctance to respond. In other words, it may indicate that the student does not have an
answer, is not willing to answer or does not know how the teacher expects him to
respond. The teacher Rea is based on the inference made about the 'I don't know'
response. The teacher attempts to resolve the reason for the excuse. Teacher react moves
including ability questions such as 'Do you remember?' or 'Do you know?' check on the
inference that the student is unable to answer. Teacher react moves used to deal with
responses inferred to be an unwillingness to respond must keep the discourse moving
forward in some manner. Humor might diffuse an uncomfortable situation if the student is
unwilling to answer, such as a comment Yetta made, "We ask too many questions, don't
we?". In most cases the react move will attempt to solve for the inability or reluctance to
answer by asking easier questions and/or hinting questions (Johnson, 1979). Also, to
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avoid the problem of a student's inability to answer a short-cut type of question is the 2act constructing question in the form of a yes/no question, such as "Do you know what
strategy you used?" (Instead of "What were you thinking?"), that Yetta used often, and
which allows the student to either answer the substantive question if'yes', or answer 'no'
if he doesn't know.
With this understanding of the excusing response, I noted the questions to which
Zach responded 'I don't know' as well as the react moves occurring directly after his
response. Zach answered 'I don't know' to open-ended questions such as 'Why do you
think you did that?' and 'How did you know?', and to one-word 'Why' probes. Alan and
Yetta followed his excuse with either hinting questions in the form of easier yes/no or
selecting questions or with explanations of their own regarding 'why' and 'how'. It
appeared that Zach did not know how to articulate answers to the complex questions they
posed which would require him to articulate his thought processes.
The intonation with which Zach uttered 'I don't know' varied, possibly indicating
several different meanings for the excuse. For example, a hurried response with rising and
falling intonation suggested an unwillingness to answer. It conveyed the message, 'I'm
not going to bother with this one'. A more slow-paced expression with low-rising-low
tone preceded by several seconds of pause suggested that Zach had thought about it and
truly could not answer the question. Certain responses indicated that he could be led to
answer and others indicated that he was not willing to even think about a possible answer.
However, Johnson (1979) points out that displaying an unwillingness to answer is more
face-saving than an inability to answer. On the other hand, a display of thinking also can
be a face-saving device since it demonstrates an apparent effort on the part of the student
to address the question. Thus, misinterpretations can easily result when the wrong
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inference is made. In Zach's case, very subtle intonational cues were available, but might
be difficult to detect within an on-going interaction. (Of course nonverbal cues also
provide information; however, these were not evident on the audio tapes used for this
analysis.)
One example of Yetta's react to Zach's 'I don't know' occurred in RMA-9 when
she became exasperated by the number of times Zach responded with 'I don't know',
saying "You're in an 'I don't know' mood today." In fact, she and Alan had made
numerous probing questions during the session about why Zach thought he made a miscue
and used a particular strategy and what he thought he was thinking. These are the types
of questions Zach consistently responded with 'I don't know' throughout all six sessions.
Certainly, Zach had become more confident about discussing miscues in terms of making
sense or not making sense, but he never articulated in any of the sessions reasons why a
miscue or a strategy was 'good' and rarely articulated what was going on in his head. In
this session these types of questions were asked more often and occurred in closer
proximity. Thus, the inference seemed to be that Zach was unwilling to answer that day
and his responses inhibited the discourse fi'om moving forward. Instead of guiding Zach
with even more questions, Yetta finally addressed her fiustration outright by saying "You
know 'I don't know' doesn't mean anything to me, so you'll have to say something else.
Cause I don't know what 'I don't know' means. With this react move Yetta no longer
admitted the 'I don't know' response and simultaneously conveys the confusion it causes
as a response move.
One suggestion to future RMA researchers is to review the transcripts of sessions
to see if there are questions that consistently result in non-answers or excuses and if so
create alternate questions or other types of solicits.
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In short, the possible misinterpretations the RMA team made from Zach's *I don't
know' responses relates to inferences they made about the meaning of the response. Like
Johnson (1979) described, Yetta and Alan attempted to resolve for the inference that he
was not able to answer and reacted by asking him questions he could answer, leading to
the higher question. In the example above, Yetta refused to play the inference-game any
longer. It was also apparent that the RMA team had some idea of how they wanted him
to answer. After a few rounds of this type of question, Zach may have learned the 'game'
and knew if he responded with 'I don't know', that they would provide hinting questions
that he could answer and/or ultimately answer their own question. However, the
opportunity to 'observe' Zach comparatively with another student, Jamie, reveals another
issue that was involved.
During RMA-6, Jamie joined the participants in discussing miscues. I noticed
from the audio tape that Jamie responded more quickly than Zach to solicits by the RMA
team members. Furthermore, he expressed his thoughts more easily and provided
examples relating to the topic at hand. Jamie' responses were very different from Zach's
slower and shorter responses. I concluded that Zach was less of a risk-taker, using several
face-saving devices and that he needed more thinking time. Indeed, after reviewing the
transcripts, I observed on several occasions the notation of several seconds of response
time that were interrupted by one of the team members ending his response time by asking
easier/hinting questions. On other occasions that occurred in later sessions Zach made
utterances, such as 'Hmm' and "Mmm", to hold the floor while he was thinking. One
dramatic bit of evidence demonstrating the benefit of increased response time occurred
when Yetta was asking both Zach and Jamie to state what they learned about themselves
as readers. After Zach listed a few strategies he remembered he used, Yetta turned to
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Jamie to ask what he learned. After several seconds of discussion between Yetta and
Jamie, Zach interrupted them to report he had remembered more strategies he used. This
event was an indication that with more thinking or response time, Zach was able to
construct more reflective answers. This also implies that the presence of more than one
student allows for a break from being the focus of attention which allows time to reflect
while the other has the focus. Additional RMA research comparing interactions in RMA
sessions is needed to explore why RMA in one social setting (one-on-one, paired, or small
group) might be more beneficial for some students than others.
Miscommunications
Misunderstandings occur even in the best of conversations, and instructional
conversations involving numerous question cycles seem even more prone to them. This
section examines the reasons for misunderstandings between Zach and the RMA team
members due to miscommunication. The first example, shown below, demonstrates the
confusion caused during RMA-8 when Yetta repeated a question Zach appeared to have
already answered. The discourse segment begins in Phase 3 as Zach reports what he
heard Gary read on the audio tape.
1 Z; He said "were the stonecutter" then "where the stonecutter."
2 A: What was the first word you think he said?
3 Z: Stonecutter?
4 Y: Yea.
5

What did he say here first?

6

(S sec. pause)

7 Y; What we=
8 Z. =I don't know.
9 Y: What ^ heard is that the first time he said, "Now inside the mountain
were the stonecutter."
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Alan first asked Zach to report the first miscue Gary made ('were' for 'where').
Zach's response (2), in the form of a question was admitted and confirmed by Yetta (4)
who resubmitted Alan's question. Zach had no response to this unusual repeat of the
question because he believed he just provided the correct answer. After five seconds
Yetta ended Zach's response time just before he interrupted with his final response. This
'I don't know' seems warranted since his first answer was rated as correct. Finally, Yetta
reports the observation they were getting at. The confusion here occurred because of the
ambiguity of the question and the misunderstanding that Zach had already correctly
answered their first question. The referent to 'the first word' and 'what did he say here
first?' remains unclear.
Referent confusion also caused a problematic questioning sequence in Phase S of
RMA-8. Immediately prior to this discussion, Alan made a generalization that good
readers keep reading even if they know they did not say a word correctly as long as they
know what it means at the time. However, prior to Alan's generalization the group had
just determined that Zach made a miscue of 'turquiz' for 'turquoise' by sounding it out,
then later self-corrected. Both Alan and Yetta placed emphasis on the fact that he worked
it out by the end of the story and self-corrected. Thus in the following example, Yetta
appears to be referring to the keep-reading strategy of good readers, while Zach responds
as if she refers to his strategy use.
1 Y: Do you think that's a good thing?
2 Z

(indicates 'yes')

3 Y: Do you understand why?
4 Z: Um, yea.
5 Y; What strategy might we call that?
6 Z

Sounding out strategy.
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7 Y: A sounding out strategy,
8

but you did something else besides sound out.

9

You sounded out and then what did you do?

10 Z: Put a different word?
11 Y; And then what did you do?
12 Z: Hmm. . .
13 Y: You had another strategy there.
14

Did you stop?

15 Z; Self-corrected myself
16 Y. Well, you didn't self-correct here
17

Did you stop here and say, "I don't know that word?'

18

Did you look at me or Alan or Prisca for help?

19

What did you do?

20 Z; I forgot.
21 Y: You>
22

Did you>

23

You kept reading!

24

And some people talk about a keep reading strategy.

Yetta's opening question (1) referred to Alan's description of the keep-going
strategy in which he implied that it was a good strategy, so naturally, Zach responded to
indicate that it was a good strategy. Yetta's follow-up question (3) was a 2-act question,
a yes/no question that also can be a construction question if 'yes'. Here is where the
discussion begins to get unclear. Zach responded 'yes', but did not offer any supporting
statements of explanation. Nor did Yetta directly request one. She asked Zach (5) to
name the strategy (What strategy might we call that?). Although the referent to 'that'
seems unclear, Zach provided an appropriate answer based on their previous discussion
about how he sounded out the word first and kept on going. Yetta's repeat of his answer
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with level intonation (7) admitted his response with tentative evaluation, but then she
changes the referent from 'that' to something that Zach did. Since the last thing they
discussed about Zach's strategies was they way he put in a different word (10) and later
self-corrected (15), he responded consistently with their discussion. However, Yetta was
not satisfied with either of his responses (11, 13, 16) and posed hinting questions (17, 18)
to help him reach the conclusion that he kept reading after substituting 'turquiz' for
'turquoise'. Zach had exhausted the strategies that he icnew, so he replied "I forgot."
Then Yetta finally told him after two false starts, one of which appeared to be the
beginning of another hinting question (22). To summarize, the questioning became
problematic due to the unclear referent of'that' which was switched to a referent of a
particular strategy Zach used that they had not yet discussed specifically. Again, hinting
questions made it evident that Yetta was attempting to guide him to a particular response
but she was not successful.
Issue of Participant Belief Structures
A complex but highly relevant issue regarding instructional conversations between
Zach and the RMA team members involves participant belief structures. For each
discourse sequence and for each question cycle participants hold assumptions about the
participants' knowledge of the matter at hand. Johnson (1979) explains:
For every speech act, both fi-om the point of view of production and from that of
interpretation, there will be a pair of assumptions held by the speaker and the same
or another pair held by the hearer. For each participant, the possibilities are three;
s/he knows, may know, or does not know. (p. 115)
From the point of view of production, the speaker may believe that s/he knows
something the hearer also knows, the hearer may or may not know, or the hearer does not
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know. From the point of view of interpretation, the hearer may believe that s/he knows
something the speaker also knows, the speaker may or may not know, or the speaker does
not know. There are many other combinations of belief structures, as may be evident
based on this triad, but it will sufSce for this paper to discuss only a few to Illustrate their
impact on the participants' discourse.
Returning to the discourse segment above, observe the belief structures at play in
the question cycles. Yetta's opening question (1) is produced as an opinion question for
which it may be implied that she was asking a question for which Zach had knowledge and
she did not. (i.e., she would not have knowledge of a personal opinion.) Conversely,
from the point of view of interpretation, Zach might infer that Yetta did not have
knowledge regarding his opinion. In addition, Zach's interpretation of this question might
include the inference that it is not literal. In other words, on the surface level this
question, "Do you think that's a good thing?' solicits an opinion, but from prior
experiences with this question, Zach would probably know that Yetta expected him to
agree with her view. Furthermore, she most likely knew that he knew that she held that
expectation by this point.
The hinting questions are also interesting to consider with participant belief
structures. The hinting questions (9,11, 14,17, 18) from the point of production appear
to hold the belief that Zach knows what he did and did not do when he read the excerpt to
which she refers. Zach, from the point of interpretation believes that she knows something
(the strategy she is trying to get at) and he may know it (10, 1S), then believed that he did
not know it (20). The underlying belief to the hinting questions, as stated earlier, is that if
he answers the hinting questions he will be able to answer the higher question too. A
tension occurs when the belief set of the speaker (or teacher) does not match the belief set
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of the hearer (or student). Such tension did occur in the above exchange as well as other
exchanges.
In ail, most of the exchanges between the RMA team members and Zach were
successful, but a few questioning sequences were problematic. The possible reasons for
problematic sequences related to the various meanings of Zach's 'I don't know'
responses, to participant misunderstandings resulting from ambiguity and unclear
referents, and to participant belief structures.
In Chapters IV and V, the findings of several methods of discourse analysis
integrated with information fi-om RMA team interviews provided answers to Research
Questions 1 and 2. In the next chapter, I report overaU findings, incorporating them with
metacognition concepts and other RMA research, and applying them to make
recommendations for conducting RMA sessions and future research.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
FURTHER RESEARCH
In this chapter, I review the purpose and procedures of the study. I organize the findings
in relation to the research questions and to metacognition. I compare the findings to other RMA
research and discuss implications for conducting RMA sessions in the fiiture. I conclude with
recommendations for further research in RMA and teacher-student discourse analysis.
The purpose of this study was to examine the discourse of six selected Retrospective
Miscue Analysis (RMA) session transcripts for efifective and promising procedures, questions and
discussion strategies. In order to address these goals, the following questions guided the study;
1.

How do RMA participants structure RMA sessions?
A. What procedures are used?
B. How do RMA sessions take shape?

2.

What discussion sequences and questioning techniques are used to fulfill the
purposes of RMA sessions?
A. What questions or statements are posed to fulfill intents and goals for sessions?
B. What discourse patterns are evident in RMA sessions?
C. How do participants talk about the reading process?
Procedures

This study involved several data sources in order to determine the RMA team's intents
and goals and to determine how their discourse accomplished their purposes across six RMA
sessions. The first data set consisted of the data collected firom the RMA study conducted by
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Yetta Goodman, AJan Flurkey and Prisca Martens (in process); 1) audio-tapes of Zach's readings
and retellings, 2) miscue markings on story transcripts, 3) transcripts of Zach's retellings, 4) RMA
Session Organizers, S) audio-tapes of RMA sessions, 6) transcripts of eleven RMA sessions. I
verified and edited the RMA transcripts for consistency and to code paralinguistic cues. The
second data set included audio-tapes of interviews I conducted with the RMA team members and
transcripts of the interviews.
Phases of the analysis included 1) verifying the existing data sets, 2) selecting six RMA
sessions fi'om the set of eleven, 3) conducting and analyzing interviews with the RMA team, 4)
structural analysis of sessions, S) speech act analysis of discourse moves, 6) sequential analysis of
question cycles, 7) categorization of patterns that emerged in the data. Three broad discourse
themes, based on the RMA team's stated purposes for the RMA sessions, guided the
categorization of team members' talk; 1) discourse moves providing revaluing, 2) discourse
moves providing instruction, and 3) discourse moves encouraging Zach's strategy use.
Structural analysis consisted of mapping instructional conversations (Green & Wallat,
1981) into phases and instructional sequences by segmenting the interaction of RMA sessions into
thematically coherent and bounded portions. This analysis was followed by a synthesis of data to
develop descriptive profiles of the six RMA sessions. Speech act analysis involved labeling
interaction units according to their function and communicative intent (Gumperz, 1992). Speech
acts were also coded to indicate the moves they made (Johnson, 1979; Ramirez, 1988) in question
cycles and discourse sequences. Sequential analysis of question cycles revealed cycle relatedness
(topical, embedded, conjunctive) and the manner question cycles were used with statements
within instructional sequences analyzing miscues.
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Findings
Structural analysis provided answers to Research Question I regarding how participants
structured RMA sessions. The first three RMA sessions differed fi-om the second three sessions in
format. The first three involved Zach and the RMA team's examining Zach's miscues, while the
last three involved Zach and the RMA team's analyzing another reader's miscues in addition to
Zach's. Analysis of phases and instructional sequences revealed that while the procedures were
similar for all RMA sessions, each session was unique in focus and characterized by a high degree
of flexibility and variation. The beginning of RMA sessions was generally focused on establishing
rapport and setting the context for sessions by reviewing the story Zach read and/or reviewing
terms and concepts about miscues and reading strategies. Next, a set of highly repetitive
procedures were used to introduce each miscue. First, the participants analyzed selected miscues.
In most cases, but not aU, Zach read the text segment before they listened to the miscues Zach (or
another reader) made on tape. Then the RMA team took a variety of approaches to discuss the
miscues depending on the particular focus of each session and on spontaneous observations made
by Zach. The final phase of RMA sessions usually consisted of reviewing the reading strategies
and cuing systems that were discussed and/or asking Zach to reflect on himself as a reader. In
conclusion, the procedures used to conduct RMA sessions were simUar, yet each session took
shape according to its focus and to the immediate circumstances in unfolding exchanges between
the RMA team members and Zach.
In broader terms, the RMA team structured sessions through a) how they fi'amed the
sessions to Zach in their stated purposes and agendas, b) the formats they explored in session
focuses and in analyzing miscues, and c) how the participants were mutually responsive as each
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session unfolded. The participants co-constructed the sessions with the purposes they set, the
formats and procedures they planned to fulfill those purposes, the manner in which they modified
formats and procedures for exploration, and the manner in which they responded to unfolding
interactions of each session.
More focused discourse analysis in the forms of categorical analysis, conversation analysis,
and sequential analysis of discussion sequences and question cycles provided information
compiled to answer Research Question 2. The RMA team members' talk during the six RMA
sessions was categorized and described to examine how they a) conveyed their purposes for RMA
and agendas for individual RMA sessions, b) engaged in instructional sequences about miscues,
reading strategies and the reading process, c) supported and encouraged Zach's reading strategies
as evidenced by his oral reading, and d) facilitated revaluing of Zach's strategies and building
Zach's self-concept as a reader.
The questions used to analyze miscues with Zach evolved from previous studies and
expanded fi'om the original questions used in the earliest work by Worsnop and recommended in
the RMA book by Goodman and Marek (1996). The RMA team members used a variety of
questions to discuss miscues. Introductory questions were used to initially establish the
miscue(s), retrospective or RMA questions were asked to analyze the miscue according to their
syntactic and semantic acceptability and to their graphic and phonic similarity to text word(s).
Expansion questions were asked to further explore the miscues, to determine strategies and cues
Zach and other readers used in reading, and to push Zach to support his observations and
opinions. Revaluing questions were posed to allow Zach to evaluate the acceptability of miscues,
to revalue his reading strategies and to provide the opportunity to reevaluate his self-concept as a
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reader.
The statements the RMA team members used in instruction and revaluing primarily
consisted of positions statements about miscues, reading strategies, and readers and propositions
which I labeled 'you-statements' to reflect the manner in which they directly addressed Zach,
stating their observations and explanations of his reading process.
The statements were used in conjunction with questions in larger discourse patterns.
Position statements to define terminology for reading strategies occurred after questioning cycles
analyzing Zach's miscues. Position statements and you-statements to explain strategies and
revalue Zach's reading process followed question cycles and incorporated explanations,
generalizations, and comparisons to other readers to reveal positive strategy use and to convince
Zach that he is a good reader. In many cases the statements posed a logical deduction argument.
Question cycles formed patterns of relatedness, either topical, embedded, or conjunctive
(Johnson, 1979). These patterns of relatedness varied greatly within and among the forms of
miscue analysis used to discuss miscues and Zach's reading process. Analysis of the embedded
and conjunctive cycles revealed a series of probing and hinting questions to move the discussions
deeper or to continue a line of questioning that was initially unresolved. The several forms of
miscue analysis the group conducted primarily involved question cycles usually followed by
position statements and you-statements and included; a) establishing the quality of the miscue, b)
discussing/determining the strategy or strategies involved, c) discussing/detennining the cues
used, d) determining the reason the miscue was made, e) determining the reason the strategy was
used, f) comparing the miscue to the text word, g) evaluating the strategy used, h) testing
predictions and substitutions, i) determining the miscue is synonymous with the text, and j)
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comparing repeated miscues.
The participants talked about the reading process from a sociopsychoiinguistic model of
the reading process. The RMA team's discourse focused on directly revealing and revaluing
Zach's reading process. It consisted of explaining and praising Zach's reading strategies in terms
of the cognitive processes he used and highlighting the cuing systems he used. Zach's talk about
his reading and himself as a reader shifted over the course of the sessions from saying he 'messed
up a little' to seeing himself as a good reader who could list a number of strategies and cuing
systems in a meaning-making endeavor.
Certain problematic questioning and discourse sequences resulted from inferences made by
Zach about Yetta's or Alan's questions, as well as those n\ade by the Yetta and Alan about Zach's
responses. Problematic questions were ambiguous and/or contained vague references to which
Zach made unexpected responses, excuses (e.g. 'I don't know'), or no response at all. Zach's
non-answers and excuses potentially conveyed a number of meanings, creating a situation in
which Yetta and Alan needed to infer and attempt to solve for either an inability, reluctance or
unwillingness to answer. In addition, response time seemed to have been a related factor in
whether or not and to what degree Zach responded to researcher questions. Finally,
consideration of participant belief structures highlighted yet another element of the inferences and
misinterpretations made by the RMA team members and by Zach about the assumptions regarding
the questions asked. Inferences made by the RMA team members about whether or not Zach
knew the answer to a question, and vice versa, assumptions made by Zach about whether or not
the team members knew the answers, or knew that he knew the answers influenced Zach's
responses as well as the team members' reactions and follow-up questions.
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How Do These Findings Relate to the Cumnt Metacognition Paradigm?
The current paradigm describes metacognition as the regulation and knowledge of
cognition (Baker & Brown, 1984; Billingsley & Wildman, 1990; Jacobs & Paris, 1987; Palincsar
& Brown, 1984, 1986). The six RMA sessions included a great deal of metacognitive knowledge
and discussion of regulation.
Metacognitive Knowledge
First, question cycles, position statements and you-statements were representative of a
metacognitive knowledge domain as they conveyed and negotiated "knowledge or beliefs about
what factors or variables act and interact in what ways to affect the course and outcome of the
cognitive enterprise of reading (Flavell, 1979, p. 907) The RMA team discovered intraindividual
differences of Zach's different strategies within and across stories. The RMA team pointed out
interindividual differences when they described and compared Zach's miscues and reading
strategies with Yetta, Betsy, Gary and 'good readers'. The RMA team also provided information
in their discussions about reading universals about reading as a sociopsycholinguistic activity.
Yetta and Alan made position statements about general knowledge and strategies used by readers,
and good readers.
Three main areas of metacognitive knowledge are discussed in current research including
procedural knowledge, conditional knowledge and declarative knowledge (Billingsley &
V\^dman, 1990; Jacobs & Paris, 1987; Paris, Lipson & Wbcson, 1983). Procedural knowledge is
an awareness of processes necessary to complete a strategy or task. Conditional knowledge is an
awareness of the conditions that influence the effectiveness of strategies in different contexts. The
declarative knowledge domain includes the following areas of awareness; of the learning or
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reading task, of the potential learning and reading strategies that could be used to complete a
given task or reading experience, of the successfulness of the learning or reading, and of oneself
as a learner and reader.
The retrospective discussions about Zach's reading represented all three areas of
metacognitive knowledge. Yetta and Alan talked about meaning making and making sense as the
'goal' for reading and using particular strategies as the 'task demands' taken to construct meaning
in transaction with text. On numerous occasions they highlighted conditions that influence the
effectiveness of strategies or that cause potential problems. For example, in RMA-6 the team
demonstrated the text's language was confusing to Yetta, causing her to reread. Also, they
pointed out to Zach that substituting a name was a more effective and efficient strategy than
spending a lot of time sounding it out.
The first area in the declarative knowledge domain, task awareness, was represented in the
categories of talk discussing and reviewing the strategies Zach used as highlighted by his miscues.
Determining and discussing the specific strategies he used in reading examples and verbally listing
those strategies at the end of RMA sessions brought to awareness the reading strategies Zach
used in the reading 'task'. Furthermore, position statements about readers also brought to
awareness that other readers use the same strategies and have similar responses while reading.
The second area in the declarative knowledge domain, task analysis, was represented in
the question cycles and discourse analyzing miscues. The analysis of Zach's and other readers'
miscues brou^ to awareness not only the very thoughts Zach potentially had and reading
strategies and cues he (and the other readers) used, but also highlighted potential specific
strategies that could be used within a repertoire of reading strategies and reading situations.
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The third area in the declarative domain, performance analysis, was represented each time
they discussed whether or not the miscue was 'a good thing to do', and whether or not it resulted
in a sentence that made sense in the story. First, success in reading was based on whether or not
the reading made sense. Then questions or discussions about miscues assessed its syntactic and
meaning-making acceptability. Zach and the RMA team members conmiented openly about their
beliefs concerning the degree to which a miscue or self-correction resulted in a successful, or
meaningful sentence.
The fourth area in the declarative domain, knowledge of oneself as a reader, was
represented during discussions about Zach's self-concept as a reader. In this study, Zach
demonstrated a shift in his self-concept as a reader and was able to compare his reading process
with other readers. By choosing effective miscues and by pointing out the proficiency of the
strategies used the RMA team demonstrated their knowledge of Zach as a reader. The area of
awareness that I did not find in the literature on metacognition was others' concept of the learner
or reader. Yetta and Alan not only demonstrated their knowledge of Zach as a reader, but they
also consistently and openly stated their beliefs about Zach as an effective reader. Flavell (1979)
described the benefits of metacognitive knowledge when he wrote that metacognitive knowledge;
can lead you to select, evaluate, revise, and abandon cognitive tasks, goals and strategies
in light of their relationships with one another and with your own abilities and interests
with respect tot that enterprise. Similarly, it can lead to any of a wide variety of
metacognitive experiences concerning sel^ tasks, goals, and strategies, and can also help
you interpret the meaning and behavioral implications of these metacognitive experiences
(p.908)
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Metacognitive Experiences
Metacognitive knowledge about a particular situation enters into an individual's conscious
awareness, creating the metacognitive experience (Flavell, 1979). In turn, metacognitive
experiences may guide further cognitive activity. In the RMA sessions Yetta and Alan described
metacognitive experiences that Zach apparently had as he read, especially with their 'youstatements'. One example is when Yetta proposed, 'And then you realized, "uh oh, that doesn't
make sense," and then you self-corrected'. The current metacognition paradigm calls the process
Yetta described as regulation or monitoring reading. She and Alan recounted the processes by
which Zach predicted, confirmed or disconfirmed and self-corrected when necessary, bringing to
awareness the way he monitored his own reading. It is important to note that these processes are
considered cognitive, not metacognitive, according to the socio-psycholinguistic model of reading
(K.Goodman, 1994). Thus, according to the socio-psycholinguistic model, the RMA team
provided metacognitive experiences to discuss the cognitive processes of reading.
Discussion and Implications
The following discussion summarizes findings of the discourse analysis that may be of
particular interest to teachers and researchers. The insights presented are intended to be useful to
those considering the use of retrospective or metacognitive activities with students. First, the
findings regarding RMA goals, procedures, and questions used are compared and integrated with
the findings of previous studies. Second, classroom implications include possibilities for
retrospective activities in one-on-one and small group settings.
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Integrating this Research with Other RMA Work
The number of RMA studies represents an exploration and expansion of miscue analysis to
discussions with readers about their reading processes. First, Worsnop (1980, 1996) turned
questions from the reading miscue inventory (RMI, Goodman, Watson & Burke, 1987) into tools
for discussing miscues and reading with middle school readers. The process he set forth evolved
as teacher-researchers involve adults, high school and middle school readers in RMA (Marek,
1987; NCller & Woodley, 1983; Goodman et al., 1989) and in collaborative small group RMA
sessions with middle school readers (Costello, 1992) and fourth graders (Germain, 1998). In each
the studies involving individual readers researchers began with a set of retrospective questions
which were consistently used to begin discussions, then expanded upon in discussions of miscues.
Recommendations were made by Marek particularly regarding how well particular questions
helped to achieve the purposes of highlighting strategies and revaluing readers and reading. This
section integrates the findings of this study to those mentioned in hopes to provide useful insights
for future RMA endeavors.
1 The stance of the six RMA sessions studied here was primarilv instructional. Miller &
Woodley (1983) distinguished RMA sessions for research purposes (RMA-R) from those with an
instructional purpose (RMA-I) by listing the characteristics of both. In RMA-R the researcher's
purpose is to gain insights into the reading process. The research questions posed dictate the
procedures, decisions and questions used in RMA sessions. In contrast, the key aspects of
RMA-I foUow:
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Puqjose:
1) Help readers become aware that they use strategies an cueing systems while reading
2) Help readers revalue themselves as readers, seeing own strengths
3) Help readers build a meaningful model of the reading process
Reader(s):
1) Grouping options
a. teacher + one reader
b. teacher + two or more readers
c. two or more readers without teacher
2) Good readers who need to confirm their strengths as readers
3) Those at risk who need to revalue themselves as readers
Procedures:
1) Administer RMI procedures including reading and retelling
2) Rewind RMI tape
3) Play RMI tape, stopping tape upon perceiving miscue+
4) Identify miscue and mark it on script of story
5) Question reader for analysis of miscue-HTeacher's decisions;
1) Selection of RMI story for RMA+-H2) Time frame for completing RMA with reader(s)
3) What teacher wants reader(s) to gain through discussion of miscues
+Teacher's purpose determines who stops tape: reader(s) and/or teacher
-H-Leading questions directed at reader(s) with the aim of fulfilling purposes of RMA.
Reading instruction is being carried on through discussion of miscues.
-H-fDifificulty of RMI story will affect types and numbers of miscues made. Reader may
be made aware of this by interacting with various materials in RMA procedures.
(pp.58.59)
Since the RMA team's purposes, reader, procedures and decisions represented these
characteristics, the sessions in this study are considered to be instructional RMA sessions. The
RMA team established the overall purposes and agendas for each session, established the
procedures, the stories, the miscues, the time frame, and the questions for analysis of the miscues.
Furthermore, discourse analysis revealed leading questions directed toward the aim of fulfilling
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researcher purposes as well as instruction carried throughout discussions of miscues.
2. The RMA sessions were procedurally similar, while each session's focus was unique.
Structural analysis revealed that while each session involved an introductory phase, miscue
analysis phases and a closing phase (procedures used to conduct sessions), each session's
individual focus rendered the number and content of instructional sequences making up the phases
unique. The features for each RMA session are reported in Table 4.1 as well as the tables
throughout Chapter 4 depicting phases and instructional sequences for each session.
Previous RMA researchers reported the procedures they used as similar to the present
study, but did not compare RMA sessions per say. Thus, the present study offers the following
implications. First, there is no quintessential RMA session from which to model all others.
Second, each session has the potential to illuminate an area of focus, such as effective
substitutions or good predictions, and thereby revalue readers' strategies. Thus, advanced
planning of RMA sessions, including carefully selecting miscues to highlight proficient strategies
help to maximize the positive impact of reader strategies. The RMA sessions conducted by Yetta
and Alan were planned specifically to highlight and revalue Zach's reading strategies. When
RMA is conducted with and by other readers, differing miscues and strategies will be highlighted
according to the purposes of the sessions and to the knowledge of the reader.
In addition to the planned miscues, spontaneous miscues in oral readings within RMA
sessions invite insightful, spontaneous discussions about reader processes and strategies as well.
Responding to an unplanned miscue which a reader utters or discovers during a session allows an
evolving RMA session to guide its own course and have the potential to reveal the everyday
nature of reader miscues and strategy use.
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3. A variety of retrospective questions were used to analyze miscues. Despite the
indication in RMA-1 that the RMA team planned to use as a guide the set of RMA questions
suggested by Marek (1987), Yetta and Alan asked a variety of questions to analyze miscues with
Zach. In my analysis, retrospective questions were listed and tallied according to the questions
recorded by other RMA researchers as well as those unique to this study. With the exception of
the introductory questions used to initially establish the miscue that was heard, no set of questions
was used more than another to analyze miscues. The questions used appear to depend on the
instructional stance taken and the focus of each RMA session. That is, leading questions directed
Zach to draw conclusions about the strategies he used and about himself as a reader. In addition,
questions which focussed on naming strategies in RMA-2 differed from those which focused on,
for example, comparing Betsy's miscues with Zach's in RMA-9 (see Table 5.2, Chapter 5).
These findings suggest that particular questions may be more effective than others to bring
to awareness different aspects of the reader's process. Questions leading to the analysis of the
meaning-making capacity of a miscue (e.g., 'Does it make sense in the sentence?') will be more
effective at evaluating the effectiveness of a miscue. Or, questions leading to the analysis of the
cuing systems used (e.g., 'How did you know that?') will be more effective at demonstrating the
cuing systems involved in the reading process. Thus, it may be beneficial in instructional RMA
sessions to select questions, as well as miscues, in advance of RMA sessions in accordance with a
particular session focus.
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4. Discourse patterns involved in instruction and revaluing involved a variety of question
cvcles. position statements and vou-statements. The data revealed that the RMA team members
used question cycles followed by position statements about reading and readers and youstatements explaining and praising Zach's reading strategies. After Zach observed a miscue, the
opening question was usually, "What did you do?" Based on Zach's response, other questions
and statements followed to invite further discussion. Questions focused attention on issues such
as Zach's reading strategy, revealing the cuing systems involved, evaluating the miscue, and so
on. Some questions were constructive, open-ended and non-leading. Others were more direct
and intentionally leading. The statements the RMA team members made also followed from
Zach's responses, as shown in this study. Concluding statements asserted beliefs about readers
and reading. They also explained, confirmed and generalized reader strategies as well as
compared reader strategies with other readers to convince Zach of the quality of his miscues.
Although the RMA sessions were a team effort, Alan interacted differently than Yetta with
Zach. He introduced and continued to be the leader in posing questions to test predictions, while
Yetta was the one who primarily focused questioning on probing Zach to why he made a
particular miscue or how he knew what the text word was. As Davenport (1993) found in her
study on metacognitive inquiry procedure, teachers' styles of conducting RMA "would be as
idiosyncratic as their teaching methods or individual personalities" (p.322). Thus, the RMA team
members used their own expertise about reading and the reader, as well as their own interactional
style in conducting RMA sessions.
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5. Analyzing other readers in comparison with his own reading enhanced Zach's
revaluing. The RMA team reported that after RMA-6 in which they analyzed Yetta's miscues,
Zach's attitude and perception of himself as a reader changed. Furthermore, Zach had the
opportunity to discuss miscues as indications of good reading strategies at work by analyzing
Gary's and Betsy's high quality miscues. By taking the focus off of his own miscues, Zach saw
that all readers make miscues and use a variety of strategies in reading. Then the RMA team
helped to make the connection through discussion that Zach also engaged in the same strategies
as the other readers. After these sessions he more proudly listed the reading strategies he used.
The data suggests that analyzing other readers' miscues in addition to the focus-reader's is
a powerftil procedure. It may be beneficial to begin a set of RMA sessions by analyzing another
reader's miscues to demonstrate and establish the positive nature of miscues before turning to the
reader's own miscues. The reader may then be more likely to perceive his miscues as signs of
good thinking rather than mistakes upon first analysis.
6. Problematic discourse sequences stemmed from problematic questions, responses and
belief structures. Problematic questions which were unclear to Zach resulted in his responding
with 'I don't know' or not responding at all. Consequently, the RMA team members needed to
solve for this excuse to not answer and for non-answers. It would have been beneficial for the
team members to review the questions which preceded such responses in an effort to evaluate
their interactions and try different questions or other types of solicits. In Zach's case, openended questions evidently intended to allow Zach to explain his own processes were problematic
because he consistently replied 'I don't know* (with a few exceptions). Also, he appeared to
require more response time, (wait-time), than another student participant in RMA-6. Not every
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student will respond similarly to similar questions, so close attention should be paid to how
students interact with particular questions and in discussions. In retrospective discussions,
teacher-researchers should also be sensitive to participant response needs and provide enough
time for reflective responses.
Participant belief structures also played a role in questioning sequences, as was especially
evident in hinting questions. The assumptions each participant held about whether the researcher
or reader knew the answer to a question posed resuhed in a guessing game involving whether the
question was literal or had an underlying objective. In other words, Yetta's opinion questions
appeared at a literal level to seek Zach's opinion about his miscues and reading strategies.
However, her reacts to his responses and continuing hinting questions revealed the question to
have underlying objectives to lead him to a particular conclusion about his strategies and miscues.
In another dimension, participant beliefs about the reading process was at the heart of
RMA sessions. Assumptions were also held by the RMA team members about Zach's beliefs, and
vice versa. Moreover, the RMA team was attempting to change Zach's beliefs about reading and
about himself as a reader. Early discussions appeared to be unsuccessful when Zach indicated his
beliefs had not yet changed despite his acceptable answers to their questions. Conversely, Zach's
answers could be observed to be construed to please the RMA team members based on his
knowledge of their beliefs about reading and their stated purposes to convince him that he was a
good reader.
It may be obvious that the implications for participant belief structures are far-reaching.
Within this study alone, a great deal of fiirther research can be conducted regarding the participant
belief structures underlying instructional sequences throughout the six RMA sessions. In future
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RMA endeavors it may be yet another aspect of interaction to bring to a conscious awareness.
These recommendations along with others are proposed in the next sections.
Summary of Recommendations for Conducting Instructional
Retrospective Miscue Analysis
1. For planned RMA sessions, prepare initial discussions of miscues to highlight the
reader's effective strategies. Use educational expertise and knowledge about the reader when
planning the focus of sessions.
2. Begin RMA by analyzing another reader's miscues before the reader's own miscues,
especially with an unconfident or frustrated reader.
3. Use the list of possible retrospective questions as a resource in choosing questions
which will relate to the focus of the sessions. Again, use educational expertise and knowledge
about the reader when selecting questions. Also, allow discussion to evolve on their own in
response to teacher-student interactions.
4. If the student does not offer explanations for miscues, provide explanations for reader
miscues that reflect effective strategies at work in reading. Include reference to specific reading
strategies, cuing systems and background knowledge. Provide terminology that students can use
to talk about their reading process.
5. Be responsive to observed student verbal and nonverbal responses, beliefs, and
interactive style.
6. Reflect on the session in terms of the questions and statements posed and how
successful they were to fulfill purposes and goals of discussions. If necessary, change procedures,
questions and/or discussion patterns to better support successfiil interactions and the student's
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interactive style.
7. Add reflective journal activities described in Costello (1992) and Germain (1998) to
RMA procedures so readers can record what they learned about their reading and set goals for
future readings.
Recommendations for Future Research
The following recommendations are related to the procedural and substantive aspects of
potential future investigations of RMA, discourse analysis.
1. Discourse analvsis of RMA sessions with a research focus. The present study examined
the discourse in a series of RMA sessions characterized by instructional focus. It would be
informative to conduct a discourse analysis study of RMA sessions with a focus on research.
Such a study could examine the verbal interactions between teacher and student(s) or among
larger groups of participants and observe the variety and effectiveness of discussions and
questioning sequences. It would furthermore address the enduring questions Miller and Woodley
(1983) generated, such as; What applications do RMA procedures have to research?; With whom
and with what types of readers are RMA procedures useful?; Can RMA be effective without the
direct participation of an instructor?
2. Comparison of discourse patterns between teacher-researchers. The discourse of RMA
team members Alan and Yetta was analyzed collectively in this study to observe the procedures,
questions and statements used in their RMA sessions. While both used similar vocabulary to
discuss the reading process and made similar statements to Zach in the process of revaluing, each
had a distinct discourse style that was evident but not pertinent to the current research questions.
It would be interesting and potentially quite revealing to compare discourse patterns between the
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two team members. Furthermore, a study comparing the discourse patterns among other RMA
researchers would also contribute to the lingering queries about RMA; What questions should we
ask in RMA?; How should we begin and end a session?; and What discussion strategies are
efifective and authentic in encouraging a reader to revalue him/herself as a reader?
3. Paired RMA with reflective journals Based on my review of research in RMA, I believe
that the use of reflective journals to be an effective follow-up activity to RMA sessions. Both
Costello (1992, 1996) and Germain (1998) found this practice to facilitate more in-depth
consideration of readers' own reading strategies, other readers' strategies, and understandings
about the reading process. The researchers reported that reflective joumaling allowed students to
express thoughts and feelings which were not shared orally during sessions. During the analysis in
the present study, I often wondered how reflective joumaling might have impacted Zach's
experiences and understandings about himself as a reader. Additionally, after observing an
increase in the content of Zach's response when Jamie joined the RMA session, the idea of RMA
with pairs of students seemed beneficial. Thus, it would be interesting to conduct an RMA study
involving pairs of students and reflective journals exploring it as a possible alternative format.
4. Student's talk in RMA - Observing change over time. The focus of the present study
was on RMA team members' discourse and, to a lesser degree, Zach's talk in their interactions. I
discussed Zach's responses in discourse sequences and briefly mentioned the terms he used to
name his reading strategies. One remaining question fi'om the study for me was the extent to
which Zach's discourse about his reading strategies and about the reading process in general
changed over the course of the six sessions, (or indeed, over the total of eleven RMA sessions
conducted), and how that reflected his beliefs about his reading. Investigating the extent to which
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Zach's (and other students') talk about their own reading and the reading process changed over
time could examine the role discourse plays in students' emerging knowledge and beliefs about
their reading.
5. Discourse analvsis of student's talk in CRMA. The social and verbal dynamics among
students in Collaborative Miscue Analysis Sessions is fertile ground for discourse analysis, similar
to that conducted in this study. A study examining the discourse of students in CRMA sessions
could at the very least; a) clarify more clearly the parameters they construct for conducting
collaborative sessions, b) observe the benefits or limitations of student-led sessions, or c) examine
the questions and statements they use to discuss miscues and the reading process.
6. RMA with Non-fiction texts. One lingering question about RMA studies pertains to
selecting texts for students to read. So far, research conducted in RMA has used fiction texts for
the basis of retrospective discussions. Usually the reader reads a short story or a chapter fi'om a
novel. Future RMA studies could involve non-fiction texts. Such a study could investigate the
discussion of miscues and reading strategies readers use while reading non-fiction texts.
7. Participant belief structures. It was beyond the scope of the present study to explore indepth the influence of participant belief structures (Johnson, 1979) on the interactions; however, I
found this aspect of interaction to be highly relevant to some problematic questioning and
discourse sequences. Furthermore, since one of RMA's main purposes is to facilitate the
revaluing of readers, perhaps shifting their beliefs about themselves as readers and/or their beliefs
about reading, participant beliefs is a crucial element of the discourse in RMA. At one level, it
would be interesting to further examine the influences of participant beliefs about the assumptions
they hold on one another regarding their knowledge or lack of knowledge to respond or answer a
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question. At another level, it would also be enlightening to investigate the influence of participant
beliefs about the assumptions they hold on one another regarding their knowledge and beliefs
about the reading process. These belief systems seem to be at the heart of the revaluing effort in
RMA sessions.
The recommendations for RMA sessions and for future research serve as a resource to
educators considering the use of RMA and other metacognitive strategy lessons with students and
as an invitation to researchers interested in continuing the exploration of ways discourse analysis
informs instruction and inquiry.
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NOTES
1. The names used for the reader, Zachary, his mother, Mrs. Cole, and his teacher, Mr.
Rodriguez are all pseudonyms.
2. The RMA team members will be referred by their first names to reflect the names used
in RMA sessions and the informal manner of the discourse.
3. "Gary" is a sixth grade reader whose reading of "The Stonecutter" is found in Reading

Strategies: Focus on Comprehension (Goodman, Watson & Burke, 1996). His reading
was chosen not only because he read the same story Zach did, but also because he too
was recommended to Goodman and her earlier colleagues because he was considered to
be a poor reader.
4. Space requirements inhibited accurate depiction of the duration of each instructional
sequence. Thus, please note that time is not accurately represented by the cells within
Tables 4.2-4.7. Each instructional sequence, in reality, varied greatly between and
among phases.

APPENDIX A
Interview 1
Background on Zachary
1. Describe Zachary's background
- follow-up with questions about
Personal history
Family
School
Reading/Literacy Experiences
2. Why was he chosen for the RMA study?
3. How did his teachers' perceive him?
4. What were your initial impressions?
5. What was Zachary like?
Background on the Study
1. Why did you want to do this study?
2. How did you initially conceive it?
3. How was the study designed/planned?
4. Where did the sessions take place?
-describe the setting
5. When did the sessions occur?
- consistently AM/PM, or varied?
- what class(es) was Zachary missing?
- what factors influenced time of sessions
6. Why did you choose
this individual?
the location?
the time sessions occurred?
7. What other decisions were necessary?
8. Describe
-what preparation was necessary for the sessions
- what generally happened in a session
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APPENDIX B
Example Transcript of RMA Session 2

Zachary
September, 29, 1993

File: rma2.scr

RMA2- SPACEPET

I want to see if you know why we're working together.
To help me leam how to read.
Right. And what else are we trying to do?
To pronounce out, to sound out words.
But what are ws trying to understand?
How do you know that you're reading.
That's good. Right. And also we're trying to help ^ know more about how people
read in general so you can do those kinds of things.
at do you remember about the things that we've said so far? That you think might
help you in your reading? Besides sounding out. You mentioned sounding cut. Is there
something in addition to sounding out that we've been talking about so far that tells you
that you do some good things in reading?
,3 >^-2
Y

Uh, I don't remember.
You don't remember? Okay, because that's what 1 want you to begin to remember. You
know how last week, what we were e.\amining last week in your reading?

16

About that bird.

17

Oh, that was the story you read, about the bird. But remember the story about the, the
other story?

18

19

Z

About the woodman?

20

Y

About the woodman, right. Do you remember what we did with you? We went through
and we had you listen to what you were reading''

22

Z

Yeah

23

Y

.And what were we looldng at?

24

Vz

21

Looking at all the mis-, miscues I did.

RMA-2
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All the mJsnies you djd/^d you leamed the word 'niiscue' already .\r.d why do we call
miscueV Do you remember why we use the word miscue?
Cause it sounds better than mistake.
Wwhy do we, but we have a good reason to use 'niiscue' and not just 'mistake'.
It's more easier to say.
Okay, but there's another one. And that is that we believe that not all miscues are bad.
And that some miscues are good when you read. Remember that?
Uhuh(-)
Do you believe it? Do you think it's okay for good readers to make miscues?
Um hm (+)
Okay, that's what we want you to find out. That you make good miscues. So that you'll
know that you're a good reader. And we showed you last time your good miscues that
' you made. Remember? Remember any...
Uh hm (+)
...That were good that you made in The Man Who Kept House? Remember some?
I said 'bay' instead of'baby'.
Okay, was that a good miscue to say 'bay' instead of'baby'?
Hmm, no.
Why not?
(8 sec.) I don't know.
I'd like you to try to think about why, okay? Because the why can tell you when
something helps you whsnjamwhen you read, when a miscue helps you when you reai
and when it doesn't. TToday we're going to look at some of the miscues you made in the
[Sace Pet story. We're not going to look at all of those miscues. This was a pretty hard
story for you. We think it's sort of hard, too. We want to show you a couple of things in
the Space Pet story, and when we finish working with you this year, we're gonna have you
read that Space Pet story again. And I'll bet you can read it a lot easier next time. Which
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wil show you that you have become a better and better reader! And how do we become a
better reader? You told me.
54

By practicing reading everyday.
By practicing reading everyday. And reading stories and things that are fun to read.
Okav?..0kav. what we're going to do is look at. whoops (discussion of finding place) so
ti^is the story you read, remember that? And this is the fint miscue. Okay? You hold
e book and look at it and listen.
'

Do you want him to read it first?
Okay, Do you want to read it out loud first? [ Read it now to yourself]
[Read what's in that box]
(Reading line 310) Clarbel always got noisy when we hid her.
Great^kay, now let's see.=
=hid her.
(Plays tape)
I put heard instead of hid and I did a miscue.
Okay, so you made 'heard' instead of'hid' and that you didn't notice and I'm not going to
talk about that much tod^^/What do you think about that, is it a good miscue or not such
agoodnuscue/
A pretty good miscue.
Why is it a good miscue?
I sounds kind of the same.
Okay, that's right, you're absolutely right. It sounds kind of the same. But docs it make
sense?
Um hm! (+)
ibel always act noisy when we heard herj/^hat word in here tells you that maybe
is a good miscue?
RMA-2
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(7 sec.)
See 'noisy' there? That's a clue. Noisy's a clue to you and so you used noisy and you
thought, "Hmm, maybe that's 'heard'". That was pretty good.
[Replays tape]

tr

Clerbell was
Instead of what?
Always.
Okay, and then what did you do?
I changed it, put 'always'
[Tape plays]

0^^
What did you do? You seif-coaected, didn't you! Without anybody telling you and that
was a good place to self-correct because it didn't make sense to say, 'Claribel was got
noisy.' That doesn't sound right. Okay? So that was a good miscue too. I mean, the
miscue was a good prediction because you could say 'Claribel was something.' But here
it didn't work so you self-corrected. So that was a good miscue but you had to do
something about it because it didn't sound like language and it didn't make sense.
You did what every good reader does. You went back and you Gxed because when you
got to 'got' it didn't make sense.
Do you know that good readers do that? That I do that when I read?
(-)
I do. Maybe sometime Til show you. Does your mom read to you sometimes?
Uhuh.(-)
Docs your brother?
Uh uh (-)
Anybody at home read to you?

RMA-2
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Uhuh(-)

m

Does the teacher read to you in your class?
05

Yeah.

06

Does he ever make miscues when he reads?

07

Uhhuh(+)

11

See, all - he's a good reader. Everybody who reads makes miscues. And that doesn't
mean you're a bad reader, it means you're a |tood reader. Especially if you can fixjhe_
ones that are a probieig^But, you know what we're going to look at today? See what
you did with this wor-, what did you do with this word right at the beginning?

12

I said Clarbel.

13

And how do I say it?

14

Clanbel.

15
16

Do you hear a difference between the way you say it and the way I say it? Or are they
both the same?

17

They're different. It has an 'a' sound in it.

18

But what do you know about that word? What can you tell me about it?

19

I don't know.

V

lite

What kind of word is that?
21-)^{ Z
• Y

It's a name.
Name of what?

23

Z

Of, of an animal.

24

Y

Do you know which animal it's a name of in this story?

25

Z

Umm. A bird.

26

Y

Okay, so you 'loiow i lyt about that even thougii you say it defFerently than I say it.

r
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APPENDIX C
RMA Session Organizer for Session 2

RMA SESSION ORGANIZER

ZacJi

R1

i5:£ADES;

Session Focus:,
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»
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Councer
#
Line
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^
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CUrt
hd! artfay
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'
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(
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_

:
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APPENDIX D
Sample Transcript of Conversation Analysis
From RMA Session 2

411
412
413
414
415

Let's tiy one more place,
And then we can talk about the naming again.
Urn, okay, [finding the line, pauses]
Right here.
Okay?/

416

[papers shufSing, IS sec.]

417 Y

Go ahead!

418

[pjays tape, line 515]

419
/fciifl
1

PhUiS^^
•
r~'XS'.
ncjt^oi/^foe

iig

laid'Seeven'.

420 Y^f»^'Seevea'
421
And that's okay. - fu«fu»'
eeven and another one.

>»irft423 Y
Right. Canttcf
424ti>rf««'*'< All of those are t^ood substitutions, ^ikl nxSL*
^
^ ^—
425 3tS The importam'thing is what do you know about that man?\ -q^-cv^A.
1
426 —
(3 sec.) - f*
c/m.
JgJ
427Y/*^ Do you know anything about him? /
3
4284pt/« T When you read this again I'll ask you that question again because you didn't remember a
429
lot of the things about the story.
Mmi ,^4oi(U'
430
You really did remember a lot.
431 "
You just didn't put it all together into a whole story. /
4321^&«M So we're gonna read it again some day.
433 "
Not today because we're gonna read some other tluncs today
434
But, let's see if we can talk about, say this again. "7
QhaStl
4353oWn Thai we're gonna do this every time.
.
l
f/pfriis^r
• ~ • /•
436
These are the good strategies^t ^
^
437 U'tt
let's see if we can talk about what were the good strategies you did with the namcs?\
4nn»va
438
Can you help, remember what> =
439

pronounced it?/

^ O/nut*^

440 y/f^You pronounced it._ - tUvfii ^
441
And what else did you do?\ —
^

RMA-2
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^ntwes *'

15

/gy ^fWg.er

442 2

(8 sec)

443 Y|(4ef9 When you said 'Steven' for'S-', for the word in the book, for the name in the book, what
444
» did you do7\
445 Ztii^Kept 00 going..
r44tf
[447

You kept
on going.. Tir •'
kGinuuBuuiK..
'^gkay, and you came up with a good name, didn't you?\-

(W -

448 Z fi*'4imiaa(+)
449 Yc«rH"'*rhat fits the character. L
450
Okay?/ aj"'? -no
451
I want you to remember that
452 If-ftwi because next week we're going to read a story where you're going to have to work that
453
out.again.
454
Okay?/
a
455 Q
What else do we want to talk about names7\
J

r 456 A
457^*^
458
459
460
. 461

Zeke, ifyou had,
ifyou were reading this story again,
and you came across that name, S-v-e-n,
and you had to pick just one name, e>oA*i>^A
and stick with it ail the way throu^,
which one would you pick?\ fix

462 Z Jiu^Sven?/

Ihh
.
VVtiv/irt.

0G

Sht* (''hC-tin) ]
CoipmW'
^

in « Q

463 Y^i/«J!'That's terrific!

,
.
I
464 ACiiV You'd pick that one?/ (smiling) 46S(/*ai That's great!-^*it
466^»^'*<But you just pick one and go ail the way through. 7
467" _ It doesn't matter which one.
J
468 inietiK You just said it the Swedish way just now. 469 Z Oi*''"Steven/
f*Vou could have [said it that way,]=
^71

Y^'^'^Iyou could have said 'Steven'.]
RMA-2
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I

Phy 1
472 Pf»»»'i^=You could have even just said 'Sam*.
473

Pick one ud stick whh it

474'tittinn because it'sjust a name.
475 Cumtut A name is a name.
C476 Y
1477

How about Sally.
Could you say Sally?/ '///*> Q

478 Z^f^SaSy?/
I

o\)a^79 Y
^480

ifc:
I

Or Sandra?/
Could you say that?/ ///UiQ

''81 Z,i,ijj^mhm(+)

Sol

482 ¥•«»)•a Could you?/
,„(< 'n/drtz-v •^9 X
483
Why wouldn't you say Sally or Sandra in this story?\ - "-'p

nL

484 Z

Because I can't remember that that long.

485 Y
WeU. - jctffT*. W '
486i(<ini>dirButyou told mebeforewhyyou used Steven. - •'"•p'"'
S«(-—Q
Who is the character? \ h;n^»3 aQ
5^1
48S G
I s i h e c h a r a c t c r a m a n o r a w o n i a n ? \ ft tt
489 Z "'"•"'It's a boy.

I,
/'»r

T490 Y/^ff^Aboy.
(491 Jj'tc. Okay.
4"^
492
So you wanted to keep-= ^,rrv<i>'"' J
•'

493 Z
494

Sol

=No. l.j.aVj S.V e;.o.3.>^
hiS infWfr
[Pages turning. Long pause]

.

Itmfj

,
«

rtfu'niVj

Stf f Toif
495 Y
We'll worry about that more later.-obomUnr (Mi
J'jft
496 jj-jfr'l-TBut you want to keep the man's name here.
497
(Not just use the woman's name.
498
Okay?/ ajne?
r
^
suategy can you remember to use when you read between now and next weeip
{ 500
when I'm not around? \
J"''t I
I SOKijn'j ii What are you gonna to do when you come to names you don't know?\
RiVIA-2
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fh-stl

502 Z

Sound it out, pronounce it out,_

503 Y yjC^^Are you going to spend a lot of time woricing at it?/ luJrna Q,
"V'
504 Z
Ummra,
Um um (-)
505

Sol

I

H'i
Jo)
I

506 Y

Why not?\

507 Z

Well, only one time.

y.1 508 Y r- Pardon?/ - osi-h rtfu^
f'S 509 Z
ifiuf

Ll't

510
511
512 fiui d
513
Sii T 514 y/w
I
(51s

Only once.

I

|

Only one time - - - - "
and then wbat can you do?\
Can you just come up with a name and just substitute a name and keep reading so that you
can keep going?/ —^
htiit] Q _^/)o r i j^ fo <•
Do you ever do that yourself,
when you're reading by yourself and nobody else is around?/

ffrt-;„V516 Z

osh U

•
Yj;;^n<i4ust substitute a name and keep going,
r'{'518
Okay?/ ^jret'!
5oi
519 •//«•& Do you think that's what good readers do?/-'
Sol 520
Do you think good readers sit there and sound it out?/
517

/IfS 521 Z

itatf

'y/. Vvi J^j/
'
. ?; • ..n ji
/'''

Um um (-) dj

522 YJsK't I don't. * 'J'nj " t linttrm
n:ytt
523 frt&m [There may be some good readers who do but I don't, f
524
I If I see a name that I can't handle I just say 'so-and-so'.
^
525
i^d I give the person a name and I keep reading.
526 Ifei"':* And that's what I'd like you to try to do between now and next time. •
527AjKj»;^^pkay?/
528 A '*3'"^0kay. \
529 Y Wi^^Anything else about names we want to ask?/

RMA-2
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530
531
532

(A & Y negotiate what they're going to do next. Alan asks about looking at something in
The Man Who Kept House, but says he would need to fiist forward most of the tape.
Yetta decides against it.)

533
534
535

Then
(Zeke is asked ifhe needs to get up and walk around; ifhe's tired of working. He declines
and says he's fine Y tells him about three books she has for him)

536 Y
537
538

We have bought you three books and you can take these books home.
Do you want to take them ail today or do you want to just take one today and we'll give
you another one next week and another the week after?

539 Z
540

I can take 'em all. (Adults laugh.)
I have been reading a lot.

541 Y

Have you been reading a lot?

542

[recording stopped]
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APPENDIX E
Sample Transcript of Question Cycle Analysis

Lines jr-r-Jifo
Q^<

'Crib/ •

'1

Z
Y

ecv- yw
U'S
A*

Z
Y

\V;
11
12
13

%

14
(JaJc3' 15
6

Ofciy.
wtiy?_
Hmin. Idoo'tkocw.
I think by tbe time you got there, you Nraricsd i: cut pretty well for
younelE

But, do you know wfaat?/

OC^ol

did you that this wm a name?.

Z
Y
Z
Y

Yi-c<cc^roi-—

20
21
Ml
22

Z
Y

\

23
24
{^5

^h.— Z

\ '4i-Z

,26 SCirS'l
<27 \ga
28

And bow is that diflCiereet ttaan bere?\
it beaer._

(6 tee) t ttid

When I Goae to » aame-.

17
a
9

\29

Z
Y

V"

Oiuy.
Whtt were you doing here?^ —
(wu tiyiog, proncuaciag it out.\
You were sounding it out. Okay

Um ba. (•*•)
Wbea you first »w it?/

Detcrmi'ne. C**r

Um faia (*)
Did you kuNTw it was a name?/
How did you know it was a name?\
By lookiog at that bird.
Okay, (soiling) Unuoksy.
AJso, it was capitalized at the end of the sentence.
It was capitalized at the end of the sentence?/
Yes, right here. It's capitalized at tbe ead of the sentence.
Ob, you mean in the second place it was capitalized.

Old you notice that it was capitalized over here?/
Um. yes.
Okay.
Y
Xid you jcunded it out.

Z

(

f
0
l>

ChTferufar/S'
I«sf
Jfr*

ui
^ , sljbiuciu

c
4
I

fmieJUtJ
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